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FO R EC AST
Sunny today and Satudray with 
cloudy periods during the after­
noons. A little warmer. Light 
winds.
The Daily Courier H IG H  A N D  LO WLow tonight and high Saturday at Kelowna 43 and TO, Tempera* lures recorded Thursday 40 and 
70 with .025 inches of rain.
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Residents along city and dist­
rict creeks were breathing easier 
today as creek levels either held 
their own or dropped a little.
Mill (Kelowna' Creek has
downpour, with some hail, also 
hit Okanagan Mission about 5:30 
p.m., but it had no appreciable 
l effect on any of the streams.
A M N E S T Y  T O  M A R K  R O Y A L  T O U R  
W ILL BE M A D E  T O  PRISONERS
OTTAWA (C P)—An amnesty to mark next month's 
Royal Tour will be made to convicts serving six months 
or more in Canadian jails and prisons, Justice Minister 
Fulton announced today.
Prisoner will have their sentences reduced on the basis 






LAW VIOLATORS — Unwit­
tingly or not. these eight driv­
ers and a cyclist broke the law 
during the noon rush hour by 
making left-hand turns at the 
Bernard - Ellis intersection. 
Daily Courier photographer 
Kent Stevenson took all the 
above shots within three min­
utes shortly after 12 noon. 
(TOP INSERT) traffic sign 
erected Wednesday, and also 
warns motorists turns are un­
lawful between 4:30 and 6 p.m. 
The following series depicts 
several cars, trucks and one 
bicycle committing the offence. 
Police say most lawbreakers 
are not aware of the signs, but 
plan to “educate” them in the 
next few days. Maximum fine 
under a city bylaw is $100.
! Highways department workers' 
shown no change in the past 24 | sdn are matching the Scotty I 
hours, but seepage has caused bridge near the Ellison
further inconvenience in low lying , schooi on a 24-hour basis. The ! 
areas along the creek. ! bridge was threatened earlier this i
Mission Creek has gone down;week w hen d e b ris  below the j 
a few inches in the past 24 hours bridge backed the water up to i 
but provincial public works crews! brjdge and road ievel. J
still are patroling spots that us- j The Ellison bridge currently is | 
ually are troublesome. .■ in heavy use, being part of the
Workmen also are waiting to . detour on Highway 97 between '
see what effect a heavy downpour jjcjd-s corner and Postill. It is ...... ....... ........ ... .. .,.... ...... ... ,................ ...... ......... , ............
near the heawaters of Mission!part of a highway known as the convention of delegates from the'policy during its annual eonven 
Creek and Mill Creek will have ,Qjd y ernon R0ad. 30,000 - member International tion in Vancouver,
on the levels here. j r  ■ Woodworkers of America (CLC)j
HEAVY RAIN
A heavy storm occurred in the
Details of the million-dollar-plus Shops Capri subruban 
shopping centre on the Pridham estates were bared this morn­
ing by P. Capozzi, president of Capozzi enterprises Ltd.
Official opening of the large shopping centre that will be 
among the largest in the province and covers 14 acres on the 
immediate eastern boundary of the city has been set for July 2. 
| When the project is completed there will be 21 units, in­
cluding two (a service station and a drivc-in eatery) units that 
have been in operation lor some time.
Two highly probables are a department store for a well- 
known Canadian firm and a hotel.
Mr. Capozzi said negotiations still have not been complet­
ed for building of the department store, but when they arc, it 
will be built at the southern end of the shopping area.
IW A  Calls Convention 
Over Proposed Strike
It was learned that Me and Me 
hardware store in Kelowna will
VANCOUVER (CP'—A specialadopted a no-contract, no-work
mountains east of here late yest­






OTTAWA (CP) — Justice Min­
ister Fulton today gave notice of 
legistlation to increase the num­
ber of judges in Quebec, Alberta 
and British Columbia.
A notice of motion on the Com­
mons order paper proposed three 
additional judges of the Superior 
Court of Quebec, and two each 
for the Supreme Courts of Al­
berta and B.C.
The Quebec courts now has 50 
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NORTH VANCOUVER (CP)— 
A 16-year-old Indian girl, discov­
ered Thursday locked in a closet 
of an abandoned house, today 
was reported, in fair condition in 
hospital.
RCMP said the girl, who es­
caped from the Girl’s Industrial 
School, is from the Seabird Is­
land Indian Reserve near Agas- 
J s‘z> ^  miles cast of Vancouver,
* > jt ’'i but they added they have not yet 
determined how sho b e c a m e  
locked in the closet. The girl had 
been committed to the school 
after breaking the terms of a 
probation order for car-theft.
One theory was that the girl 
was picked up by youths and 
taken to the abandoned house.
The girl was found Thursday 
In a weakened condition after 
three boys playing in the house 
heard the girl’s cries and bang­
ing oh the closet door. Police 
believe she had been imprisoned 
|n the four by five-foot closet, for 
several days.
When the, boys board her cries, 
thdy ran to the nearby home of 
Mrs, Christine Thom who inves­
tigated, then called police, 
RCMP constable George Cros- 
son, who released the girl, said 
she was quite weak. She said 
only one thing: VI’vo been hiding 
from some boys,”
He said the young girl had 
been sleeping ou some scraps of 
cloth, an, old cushion and some 
paper, Her shoes were found in 
the bedroom as if they had been 
thrown there,
The closet door had a spring 
catch on the outside and eoidd 




OTTAWA (CP) — Frank L.
Chester of Winnipeg today left his 
$ll,000-a-year post as chairman
of the Canadian Farm Loan
Board after the government de­
cided not to renew his term of 
office.
Mr. Chester said in an inter­
view that he believes ‘’politics” 
was involved in the government’s 
decision.
. He was appointed by the for­
mer Liberal administration for a in the South African flood disas- 
five-year term in 1954. Finance I ter rose to 60 Thursday as planes
Minister Fleming gave him a j rushed supplies to some town-
four-month extension last Jan. 25. . ships still marooned.
Mr. Chester said he was nomi-j. Rescue parties have recovered 
nated as the Liberal standard-; 13 b o d i e s  so far from the 
bearer in Winnipeg North in the j swamped coastal region of Natal 
1953 general election. That riding and Cape Province, 
was won by Alistair Stewart of | Seven of the drowned—five In- 
thc CCF. William M. Smith took; dians and two Africans — were 
it over for the Progressive Con-.buried in a common grave here 
sejrvatives last year. ‘Thursday.
on the coast has been called for 
May 30 to consider postponement 
of a strike set for June 16.
Union policy-makers Thursday 
named Jim Bury, secretary of 
the British Columbia Federation 
of Labor, to represent the IWA 
on a conciliation board , being 
formed in the union's dispute 
with the B.C. forest industry.
Labor Minister Lyle Wicks said 
he had ordered the conciliation 
board to handle negotiations be­
cause “ it was obvious that ne­
gotiations were not being carried 
out in good faith.”
“TOO GRAVE”
“The issue is too grave for me 
to put the responsibility on one
Flood Toll Up
Whether a hotel goes up land 
space has been reserved for it
in the northeast corner) depends be closed, and all stocks, goods 
upon the results of a liquor pleb- and offices moved to a large unit 
iscite—if there is one, according' close to , the super market.
11° Mr - Capozzi. ! a]so taking over units at Shop
! When the department store j Capri will be Long Super Drugs 
j and hotel are constructed, the h and setting up a sub post office 
j capital expenditure on the Shops in the store); Bank of Mon- 
Capri project is expected to be treal; Home Bakery; Glamour 
close to $2,000,000. W ear; Gem Cleaners; Niagara
It was learned later today that Cyclo Massage; Lupton Agcn- 
an official application has been cies Ltd..^ and an office for 
. .  „„ made for such a plebiscite and Capozzi Enterprises Ltd.
Mr. Wicks said earlier Thurs- ple flatter is under studv by' There will also be a store for 
day m Victoria that There is no;tlie attorney-general’s depart- women's and children's shoes 
such thing in this province as at Victoria. Glcnmore rcs-i^nd teenage clothing tBaircTs of
no-contract, .io-work agreement, t idents voted “dry” about five I Penticton); and Esquire Mens 
“The old collective agreement N ears ago in a previous plebis-jShop. also from Penticton; Dav- 
carries on until a new agreement, cite j id's Town House Beauty Salon;
is signed.” he said. I The shops Capri development! barber shop and a dental
has been under various stages offlco- 0CT a - dentlSt 
of construction for several mon- ct,™n« f t , 10™ Ca,ff t nf t r . „ 
ths, with activity intensified this! Space still is available for four 
spring to meet the July 2 o p e n -ftf t1’ stores or busmesses, a c  
ing deadline. For several days1 co!ftn* to Mr ftapozzi 
now blacktopping equipment hksj f t 11 stores will have aluminum
been laying down asphalt that-a"d «lass fronts and ft.ors‘ 
when completed will provide‘Piastic canopy over the side-
parking for some 700 autos. I 'ft., f t  n- u 
Centre of the suburban shop-! Highway 9^ when toe Pndham
ping district at the moment is clltof£ f t  f t m>)lccd f t  the high- 
the large super-market, which!wa-vs department. wiU be on the 
will be operated by Malkin’s - !immcdiato northcrn boundary-of 
another Shop Easy store. Shop 
Easy!s regional offices also will,. 
be contained within the large!“Timediatc ,north . 
market, which will have a floor f t apu dcveloP1̂ e«t 
space of 17,500 square feet-m uchjbeing c,nnf t leted t0 C,CCt 3 m0d* 
larger than any in the Okanagan ‘ n
/ /
Sounds Like Very 
Smelly" Dinner
LONDON (Reuters)—The Daily 
Express sniffed today at the 
menu provided by U.S. State Sec­
retary Christian Herter for the 
Soviet, British and French for-
________  _ __  eign ministers at a Geneva din-
man,” he told his constituents at! nef Thursday night; 
nearby Maillardville Thursday) Correspondent Douglas Clark, 
night. l covering the Big Four confer'-
The current contract between je™*. sftd the dinner began with 
the union and employers expires P ^ e -  the cheapest fish m Switz-
June 16. Conciliation proceedings ^ a ^ b e r ie s °  and cheese are not expected to be completed strawberries and cnee.e.
i Shops Capri.
Across the highway and to the 
of the Shops 
plans are
at the present time.
1 by then.
PORT SHEPSTONE, South Af-j The union seeks a 20-per-cent 
nca. (Reuters) -  The death toll increase ovcr the present basic
hourly wage of,$1.72. 
Earlier this year the IWA





VICTORIA (CP)-New rcgula- 
tions governing speculative land 
developments were announced to­
day by Attorney-General Bonner.
Effective immediately, any 
large promoter is required to 
make “full and factual disclo­
sure’' to prospective buyers, of 
land description, encumbrances 
i f . any, precise subdivisions de­
tails, utilities available and pay­
ment arrangements.
Any dcvelbpmont agent, or 
firm selling its own rcnl cstnto, 
will require a special licence 
fiom the'B.C. superintendent of 
real estate,
"The objective of the regula­
tions Is to give the fullest pos­
sible disclosure of proposed sub­
divisions so that prospective 
buyers can lntclllngeiitly make 
up their minds as to the .com­
mercial or jjersdnal desirability 
of investment," Mr. Bonner paid,
Tlie regulations wore request­
ed by Vancouver real estatci or­
ganizations following disclosures 
Of 'subdivision sale of lots which 
were not zoned for commercial 
1160.. '
Earthquake (tacks 
Wellington, N .Z .
WELLINGTON,. N.Z, <AP> 
15-sccond earthquake rocked Wei 
llngton tonight, causing wide­
spread damage and plunging a 
third of the city into darkness,
Plate glass windows were 
broken, chimneys fell and articles 
were thrown off shelves.
Ban On Coast
Be Lifted
VANCOUVER, (CP) — Van­
couver’s ocean beaches, closed 
since last August because of pol­
lution, may, be rc-opencd this 
summer, two years earlier than 
expected.
City medical authorities said 
they are hopeful that the beaches 
will be opened for this summer. 
“From a .preliminary study of 
» available figures I anticipate the 
beaches will open,” said city 
health officer Dr, Stewart Mur­
ray,
Dr. Miirray has been co - op 
crating with, the Greater r Van­
couver sewage board to free the 
beaches for swimming.
Duke Has No Comment 
Returning To Bahamas
Tw o  Automobile Firms Plan 
"Com pact" Cars
,! «W t
PARIS <AP) -  The Duke of 
Windsor today declined to reply 
to a request that ho return to 
the Bahamas In connection , with 
the proposed reopening, of the 
Sir Harry Oakes murder case.
The duke was governor of the 
I Bahamas at the time of the 1043 
Similar representations were'spying ami- following murder 
made by Okanagan real estate b'*"'. «t, which Alfred do Marlgny, 
dealers, sqveral weeks ago, : son- n-law of the Canadian multi-
millionaire, was ncclnltted, ,
A resolution to re - open , the 
case was passed by the Bahamas 
assembly and m e m h o r  Cyril 
Steycnson finld it was Imperative 
the duke return to toll what he' 
knows of the ense.
Informed of tho new develop­
ments, the duke authorized his 
secretary to say that, liftoftcon- 
sultatlons with his lawyers,) lie 
has no comment at this time,
T C A  President 
Worried Over
C A N A D A 'S  H IG H  
. . . A N D  L O W
Mass Killer Gets 
Execution Stay
LINCOLN, Neb. (CP) -  Mass 
killer Charles Starkweather to-1 
day was granted n tup-week slay I 
of execution a little more than an I 
| hour before; hi,-i scheduled ap|xiint-l 
meat with (loath1 In the electric 1 
chair,
Federal district Judge Richard;
RohinsOn of Omaha granted; the 1 
stay to nllow Starkweather to op-j 
pehl the denial Thursday of his 
application for a writ of habeas,
yorpus, ■ • 1 j MONTREAL iCPt-Gordon R., " —’— •
Lle\en kp fo and gpn slayings McGregor. nrcMdcnt pf Trans- DISPUTES STATEMENT 
were, blamed on -  and admitted Canada Air'Lines, paid .Thursday 1IIA8 NEW EVIDENCE'
b'aii"ler<J ifnUowhu! Jh<?' ,mn<, c ‘ NEW YORK (AP)-Prlvato de-
v "£o !I6 months auo 1 U'Qtlve Rnymond C. Schindler,
while,V ' .'her of'the nahiimas House of As-
Mr, Me^reHor loId inembere u |o ,.m biv, Hnya he has no hew evl-
deuce in the unsolved slaying of
gated the Onkcs case or Inter
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Two of the, automotive indus­
try’s, big three—Ford and Chrys­
ler—have announced plans for a 
"compact” ear, likely to be in 
production next year.
Rhys M. Sale, president of Ford 
Motor Company of Canada, said 
in Toronto Thursday his company 
plans to make a car known as the 
Falcon for distribution through its 
Forfl-Monarch-Edsel dealers and 
a somewhat similar automobile, 
still unnamed, for sale in Canada 
through Mercury- Lincoln -Meteor 
dealers.
Frank Hogan, executive vice- 
president of Chrysler Corporation 
of Canada Limited, said in Wind­
sor that the Valiant, a new small 
car planned by his firm's parent 
company in the United States, will 
be built in Canada, should it be 
decided to offer tho ear for sale 
in this country,
MADE IN CANADA
Mr. Sale said Ford is planning 
for' production of the Falcon and 
the other model in its Canadian 
plants,
There was still no word from 
General Motors of Canada Lim­
ited. A spokesman nt Osliawn, 
Out,, said he had “nothing.to-say 
on tho subject” except that the 
matter of building n small ear Is 
being investigated.
Despite silence from General
ern motel.
It is also proposed to erect a 
medical clinic next year.
The whole subdivision was 
formerly the orchard of the late 
F. Pridham. The subdivision has 
installed sewers and water at no 
cost to the city" of Kelowna or 
tho municipality of Glcnmore.
Over 200 building lots were 
opened up in the subdivision, and 
houses have been going up lika 
since last year.
firm to about 75 per cent, 
they, too, will have a smaller car, mushrooms 
—probably called the Corvair.(Many families already are liv- 
Rumors place the GM introduc-! ing on the Pridham estates sub- 
tion date at Oct. 9. division. :
\ l
viewed anybody about It, I would ftbistry spokesmen say
be deported 
The resolution for renewal of 
tlie investigation, pnssed by the 
nsfiombly, w a » Introduced by 
Cyril Stevenson who snld Schin­
dler lmd new evidence in the 
case. Ho did not specify Hie na­
ture of the purported evidence,
1
Toronto . 
Regina . . . .
Savage Storm Hits 
Southeast England
LONDON < Reuters >-Thc big­
gest electric storm of the >'cnr 
—r—  swept southeast England Thurs- 
711day night and early todny, cauii* 
................. ......... 25 1 ing widespread damage. 1
a local service club that TCA
I,r “ca,c C:,T di"" ‘f t;!  Sir Harry, Oakes, clfic Airlines, recently granted . ,  ' ■ .
the' right to moke east-west , Schindler said Tlnirndny: 
flights across Canada, "plight] " I’ve had no Information since 
divert over $5,000,000 revenue 1044 . . . when 1 offered to break 
from TCA Ip the 12-month period the case, Then I wns told-hy Gov 
starting May 4,” , ' lernment House that if 1 lnv'esti*
DUKE OF WINDHOR 
. . .  no comment
FORD STOCKS JUMP 
ON TORONTO EXCHANGE
TORONTO (CP) -  Class A 
shares of Ford Motor Company 
of Canada todny rocketed ahead 
on the Toronto Stock Exchange
Ford A, which closed on tho 
exchange Tlnirsday , at $13B a 
share, opened today at $175 and 
touched $170, an] all-tlmo high,, 
before retrelitlng to $172 in\ the 
first'half hour oir a volume of 
nearly 1,000 shares,
The Canadian company’s B 
stock, which seldom trades, 
didn’t move, ,
FORD SEEKS CONTROL 
OF CANADIAN STOCK
DETROIT 'CP) -F o rd  Motor 
Company - announced Thursday 
that It will make an offer early 
next month to'purchase up to a 
maximum of 775,020 shares of the 
class A 1 non-voting l stock 01 inrk('ri Intr*r)n)tv- 
Ford Motor Company of Canada, !• ft,.,1,1.
(AP WIrcphoto)
CANADIAN PIANIST CilJCNN (»OUU)
. . .  lie nays lie's not eeccntrle
Critic Says Gould M usical.
But Rhythm Sounds 'Boneless7
LONDON (CP) — Neville Car- that Ills rendition of the eon 
dus, dean of British music critics, 
deals harshly' with tlie London 
debut of Canadian planlstVUIonn 
Gould, i ' ,
- Tho 70-year-old critic writes 
lliut Gould's playing, of Dcc- 
(hoven's Fourth Plano Concerto'
Limited.  ̂ _LiifilamiiLA:— —fmcL.y tely^ th -crosxed  I rg ^ r - to r  mnl((„. (h(, ((cJ(, Mlg,(,.riUoil t|ll)t
,n'v f t  ft", f t..)1/,1.!'.!!!' Ihc pianist might find a deck
ehhlr oven 'more eolnforiable,
The parent find is offering Slflfl 
(U.S.) a share, appioxijnah Iv 10 
per cent more than th< d  sing 
price of the stock ou the Ameri­
can Stock Exchnnge Thursd i> 
n ie  Detroit company now owns 
27.5 per cent of Foul of Canndn 
outstanding stock, Atm of tho 
, U.S. firm Is to boost total hnld- 
I trigs of stock in tho Canadian
to listen intensely to Boothoven 
with my logs crossed, Jet a|one 
1 ley him," ■
“BONELESS”
Cardus nnys the 27 - year - old 
Torontonian Is "refined and mu­
sical” In ills playing but that iris 
rhythm sounded “ boneleo*” and
coilo's slow movement “fell far 
short (»f sublimity or any kind of 
Beethovenish eloquence,”
“The effect often, suggested « 
musical box,"
C a r d u s disapprovingly' coin- 
mentil on Gould's use (if f\ low 
chair with a back rather than
When Gould met the pi'eaif earl­
ier this week, tie wore n doth 
cap, Ticnvy black ov,ereont,,|kttoc« 
length Jacket, grey npuffUr and 
two pairs pf gloves. ' ft 
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Next Episode O f Penticton 
Mellerdramer Eagerly Awaited
A strong and vigorous difference of opin­
ion among elected civic officials is sometimes 
an indication of healthy government and a  
strong public interest in local affairs. Such 
a disagreement among civic officials is not 
always to be deplored; sometimes its effects 
are beneficial.
It has been a long, long time now since 
there was a good honest row in the Kelowna 
city council. Here things arc done differently; 
council presents—well, generally—an unani­
mous face to the public. Seldom since 1938- 
39-40, the period when Alderman George 
Sutherland was the stormy petrel, has there 
been any public indication of a strong dif­
ference of opinion among Kelowna's alder­
men.
Sometimes, it might be wished that' it 
were otherwise. But no one, we think, has 
any desire to have the city experience the 
bickering which has been going on for the 
past many months between the mayor and 
the aldermen of Penticton.
The adnunistration of Penticton's civic af-t 
fairs are certainly the business of the people 
of that city. They may enjoy having their 
council and their city held up to the ridicule 
of the whole province. They may, but we 
doubt it.
The progress of the farcial dispute be­
tween the mayor and his council during these 
past few months has been watched with in­
terest and some amusement by the people 
of the province. This week’s episode saw the 
mayor again defy his council and refuse to
call the vote on a resolution that had been 
made; it saw the council adjourn the meeting 
and disperse, leaving his worship in posses­
sion of the council chamber; it saw too, the 
mayor rushing to Victoria to seek provincial 
support.
This whole series of episodes between the 
Penticton mayor and his aldermen is just 
too fantastic to be believed. No fiction writ­
er would dare use it as a plot, it is so un­
believable. Nor would any fiction writer 
dare to create a character necessary to fit 
such an absurb plot. So corny is it that not 
even a TV script writer would consider us­
ing plot, dialogue or characterization.
So downright silly is the whole episode 
that one is forced to wonder if the Pcnticton- 
ians are not cleverer than we have given 
them cerdit for, if this whole thing is not 
just some deep-layed plot to snaffle some 
continent-wide publicity. One never knows 
about our friends in the southern city; they 
tigure deeply and well. It just may be that 
they consider even this publicity to be good 
publicity.
Or could it be that this Gilbert and Sulli­
van stuff is actually real, honest and above- 
board?
In any event the whole province is looking 
forward to the next episode of the meller­
dramer “Just How Silly Can You Get”, pro­
duced by the Penticton taxpayers and played, f " n n a r l iz s n  O 'f 'f lP P F Q  
by a star-studded cast of Penticton council- IQ U Iul I V I  IIOGI o  
men and officials and headlined by His Wor­
ship the Mayor.
O T T A W A  C O M M EN T
Rail Freight Hits 
Lumber Industry
By RICHARD GWYN
Special Ottawa Correspondent 
For The Dally Courier
i greatest value and give employ* 
ment on at least the scale at to­
day." the brief claimed..
By way of creating a picture 
OTTAWA—High railway freight in the minds of the members of 
charges are choking sales of an;the committee, the brief noted 
Important B.C. speciality product {that one day’s output of B.C.
red cedar shingles—and hold-1 plywood, if laid in panels 5/16“ 
down sales of B.C. plywood, the j thick, would cover more than 
Commons mines, forests and 100 acres and if shipped by rail 
waters committee was hold. j would fill a train of box cara 
These arguments were includ-jhalf a mile long, 
ed in a brief presented to the i r.n n n  nnnw ivn 
committee by the Forest Indus IG00D R00FING
try Asosciation of British Colum 
bia. Represented were the ma 
jor pulp and paper and lumber
Shingle manufacturers were of 
great importance to the B.C. log­
ging Industry, the Forest Indus-
companies, the B.C. Loggers As-;1̂  Association’s brief said, be- 
sociation and the B.C. Lumber ca^ ' were able to make 
Manufacturers' Association. [good roofing and siding out of u 
The brief noted that "despite
| * - . —
'quality of cedar that was unsult-
TH E SPARKS A R E FLY IN G
Sales Profits Down
Sales dollar profits in Canada’s manufac­
turing industry in 1958 dropped to 4.6 cents, 
the lowest in the eleven years the Canadian 
Manufacturers’ Association has studied them. 
To put it another way, 4.6 cerfH of every 
dollar of sales was left with the company 
after meeting expenses. This figure, 4.6 
cents, was six-tenths of a cent less than the 
profit figure of 1957 and 1.2 cents below 
that of the boom year of 1956.
The survey covered - 1,019 companies 
with net sales of $8,827,807,000. They em­
ployed 485,830 people to obtain the figures 
the companies were asked to state in a 
questionnaire what money they had receiv­
ed during their last fiscal year, both from 
sales and other sources, how much of that
Receive Training 
In India's Arm y
By RUSSELL ELMAN__
sales dollar was split into 2.6 cents for share­
holders and 2.0 cents which were retained in 
the business.
The sales profit figure has varied but little 
in the eleven years of the survey. The first 
survey in 1948 showed a profit of 6.2 cents. 
The highest figure was 1950 when it aver­
aged 7.1 cent and the lowest was this year. 
Over the eleven years the mean average is 
a modest 5.15 cents.
One of the interesting things about the sur­
vey is that of the 1,019 companies surveyed, 
there were 175 which operated at a loss. 
This fact should satisfy those confused 
thinkers who not only attack the vital role 
of profits in our dynamic market system but 
fail to realize that running a plant involves 
the risk of loss as well as the posibility of
P E R S O N A LLY  S PEAK IN G -
By THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLE
money was spent for materials, labor taxes, . profit. Profits arc a “must” for any business
depreciation and other items. They were 
asked what they did with what was left, how 
much was paid out to shareholders and how 
much was retained in the business for plant 
expansion and improvement.
Federal and provincial taxes on corpora­
tion income in 1958 took 3.6 cents of every 
sales dollar. The profit of 4.6 cents on each
and penalties on their achievement cannot 
hclp^but-handicap management, reduce in­
vestment and employment and impede pro­
gress.
It is interesting to note, too, that the sur­
vey again proved that average sales profits 
were even less than a third of what the gen­
eral public has considered a fair margin,
REPORT FR O M  TH E U .K .
Canadian Programs 
During Ca
By M. McINTYRE HOOD
Special London (Eng.) 
Correspondent For The Kelowna 
Dally Courier
LONDON — For the first time 
in the history of the British 
Broadcasting Corporation, a week 
is being set aside to give British 
radio listeners the opportunity 
of hearing a selection of the top 
programs from a Commonwealth 
country, Canada is the country 
chosen for this new broadcast­
ing venture.
On the BBC, 
the week at 
May 31 to June 
6 will bo qb- 
served as Can­
ada Week. In 
co - oporntl o n 
with the Can­




c o m e d y  and 
talks will bo poured Into the cars 
of the British public,
For many years, a wide range 
of British1 programs has been 
broadcast to all parts of the 
Commonwealth. Return traffic 
in programs has been* relative­
ly scant.
Little has been hoard In- the 
United Kingdom of Common­
wealth artists as their own aud- 
lOnceS hear them, In their own 
productions, using their
Pentland, played by the Quator 
of Montreal. There will be a con­
cert by the CBC Symphony Or­
chestra, conducted by Geoffrey 
Waddlngton. "Tuesday Tune- 
tlme” will be a one hour concert 
by the Nell’ Chotcm orchestra.
Headlining the comedy aspect 
of Canada Week will be a one- 
hour variety, show featuring 
Wayne and Shuster and the young 
Canadian singing star, Patti 
Lewis;
One of the features of -the pro­
gram wll be a special two-way 
edition of "Family Favorites", 
between London and Toronto.
Drama will be represented by 
"The Devil’s Instrument",, a play 
by the Canadian author, W. O. 
Mitchell, pet on a communal 
farm in the Canadian west. This 
play will bo presontod on two dif­
ferent days on the homo service 
of the BBC.
The Jazz element In the pro-
Clubs", which will start with a 
two-way conversation between 
Humphrey Lyttleton in England 
and the leading Canadian jazz 
musician and composer, Phil 
Nlmmons, In Cnnada. This will 
be followed by a 45-minuto pro­
gram by the "Nlmmons ’n’ 
Nine group” , including one selec­
tion specially composed as a 
snlute to Canada Week.
Women's Hour, conducted by 
Helen James, and a discussion 
program on Canada’s French- 
speaking minority, will provide 
the more serious nspects of the 
week’s programs originating In 
Cannda and going out to British 
homes.
BIBLE BRIEF
WELLINGTON, India (CP) 
Officers from nine countries, in­
cluding Canada, are being trained 
at India’s Defence Services Staff 
College in this south Indian hill 
station.
Under a reciprocal agreement 
between the Canadian and Indian 
armed services, every year since 
1951 a Canadian has received 
staff training at Wellington and 
an Indian at Royal Military Col­
lege, Kingston, Ont. The scheme 
is not based on any military com­
mitments, but as a gesture of 
goodwill between the two Com­
monwealth countries.
“The arrangement permits a 
useful exchange of ideas and al­
lows service officers to see a new 
country,” said Lt.-Col. R. Z. 
Kabraji, Indian staff officer.
At present, 22 foreign officers 
from Canada, the United States, 
Britain, Ethiopia, the United 
Arab Republic, Burma, Nepal, 
Indonesia and Australia are tak­
ing the 10 - month course, the 
same given to the 80 Indian staff- 
officer trainees. It qualifies them 
for staff positions in their home 
countries.
LIKE CANADA’S
The Canadian officer now ; at 
Wellington is Maj. Laird Macdon­
ald of Toronto. He and his wife 
live in a hotel at nearby Coonoor.
Macdonald said he did not find 
it difficult to adjust to the Indian 
training program, , as Indian 
Army procedure is not unlike 
Canada’s. The chief instructor, 
Col. Bharat Singh, attended a 
course at Kingston in 1946 before 
India gained independence.
The college wnsi founded in 1048 
after partition to replace the old 
Staff College at Quetta, now in 
Pakistan. Wellington, a former 
British garrison ■ p o i n t ,  was 
chosen because of its good cli­
mate and facilities in the Nilgiri 
Hills, 5,500 feet above the burn­
ing plains of Madras state.
All three Indian services arc 
represented nt Wellington, a min­
iature m e l t i n g  pot of Indin. 
Army, naval nnd air force offi­
cers—Sikhs, Bengalis, Gulerati, 
Madrasi—mix and drink together 
in the mesa—one , of the few 
"wet” spots In an otherwise dry 
Madras state,
"Wo have combined our vers­
ion of n joint services stnff coir 
lege with (ho normal functions of 
a stnff college," said Col, Knb- 
rnjl,. "Wo believe stnff work in­
volves vitnl co-operntlon of nil 
throe services."
Ye shall not bn afraid of the 
face of man.—Deuteronomy Is 17,
Consciousness of tho righteous 
gram wll lbo provided by "Jazz ness of our enuso gives courage.
B Y G O N E D A Y S
OCEAN CURRENT
The warm Gulf Stream nffccts 
ocenn water ns fnr north ns 280 
miles nbovo tho Arctic Circle in 
Norway,
tended to change that by present­
ing prpgrnmli brondenst and re­
corded entirely In Canada.
VARIETY OF PROGRAMS
The Canadian programs selec­
ted (pr Canada Week broadcast- ............................
|ng in Britain are varied In their colorful ceremony.
Hope • Princeton highway will 
(hi op«iit>d\offlclnlly the duy be
fori
30 YEARS AGO 
> ’ , May, 1029
Friends of Miss Nellie Hand 
len, formerly of Kolpwnq, will 
bo pleased to learn that she wns 
nwnrricd. the second brlzc, a all- 
donated byV the B.C. 
Dramatic School, In the first 
personality pngonnt held In Vic­
toria last week, out of ten can­
didates,,
10 YEARS A(10 
May, 1940
Arena commissioners f r o m  
N e w  Westminster, Knmloops,
Vernon, Trull, Nelson and Kol- 
ownn held n conference last Sat­
urday, at;which tliriq mutual Ivor cup 
problems' were thoroughly ells- 
°wn cussed. George Brown, chairman 
inntcriul and with their own sup-jot the Kelowna arena commls- 
portlng casts and orchestras. »ion. presided over the parley.
Canada Week on tho BBC Is In-
Public .Works Minister E. C,
Carson stuted at Penticton the
•> n
>p« icd\
o -Labor Day, September, 4. ,, , „
Civic dignitaries from ull over! was decided to prepare u poll* 
Canada wlli take part in tho!llon t0 present to the govern- 
crc . jmont, seeking the construction
character, The selection will1. , . 'of nbout 12 miles of road on the
range from classical music toj >;■ ^ 20 YEARS AGO , east side of Okanagan Lake, to
Jazz, from light ciitertnmincntto May, 103# give direct connection with Kol*
iO YEARS AGO 
May. 1010
Ai a recent meeting of the 
Narnmuta Farmers' Institute It
; (iraniit and Falks.1 They.Will..TOT
only be carried oq tho three Brl- 
tish, networks, but, some. of them 
will ulso go out over tho general 
o,ericas service to all parts of 
the world.
Tint riipslcal content of the pro* 
grirnta will bit of-|ho highest or­
der. It will. include u chamber 
music tecltnl of works by the 
Lj Canadian composer, > Barbara
fern
ny,
Tnc~TOTtiTgTrr " pfiTr 'of
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This gracious lady should be 
seen and not smelled. Like the 
women of society of-many years 
ago, she looks nice. Pictures 
about her are most delightful. 
But she reeks! So did the women 
of long ago. So did the men who 
used powder and scent to kill 
the abominable effluvia which 
was the result of failing to wash.
I was once a smoker. I did all 
the things that smokers did. I 
burnt my clothes. I left holes in 
the seats of chairs and chester­
fields. My pockets were full of 
ashes which had not been com­
pletely cleaned from my pipe, 
Worst of all, even worse than 
the atmosphere in my study if 
the door was closed and I was 
concentrating with Madame Nic­
otine, I probably had a breath 
which could have vied with that 
of the storied dragon. .
For a very good reason, I stop­
ped smoking. It was not because 
I thought it wicked, which I 
don’t. It wasn’t because I thought 
it expensive, which it was. I 
stopped because I was scared to 
go on for fear of consequences 
which I need not go into just 
now. I stopped and immediately 
I began to discover how offen­
sive smoking on my part must 
have been to other people. To­
day, I have to endure a room 
(at a meeting) filled with cig- 
aret, pipe and e v e n  cigar 
smoke. When I come out my 
clothes reek of the odor. Prob­
ably my hair (what little I have 
left) does also. I find myself sit­
ting next to a nice neighbor and 
his or her stubbed out cigaret 
which, put tersely, stinks. In a 
restaurant, in a train, almost 
anywhere (in England, even in 
the theatre), the smoke from 
someone’s mouth, nose a n d  
lungs drifts across to me and, 
unless I want to suffocate from 
lack of any kind of air, I am 
forced to . breathe the smell of 
what is described in advertise­
ments as 'so cool, so fresh, so 
delightful’ but comes to me ns 
something revoltingly unplea 
sunt.
This is not the first time that 
I have stopped smoking, but this 
time It 1b final, Once, years ago, 
when I wns going to preach 
somewhere, I occupied a place 
across' the aisle from a person 
who wns not only facing me but 
wns n heavy smoker of both cig- 
aret nnd pipe. Although I wns 
sevcrnl feet from him tho smei: 
wns so strong that I thought to 
myself (for I was! also n smoker 
at the time)! "If 1 smell like 
that,'I am going to quit!'' And I 
did for over two years.,
Mndamo Nicotine, the lady 
whoso products are praised on 
every advertising medium, the 
lady who Is supposed to bring 
pence nnd calm to Jndcd nerves 
the Indy who Is ever Increasing 
ly tnxed because tho minister 
of flnnnco knows that, with r<j
a sustained, expensive, promo­
tional efort," sales of cedar 
shingles had shown a steady de­
cline from 2,490,516 squares in 
1950 to 1,654,390 squares in 1958.
On plywood, the 32-page docu­
ment said that in contrast with 
other sections of the forest in­
dustry, B.C. plywood mills had 
to sell virtually all their output 
in the Canadian market. Britain 
buys about 5 per cent B.C.’s ply­
wood output and other foreign 
sales are negligible. A tariff of 
20 per cent effectively prevented 
any exports to the United States.
FURTHER REDUCED
“Successive increases in do­
mestic rail freight rates have 
reduced, and may have elimin­
ated, the possibility of a further 
expansion of sales in Canada by; 
the coast plywood industry."
Importance of the plywood in­
dustry to the province was that' 
it gave direct employment to 
some 6,500 people; logging la­
bor would raise the figure to 
about 8,000; and there was a 
high labor content in the finish­
ed product due to the degree of 
processing, remanufacture and 
refinement needed.
"It is of considerable import­
ance to B.C. and to Canada that
able for standard lumber.
Disappearance of the shingle 
industry would add to thq cost of 
logging and in waste of raw ma­
terials.
The brief said that since 1958, 
and the start of a year-by-year 
round of freight rate increases— 
representing a total accumula­
tive general Increase of 156 per 
cent—sales of the British Colum­
bia coast forestry industry to 
the Prairies and Eastern Canada 
had dropped by 49 per cent.
"Suffice to say that the evi­
dence is clear that Coast ship­
pers are being forced out o! the 
Canadian market by freight 
costs,” the brief said.
gard to her, man is a philanderer 
and woman full of adoration:
Madame Nicotine is a nasty
tasting, bitter and poisonous ^ ' b .c ."plywood indusTry "should
continue to convert high-gradecreature, alas, and in addition, 
she reeks to high heaven, a 
nasty smelly hag!
You don’t believe me? You 
think that I am merely crying! 
"Sour grapes!"? It is nothing toj 
me whether you stop smoking, i 
Do as you please, but don’t denyj 
what I have said. It is true, as; 
every non-smoker knows. Ma- j 
dame does things to people, too. 
I don’t mean physically, although j 
that may be true. It does things 
to people’s manners. They puff 
smoke at you while they talk. 
I saw a man smoking in an Eng­
lish Cathedral and several cig- 
arets stamped out on floors of 
churches. They burn your furn­
iture, set fire to your beds, 
burn holes in your carpets and 
even talk to you with cigarets 
hanging out of their mouths. 
She’s a dame all right, is Ma­
dam e. Nicotine: expensive, very 
popular, much touted in the 




H usbanda should avoid critidam 
and threats, says this article: 
"TheSpecial Natureof Women” 
in June Reader's Digest. Puz­
zling ns it may seem, women 
often need help in accepting 
their sexual role as women. 
Here's how both partners Can 
learn the true meaning of fem­
ininity and win happiness from 
discontent. Get Reader’s Digest: 
37 articles of lasting internet.
timber into a product of the
T H E U N D ER H ILL CLINIC
Announces with pleasure the return to practice of
Dr. E. P . Carruthers
Specialist in INTERNAL MEDICINE 
and the association of
Dr. J . S. Bennett
Specialist in OBSTETRICS and GYNECOLOGY 
1635 ABBOTT STREET PHONE POpIar 2-2740
■r§iifegfiiMlQn.. .^__
livery, city and district 30q per 
week, carrier boy collecting every 
2 week*. Suburban areas, where 
carrier or delivery service te 
maintained, rate* as above.
By mall, lb n,C„ *0.00 per 
year; *3.50 for 0 months; *2.00 
for 3 months; Outside B.C. and 
l,! {LA,, *1A.(X) per year; *7.60 for 
0 months; ,*3.73 fo« 3 months, 
single copy talcs price, ft cents.
IF Y O U R
PAPER IS MISSED
; 1 \
Phono your carrier first
Then if ypur Courier I# not 
1 delivered by 7,00 p.m. ,
JUST .TELEPHONE
RU D Y'S T A X I 
Kelowna P 0  2-4444
‘ And a copy w iO e  
despatched to you at once
nil* special delivery service 
la nvnllfihle nightly between 
7*00 p.m. and 7:30 p,m
NOW AVAILABLE IN B.C.
FAMOUS O'KEEFE
The Vernon dragliourida with 
W, T, Culm-ron as muster, again 
met at Okanagan ^fission on Sun­
day, an In former yearn, There 
wan a big roncoulrso’of Interest* 
Yd 'spectators in ear* to see the 
field-of 16 move off at eleven In 
dimm orning. Tho line followed 
Wan from thq Chute Lake road 
; below Robinson , Pjata .across 
.country to Cedar Crock.'’ ■ I ■ l
owimn'
thd vnlloj
50 YEARS AGO ' ,
May, 1000
Misses Harvey and Renwlck 
and Messrs, 1 R,' Paul, Cnsorsn 
and Shanks returned home from 
Okanagan College, Summcrlniul 
on the jcomnifnccmcnt . of the 
summef vacation,. >
T  . A  / T D  TT> TT1 TT1 TDJ L j  sJvHka VmfM mCmI J r C  J miJ #JCswd JuAgt
MU’*
For Home Delivery 
Phone PO 2-2224
O ’KEEFE B R E W I N G  
COMPANY (B C) LIMITED
This idvcih\ement u not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the Government o( Dritun Columbia.
Jobless Total 
Keeps Falling
With the coming of warm 
weather, employment prospects 
are brightening daily in this 
area.
The number of persons now 
seeking work here now stands at 
1,204, as compared with 1,572 one 
month ago.
The majority of the unemploy­
ed males are In the unskilled 
categories.
The breakdown in this classi­
fication is as follows:
Agriculture, 76; cannery work­
ers, 53; lumber and lumber 
products, 86; construction labor­
ers, 128, and eight miscellaneous
The Daily Courier
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Disposal, 
W ater Supply Promised
unskilled workers. The remainder Provision of “ safe domestic 
are skilled and semi-skilied water and sewago disposal" in
the many new subdivisions, de­
scribed as a “land development
workers.
Of the women out of work, 236 
are packing House workers. 
There are also 49 cannery work­
ers; 14 veneer plant and box 
factory workers; seven laundry
boom or fiasco" will be strictly 
enforced, according to Dr. D. A. 
Clarke, director of the South 
Okanagan Health Unit
workers. The remainder are ini In his report to the quarterly 
clerical and service occupationsJ meeting this week of the South 
i tree p u n  ntr* I Okanagan Union Board of Health,PAID OUT |Dr Clarke noted a -tremendous
The promising news is the interest in the subdivision of 
number of men unemployed has!land in and around Lake Okana- 
dropped , to 666 from 867 this gan during the past t h r e e  
month, with the women seeking months."
work dropping from 705 to 538. He said there were two 10,000- 
The disbursement of benefits lo1 subdivisions contemplated as! 
during the month of April amount- wcl1 as several others, ranging 
ed to $127,806 in this district. I from 200 to 1,000 lots.
This compares favorably with I Dr- Clarke- who also »s the 
Vernon and Penticton, who gave Clty’s mcdlcal health officer, said
out $219,100 and $153,808 respec­
tively.
R A M P A G IN G  CREEK H A S N 'T  D EN TED  DEFENCES Y E T
"Will Mill (Kelowna i Creek 
get any higher?" creekside 
residents are anxiously asking 
as creek has gone 24 hours 
w i t h o u t  any appreciable 
change. Freshet, aggravated 
by rains, has caused some 
minor damage and inconveni­
ence in Five Bridges, Wood- 
lawn and Kelowna, but for most 
part city's defences are holding 
out. Bend just north of Suth­
erland Ave. bridge (shown 
above i has been trouble spot 
in past but with rock work 
and widening, creek bed still
has contained fast • flowing 
murky waters. This picture, 
t a k e n  yesterday afternoon, 
shows water level near top of 
rock wall. — (Courier staff 
photo.)
Ta x Rate Unpopular But Ratepayers 
Agree With Council -  No Alternative
TRUSTEES ELECTED
PEACHLAND—At the annual 
meeting of the ratepayers of the 
Peachland Irrigation District, 
trustees for the ensuing year 
elected were: G. W. Hawkslev, 
chairman, A. E. Miller and H. 
C. MacNeill. The financial state­
ment and trustees’ report were 
presented and general business 
discussed.
By ALBERT DENEGRIE 
Daily Courier Staff Writer
General dissatisfaction with the 
city's budget and new mill rate 
has been found in a poll taken 
by the Daily Courier among 
Kelowna ratepayers.
But all were pretty well re­
signed to it — reluctantly, of 
course.
More than half of the property 
owners contacted in the Courier 
survey by telephone were so re­
luctant, in fact, that they de­
clined to be quoted. Maybe it was 
just bashfulness, but .their re­
marks usually went like this: "I 
don’t want to have my name in 
the newspaper saying I objected 
to the higher taxes.”
City officials said the four-mill
erage at 11 per cent. But in ad- were apologetic and resigned,
dition, the taxpayers (and all 
electrical users in the city) will 
have to pay more for their elec­
tricity from July 1 onward.
DISCOUNT DROPPED
That is because the city’s "aus­
terity” budget provides for can­
cellation of the 10 per cent dis­
count that was allowed to all 
electrical utility customers who 
paid their account? by deadline.
The prospect of losing that dis­
count has proven disappointing 
to those presons who cared to 
express an opinion on the budget 
and tax rate.
" I’m not a complainer, but L FIXED COSTS 
do feel it makes it hard,” com­
mented Mrs. E. Sorlie, 970 
Laurier Ave. She said the elec
increase (40 mills is the 1959’trical discount was a help,” add'




Kelowna branch of the John 
Howard Society will have an of­
ficial delegate at next week’s sec­
ond biennial Canadian Congress 
of Corrections at Vancouver.
Mrs. T. F. McWilliams will be 
the delegate at the week-long 
sessions at University of B.C.
Outstanding speakers from Hol­
land, England, United States and 
Canada will discuss various as­
pects of correctional problems, 
Attorney-General Robert Bon­
ner will be the opening session 
speaker, Sunday evening. , 
Other speakers to address the 
congress include Justice Minis­
ter Davie Fulton; ■( Arthur Mali 
oncy. Q.C., MP; Dr. P. A. H. 
Baan of Holland; Dnvid Brock; 
Dr. BroLk Chisholm; Manuel 
Lopoz-Rny, United Nations, Hew 
York; W. S. Billings, Washington 
State citizens council; Ronald 
Beattie, Sacramento, Calif,, and 
Hugh J. Klaro of London, Eng.
The congress concludes Friday 
with "whirlwind" tours (skiing, 
golfing, swimming, institutional 
visits and others).
ing that "school costs are too 
high.”
“There,’s lots I* would, like to 
say,” snapped Charles M. Nicol 
of 1461 Graham St., who claims 
his taxes have doubled in the 
past 10 years.
“I wouldn’t mind the increase 
in the mill rate, but they had to
feeling they had no alternative.
They blamed the “absolutely 
necessary” increase on the pro­
vincial government’s municipal 
aid program, specifically in re­
lation to school costs.
Council, after several “budget 
slashing" sessions, had to settle 
on raising $735,701 by taxation 
this year, and to do that the mill 
rate was raised to 40 mills from 
last year's 36, and the electricity 
discount will be discontinued as 
of July 1.
Taxation last year raised $607,- 
925.
the work of examining the de­
velopments for adequate plan­
ning is “occupying a major part 
of thq time of our two sanitary 
inspectors and if it continues, 
will require the full-time service 
of one additional sanitarian.
WELLS POLLUTED
In reporting on present public 
domestic water systems that are 
chlorinated, most of them were 
classified as "excellent." But 
raw domestic water supplied by- 
private wells in the area still 
are a cause for concern.
Tests had shown that some 
wells at Winfield, East Kelowna 
and Penticton east bench were 
contaminated, while some wells 
in the Naramata and Kaleden 
areas were still worse. They 
were described as “polluted."
Tests ̂  at Kaleden showed 40 
per cent positive and Naramata 
36 per cent. ,
Six new chlorinators were in­
stalled in the past four months 
in the northern half of the health 
unit, which extends from Win­
field to the border, according to 
Dr. Clarke’s report. He said 
there are now a total of 20 chlor­
inators "in operation in this 
area."
HOGS CONDEMNED
Of the carcasses or portions of 
carcasses condemned in the Kel­
owna meat inspection, two heads 
of hogs were found to be infected 
with tuberculosis.
Other highlights of Dr. Clarke’s 
health report for the first four 
months of the year included:
public health in Montreal or 






There were seven new cases of 
tuberculosis in Kelowna, four in 
Penticton, one each in Oliver and 
Princeton.
A cafe was closed in the south­
ern part of the unit because of 
“unsanitary conditions and lack 
of proper facilities.”
Warning letters have been sent 
to a raw milk vendor whose herd 
has been found to have mastitis 
occasionally.
Nine deaths occurred from 
motor vehicle accidents. Com­
mented Dr, Clarke: “This illus­
trates the dreadful waste of hu­
man life on our highways and 
the need for further efforts to 
prevent this weekly onslaught."
Twenty members of the SOHU 
staff recently attended the an­
nual provincial health institute 
program at Victoria.
This autumn, three of the 
SOHU nurses—Miss Joan Jar- 
beau, R.N., and Miss Joyce 
Bradford, R.N., both of Kelowna, 
and Miss Florence Ray, R.N. of 
Osoyoos—will attend schools of
FOR
Rutland Schools Hold Annual 
Track, Field Competitions
“We are not proud of the solu­
tion, nor are we proud of the 
budget,” said Aid. Donald Hor­
ton, chairman of the finance 
committee, as he explained that 
school costs (to the city) have 
gone up $72,000 over last year 
and $185,000 more than the 1956 
costs.
“School costs and the deben­
ture levey are fixed costs over 
which council has no control. 
These two items have shown an
By Courier Correspondent
RUTLAND — Rutland schools 
held inter-house track meets 
Saturday. Elementary, including 
representatives from the Rutland 
West school, conducted its meet 
on the Rutland elementary 
grounds, under supervision of 
Mr. W.' Hawker, principal, while 
the senior-junior high students’ 
meet went on at the same time 
on their grounds.
In the latter meet the “Cas­
cades” won out with total points 
of 285, the “Selkirks" were next 
with 260Vis and the “Monashees” 
third with 241%. Many parents 
attended the day’s festivities, 
and the P-TA operated refresh-
--- -» * , , v ») W ---- ------ * " « IIW VV ^ U V Y Y U u
put up the assessment too,” said increase of $116,000 over last7WT*. XTJ—.-1 *  ____ ♦ »  _____ , . * «Mr. Nicol 
WHERE WILL IT END? ’
Mrs. E. Schimpf of 616 Ray- 
mer Ave. wonders "where it is all 
going to end.” She said: "In 
the five years we’ve been here, 
taxes have taken an awful jump. 
I realize they have to, so maybe 
we. shouldn’t kick too much.”
“Hqw in the world can the old 
age pensioners meet the in­
crease,” asked Mrs, William 
Clark of 925 Stockwell Ave.’ "I 
like to sec the city going ahead, 
but it’s going to. be hard on a 
lot of people.”
Another, lady, a city resident 
for 50 years bqt who declined to 
have her name mentioned, said: 
"What’s the use of complaining. 
You’ve got to pay them anyhow.” 
She claimed her taxes were $80 
a few years agq and now are 
$175 — "and no Improvements 
made.”
What does the city council feci 
about it, all? As .reported in a 
Courier front page story last 
week, the mayor and aldermen
T O D A Y 'S  STOCK Q U O T A T IO N S
Supplied by
Okanagan Investments Ltd.
280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
.Dealers’ Association of Canada 
Today's Eastern Prices , 




Ilk, of Mtl. 57 57%
H.C. Forest ' 16% 10%
ll.C. Power .39% 39%
B.C. Tele ‘ 46% 47
Bell Tele 42*4 4?%
Can Brew 40% 41
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Powell River - 27% 28
A V. Roe 10 10%
Steel of Can 76 V0%
Taylor P and ,C , 18% , 19
Walkers , 34% 31%
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year," according to Aid. Horton.
Another reason for additional 
expenses is the fact that con­
tracts with four city unions ex­
pired last Dec. 31, and increases 
in wages are .going to cost an 
estimated $55,000 more this year.
Aid. Arthur Jackson opined 
that the mill rate actually should 
be higher, perhaps increased by 
six or seven mills, to meet neces­
sary expenditures. "We’re cut so 
fine now,, that when certain 
necessary expenditures come up 
we won't be able to meet them.”
HOADS SUFFER
He predicted the council will 
find itself "In embarrassing situ­
ations during this-year.”
Hardest hit of city departments 
was public works. Aid. Jack 
Treadgold said his department 
had lost $123,000, including $56,000 
budgetted for road work. “Ronds 
are definitely going to have to 
suffer this year,” he warned, 
Noting that $60,000 had been 
lopped off his budget, Aid. Dennis 
Crookes said the storage Im­
provements for Centennial Hall 
wopkl have to be bypassed this 
year and the fire department 
Will have to do with the old lad- 
der truck, even though it is 30 
years old and "beyond ropnir." 















Westcoaat VT, 1R 
; m u tu a l  F u n d s
All Can Comp. \ 7,89 
6,49 
9.17
Grouped Income 3 (W
Grouped Arum. 155
Investors, Mat,1 - 11.58
Mutual') Inc.,,.. ,5,29
Mutual Ace, , , 7.00 
North Am, Fund 9.14
AVERAGER 
N.Y. -- +1.67 '
Toronto .44
EXCHANGE
' u.s. ~  4% ;.
U.K, — $2,69% , ,
Funeral service will' be held 
Saturday at St, Michael and All 
Angels' Church for Mrs, Ethel 
Mildred Rairsden-Wood, late of 
1987 Panel soy St,,. whose (loath 
occurred Wednesday, at hopie, 
!4% nt ’i,f! 118c of 08 years, fol­
lowing a lingering Illness, ’ '
ment booths.
The elementary schools even 
had races for pre-school age 
youngsters, who will be attend­
ing next year. Results were as 
follows:
First, House IV, 132 points, 
girls’ captain Christine Sahli, 
boys’, captain Dale Forsythe; 
second: House V, 95 points, girls’ 
captain Colleen Andrews, boys’ 
captain Wayne Lee;, third, House 
I, 93 points, girls’ captain Grace 
Ivens, boys’ captain Steven Love­
ly; fourth, House III, 92 points, 
captains, Norma Morrison and 
Michael Rieben; fifth, House II, 
65 points, captains, Sylvia Fazan 
and Peter Lovely; sixth, House 
VI, 64 points, captains, Heather 
Marshall and Stanley Naka.
Houses V and VI are from the 
Rutland West elementary school.
GU EST SPEAKER
Walter Owen, Q.C., of Van­
couver, president of Canadian 
Bar Association, will be guest 
speaker nt the Yale County 
Bar Association’s annual sum­
mer meeting here Saturday. 
He will address dinner meet­
ing at Eldorado Arms Hotel 
after attending business ses­
sion of lawyers in afternon. 
Some 80 delegates and their 
wives are expected to attend 










Prized certificates and insignia 
for religion and life were present­
ed recently to three members of 
the Third Kelowna Scout Troop, 
Recipients wqre Scouts John 
Campbell, Melvin Campbell (no 
relation) and Norbcrt Wlldcmnnn, 
.Presentation was made by 
Very Rev, R, D, Anderson dur­
ing an evening service nt the 
ClnUTh of 'Hie Immaculate Con­
ception, nnd before the entire 




A t  First Camp
WINFIELD — The First Win­
field Troop attended the Sixth 
Annual Central Okanagan Boy 
Scout camporettc held at the oil 
well flats, East Kelowna, over 
the holiday weekend.
It was the troop's first attend­
ance at a camporettc and the 
boys enjoyed it thoroughly in 
spite of the rain. They won a 
shield for the best campfire skit.
Attending the campbrctte were 
these patrols: '
Falcon ’ patrol :■ Don Kawano, 
Dan Pretty, Joe Walravcri, Doug 
Parker, John Thiesscn, Don King 
Patrol Leader Dave McCoulrey.
Bat patrol: Richard Kobayashl, 
Harold Swansoh, Kpn Gelhorn, 
Larry Baxter, Stan McDonald, 
Fred Steele Patrol Leader Ken 
Wltzke.
Cougar-patrol: Richard- Gib­
bons, Robert Bateman, Los Cook, 
Gary Clement, Ken Kobnyashi, 
Norman Swanson, Dick Edwards, 
Patrol Leader Gary Brcsch, In 
chnrgc of the boys were assistant 
Scoutmasters Matt Kobayashl 
nnd Doug Cartwright;
Pni'cnts attending the visitors 
day nt the camporettc were: Mr, 
nnd Mrs. J, McCoulrey, Mr, C, 
Gibbons, Mr. and Mrs. L. Cle­
ment, Mr,1 and Mrs, A, Cook, Mr. 
W. Gelhorn and WUmn, Mr, F, 
Baxter, Mr, nnd Mrs, S, Kobny. 
nshi, Mr, S. McDonald, Mr. and 
Mrs, G. King, Mr. G, Pretty and 
Mr. Mol Kawano,
FOREST CONSERVATION
Forest authorities urge every- 
, , one to pinko this week nnd ovory
Rev, Cyr l̂ Clarke will conduct-other week, ns well n forest 
the final rites at 3 p.ip, nnd «lso!con„„rvn(lm ’ ,Jl10’it
officiate at the graveside service|C ’ Nn”on wcfk by helping 
at Lakevlcw Memorial Park. ■ T ’fY01!* / orosV Bros,
Before coming to Kelowpu to 
retire1 in 1911, she and her Inis- 
8,58 band, Kennt-th Leslie Ramsden- 
7.051WckkI, 'farmed at .Grand , Forks 




1 EAST KELOWNA -  The sixth 
Central Okanagan Boy Scouts 
enmporette, held during tho holi­
day weekend nt the oil well flats 
under the supervision of Pis 
trlct Commissioner Harold Ren 
dersrin, was well attended.
The East Kelowna troop under 
Troon Lender Brlnn Porter, enp- 
turcd\ the Ken Jcpson Trophy 
fpr the Best organized troop,
(5,07 W. H, (Jean* Docks,leader, Grand 
12.52 Forks; Mrs, 11. I), ‘.loan 1 IU>|>- 
, 5,78 burn and Mr*. Catbl Winters-both 
8,31 of Calgary: one son, Hugo, Cas
9.93 tlegnr, and nine grandchildren, 
Also left are four brothers, Aus­
tin, Oscar and Cyrus Pennoyor, 
nil of Grand Forks: Frank Pen- 
noyer, Nelson, B.C,, nnd fine 
sister, Mrs, U, G,/Camming of 
Trail.
A T T E N T IO N  BOW LERS
Please note llmt nil alleys have hcci^
for, private howling
2 p.m . to 6 p.m . 
Sunday, M ay 24th
1
f <
K E L O W N A  B O W LA D R O M E
T O D A Y  and S A T U R D A Y !
Hie T O W E R IN G  adventure that clashes against jieaven itself!
DARRYL F. ZANUCK’S *
T h e  iR o o T £
*  H e r v E n ^
»RtX JUllfUE TSfVOH looir
, FLYNN * GRECO HOWARD •
C in«m »Sc o p E COLOR by DE LUXi
Matinee Saturday —  2 p.m.
One Complete Program Only 
2 Extra Colored Cartoons
Evening Shows 
7:00 and 9:05 
Phone 2-3111
Annual Meeting
K E LO W N A  LITTLE T H EA T R E
Tuesday, M ay 26th -  8:00 p.m.
KLT BUILDING
•  Elections of Officers
•  Discussion on Place of Presentation 1959-60 
Productions
QUALITY PAINT








. 547 BERNARD AVE. 
Phone PO 2-2859
. Years ago Adams distilled 29 great 
whiskies, each with its own distinc­
tive characteristics, and then aged 
them in special oak casks, Now, 
Adams has “married" these 29 rare 
whiskies to create the superb flavour 
of Adams Private Stock. This custom 
blend is presented in its crystal 
decanter.
I g f
Adams CUSTOM BLENDED CANADIAN RYE W H I S K Y
idveituenunhi not pubjfched oi ilupliycd by the liquor Control BQinToi by IlfuGoMimncnt ot Dntiih Columbia
■W
Nine Nags Set 
For Rich Race 
In Hollywood
BIO INCREASE 
Egypt's population, now around 
24,000,000 has more than doubled 
since 1897.
GALLON MEASURE . BIG BIRDS
A barrel of Canadian oil com] The South African ostrich, long 
tains 35 Imperial gallons, equtva-1 valued for its plumes, is fully 
lent to 42 United States gallons.! grown at about 18 months of age.
INGLEWOOD. Calif. <AP» — 
.Favored Hillsdale and probably 
eight rivals today appeared set to 
race in the 5100,000-added Cali­
fornian at Hollywood Park Satur­
day.
Terrang, Seaneen. How Now, 
Amerigo, Anisado, Hakuchikara, 
Ballv-Rullah and Ying and Yang 
figure to provide the opposition.
The 1 1-16 mile Californian is 
the first of five $100,000 - added 
specials coming up at the Holly­
wood meeting.
Hillsdale, in the colors of C. W.
and a scale of purse winnings.
Terrang gets in at a light 115 
pounds along with Seaneen and 
How Now.
The combination of Seaneen and 
jockey Johnny Longden won the 
race last year, upsetting the great 
Round Table in the process. Long­
den again will be aboard Seaneen 
this year.
Hills dale, who rose to promi­
nence here last summer in win­
ning three stakes, will have 
Tommy Barrow up. The four- 
year-old scored a walloping vic­
tory a week ago at seven fur-
Smith, carries high weight of 123 longs in the $50,gOO-added Los An- 
I pounds. Imposts are based on age geles Handicap.
CLUB C H AM PIO NSH IP ROUNDS
All-handicap golfers from the 
Kelowna Golf and Country 
Club will start their qualifying 
rounds for the club champion­
ship this Sunday, with rounds 
to go on all summer for the 
crown now held by George 
Barnes. Above, two of the Kel­
owna’ golfers, one of them 
former club champ, arc seen 
at a recent tournament in 
Omak, Wash. Left to right are, 
Don Day <former club champ), 
Wendall Harris (pres. Okana­
gan Valley golf club', Ernie 
Butler (pres. Kelowna golf
club) and Eldon Nash (tourna­
ment chairman, Omak'. Local 
golfers may contact chairman 
Ray Dolman for information 
on the championship play.— 
(Photo by Ted Wilcox.)
Third Major League 
Okay By Top Brass
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
PAGE 4 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, FRIDAY, MAY 22, 1959
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AR)-Base-|thAnothcr quGstion 
oall's major leagues have opened tne
the gate for the formation of a 
third loop with major league 
etatus.
Operating heads of the 16 Na­
tional and American league clubs 
agreed here unanimously Thurs­
day “to favorably consider” ap­
plications for major league status 
by “ an acceptable group of eight 
clubs which could qualify.” 
Baseball commissioner Ford 
Frick says his personal belief is 
v that such a league is “inevitable” 
^and that It will come within five 
•t years.
** An even more optimistic report 
2 came from William Shea of New 
York’s committee on baseball. He 
•taaid: •
Z “We ought to be ready in four 
4} or five weeks to do something. 
“ The third major league should be 
2 in the formative stage by that 
u time.”
"• The announcement from club 
“ owners following a meeting here
-  loosed a flood of speculation.
2 One was—How about ball play- 
» ers ?
-  A third major league would
* need 200 players under the
• present player limit rule.
” Frick said “The players will de-
velop if you have the jobs for
cost and the
minors?
One of the qualifications was 
that the new league would be re­
sponsible for all territorial provi­
sions and financial obligations ne­
cessary to set it up.
The best guess was that would 
cost thousands of dollars to rec­
ompense top minor leagues for 
cities taken from them. It would 
mean wholesale realignment of 
the minors.
Among cities suggested as pos­
sible members of a new major 
league are Toronto, Montreal, 
New York, Buffalo, New Orleans, 
Dallas-Fort Worth, Minneapolis- 
St. Paul, Seattle and Mexico City.
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Fort 
Worth and Dallas have teams In 




-them .” He said there was no dis- Phoenix
— how about Toronto and Montreal are in the 
effect on the International League while Seattle 
1 is in the Pacific Coast League.
The club owners set up 10 qual­
ifications that members of a new 
league would have to meet in 
order to “go major."
In addition to the territorial 
qualification, they would have to 
show proof of financial responsi­
bility, have a park or. a commit­
ment for a park seating a mini­
mum of 25,000, have a balanced 
154-game schedule, adhere to the 
major league salary agreement 
with no maximum, accept the 
various major league agreements 
agree to join the player pension 
plan or adopt a comparable plan, 
have a population in each city not 
less than the smallest city in the 
present major leagues.
Long Tom Veech Leads 
In Memphis Tourney
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — Long|31-32. Par is 34-36-70.
Tom Veech of Milwaukee, a ' “My putts were really falling,"
rookie with a host of old pros 
breathing down his neck, held a 
narrow lead today in the $25,000 
Memphis Open golf tournament.
The massive young golfer, play­
ing in the 10th tournament of his 
professional c a r e e r ,  jumped 
ahead of the pack with a seven- 
under-par 63 in the first round 
Thursday to equal the competi­
tive course record.
Veech, 29, toured the 6,501-yard 
Colonial Country Club course in
Solons Lose To Giants 
But Hold Their Ground
“ cussion in the meeting of player 
..talent or a possible "share the 





25 11 .6o4 
20 16 .556 
18 17 .514 
18 19 .486 
15 17 .469 
15 17 .469 
13 22 .371
GB
W EEK EN D  SPORTS M E N U
GOLF
Saturday, May 23 '
Invitation Sweepstakes (Ladies)
Sunday, May 24




Summerland at Kelowna, Elks Stadium 
WOMEN’S SOFTBALL 
Sunday, May 24
Super-Valu Aces at Kamloops 
MEN’S SOFTBALL 
Sunday, May 24
Club 13 at Rutland Rovers, 7 p.nv.
Blue Caps vs. Centennials, King’s Stadium,. 7 p.m. 
SENIOR BASEBALL 
Sunday, May 24
Labatt’s at Kamloops Okonots 
SENIOR SOCCER 
Sunday, May 24
Hotspurs at Cache Creek
HIGH SCHOOL TRACK MEET 
Saturday, May 23
Okanagan Valley track meet, Vernon.
grinned the 265 - pound former 
Notre Dame golfer.
A1 Besselink overcame two bo­
gie holes to turn in a 32-33—65. 
Jay Hebert overcame a bogie 
start for an identical score.
Lurking at 56 were five of the 
circuit’s big boys—Art Wall Jr. 
Bo Winlnger, Pete Cooper, Ernie 
Vossler and Doug Ford.
A1 Balding of Toronto was with 
seven players bunched in 13th 
spot. He had 32-36—68.
The News Looks All Bad, 
For Hopeful Duck Hunters
Sacramento S o l o n s ,  Pacific 
Coast League leaders, lost to 
Phoenix Giants 6-2 Thursday 
night, but still gained ground on 
the second-place San Diego Pad­
res. '
The Padres dropped both ends 
of a doubleheader to Salt Lake 
City Bees, 5-0 in the seven-inning 
opener and 54 in the 10-inning 
nightcap.
In other league action, Port 
land Beavers drubbed the Seattle 
Rainiers 4-1 and Spokane Indians 
whitewashed Vancouver Mounties 
1-0.
Eddie Fisher, Phoenix ace, held 
the Solons to three hits, including 
a two-run homer by Buddy Peter­
son in the ninth that spoiled the 
shutout. Jose Pagan got a solo 
homer for the Giants in the sixth 
inning and Bill Wilson belted out 
a three-run homer for the win­
ners in the same frame.
Carlos Bernier’s two-run single 
in the first inning gave the Bees 
all the cushion they needed to win 
the opener from the Padres and 
Dick Barone added mord insur­
ance with a solo homer in the 
second. Dick Hall won it with an 
eight-hitter. ,
Jack Bloomfield’s double off 
the rightfield wall, scoring Don 
Rowe, gave Salt Lake City vic­
tory in the 10th inning of the 
niglitcnp. Gene Leek pounded oi)t 
a two-run homer for the Padres 
In the third inning.
WASHINGTON (AP) — There 
was bad news for duck hunters 
Thursday.
Because of extreme drought in 
the Prairie portions of Canada, 
the interior department said that 
North American waterfowl breed­
ing conditions at present "are not 
promising.”
“In. fact, were it not for two 
somewhat meagre possibilities, 
the reports would warrant ex­
treme pessimism about water- 
fowl production this year,” the 
department said.
The two possibilities are: 1 
That rains may come in suffici­
ent quantities within the next few 
days; and (2) that birds driven 
from their customary breeding 
grounds by the drought will find 
satisfactory nesting places further 
north. '
Reports from Southern Man! 
toba and Saskatchewan indicate 
that 75 to 90 per cent of the pot 
holes where ducks hormally are 
produced are either dry now or 
will be dry before the end of 
the nestings, the fish and wildlife 
service said.
One unusual factor is that some 
potholes which have water do not 
have any birds although they 
usually do.
The biologists on the job de 
clined to presume where the birds 
are but hope that some have 
gone on north in search of more 
satisfactory breeding areas.
How to become a
Cardinals Trade 
Quarterback
CHICAGO (AP) — The. Chicago 
Tribune says it has learned that 
quarterback Lamar McHan is to 
be traded by Chicago Cardinals 
of the National Football League 
The Tribune says a deal for Mc­
Han for either the Green Bay 
Packers or n Cnnadlnn team is 
imminent. The former Arkansas 
star was the Cards’ top draft 
choice in 1954. ’
M a r i
on the Shell Deferred Payment Plan
Need tires, battery, new headlamps, mirrors, , 
fan belt or (park plugs? The Shell Deferred 
Payment Plan lets you have these accessories ' 
u b*nyou t ittd ib s m l Use this eaay payment plaq 
with your Shell credit Card. No down payment.
N o carrying charges. . , ' '
T o keep your car safe . . trouble free . . .
— g m ir w w "
KELOWNA
S H E LL SERVICE
Cor. Ilarvey and Rlehler i 
,|*hpne 1*02-4915
A
/ - '  W hcrKs
/  4
, 'a n o t h e r w o r d  j
v fo r £ Jc o fc h ? ';
course I
Boll’s—tlio flnost of rare'old Scotch
Whiskies, It's time yoU tried it I
, : OLD SCOTCH
•Mt.l'WMAMiMIIM, fcbwtM M-t MlM
AUTKirn MU. IWI MMfTHO i MimlKIM . r«»rtl , tuoTUNtl MtAMlMUKI I KB
no* «I , M l *»*•««'>■*<'****' *•** " '»'*• »>««■»—«w V*'«M*OWE,
^  G O L D E N  O P P O R T U N I T Y
B U Y Y O U R  H  FU R N A C E N O W !
•  A  Chance to Win a Year's Supply of 
Gas FREE!
•  No Payment until October















Grows into year ’round WHOLE HOUSE Air Conditioning. All you need to do 
M s  add a General Electric Cooling unit —  and, presto you have a whole house 
heating arid cooling. For a free survey and estimate of your heating needs —  
Call us Today! •
B A R R  &  A N D E R S O N
This is the buy of the century. A beautiful new General 
Electric Gas Furnace with all the latest General Electric 
Heating developments. In two-tone gray, the Custom 
furnace is so handsome, you’ll want to show it, not 
hide it. And its performance matches its looks. It’s 
clean — free of soot and odors. With the latest safety 
measures and engineering know how. You can depend 
on your new General Electric Custom for years of 
worry free service.
(Interior) Ltd.
“The Business That Service and Quality Built”
594 BERNARD AVE. PHONE PO 2-3039
^ 1
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Stone q tw y  owner rates Chemlet the toughest truck going
“P ut a  Chevy out there and it stays!”
At the Snyder Stone Quarry, you see Chevrolet trucks 
of all ages. “They get better and better every y e a r Mr ,  
R. G. Snyder says. "M y’.'iO'n keep going with no down­
time at all for major service . . . moving more material 
at lets cost per mile than any other make of truck Vve 
had”. The grades are steep from quarry to crushing mill, 
the loads are big and punishing. That’s why Mr. Snyder 
specifies Chevrolet. “Put a Chevy out there and it stays,” 
he says.
1 “ Von never do wear one out. You just get tired of 
looking at it and get a new one”.
The truck you neo up nbovo in taking on n mountain of a 
pnylorid x  yet Mr. Snyder states, "It moves over the road 
like a light truck’’. ,
1 That kind of performance it) n specialty of the house. Chev­
rolet turns out heavy-duty bucks that keep thoir poise no 
matter what you put In them, They're beating the big, over­
sized rigs at their own game, showing that precision-engi­
neered chassis components mid super-efficient V8 power make 
up for h locomotive-looking build any day of tl)0 week.
Today you sure can’t assume that because ri truck Is trim- 
lined and good looking it'doesn't work every hit as hard as
those old-styled steam rollers. Put a Chevy on 
your run and see what a little pure efficiency can 
do. Your Chevrolet denier will arrange the details.
Cuts gas costs by 20% on multi-stop schedule!
This bakery firm is sold on Chevrolet's “easy 
driving rind fuel economy”. Their Chevies keep 
nt It 10 hours a day, averaging 78 stops, cover­
ing about 3,500 miles n month 1
N ojoh’s to o to u g h fo r a  C hevrolettruck!
See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer u .i live
VICTORY MOTORS LTD.
1675 1‘niidosy Si. — Plume 1*0 2*3207
I
SPORTLIGHT
Taking A  Look A t  Sport, 
O f Making Tourist Bucks
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Courier Saorts Editor*
Strictly spoaking, tourism Is not in the line of sport.
* However, there is one recent addition to the city’s sports 
facilities that should prove to be excellent tourist-bait, and 
provide one of those tourist-stopping gimmicks that the Or­
chard City’s economy can well use—the boat launching ramp.
V/e must confess that we took it quite in stride, when it 
was opened. Ho hum, we said, another benefit for the citizens, 
another little something to take the sting out of the mill rate. 
Maybe those plutocrats with their launches will be able to 
flunk them without dirtying their white-wails, we murmured 
•in envy.
. We saw additional benefits in the ramp, and the walk 
leading out into the lake in break-water form, one afternoon 
when we wandered out there and took beautiful pictures of 
the city, with mountains and clouds framing the background. 
Hmmm, we said, this would be great for tourists.
But it wasn't until we thought about tourist bureau John 
Fisher’s words, when we extolled the tourist-attracting bene­
fits of the city, on his visit here last year.
*, “The tourists will come here of their own accord,” he 
slid, and we all swelled visibly, ’’but it's up to the individual 
city to supply the gimmick to stop them within their bound­
aries.”
Aha, we said!
WHAT COULD BE MORE OBVIOUS? With the terrific- 
number of small-boat owners today, and the increasing amount 
of convoying of these ooats to holiday spots, what could be a 
better gimmick?
After watching the power boat jockeys struggling to launch 
their fast craft on the "hot sands," or the strip of beach along 
the City Park walk, we should have seen it right away. 
Especially since we had spent so much time in Regatta meet­
ings listening to talk of "cats" and equipment necessary for 
launching these craft from the sand beach.
Egad and rorsooth, the beauty of this gimmick as a tourist- 
stopper cannot be over-estimated. It should be included in every 
piece of tourist and Regatta literature that goes out of the Or­
chard City. Figures should be obtained to find out how many 
there are in Canada of equal capacity and comparative con­
struction. and plugged for all it’s worth.
And it should be worth plenty.
THE INCLUSION OF SPORTRS ACTIVITIES, complete 
and up-to-date, in any tourist brochures or Regatta literature 
that goes out of the city can be a vital selling point also, since 
there are plenty of families where Dad is ruled by the young 
'uns and Mom, who want a bit of recreation in the evening 
as well.
In this regard, such things as night baseball. Little League 
ball, pony rides, riding horse rentals, twilight softball, and im­
proved facilities at the golf club, all of which are recent 
additions to the city’s sports and recreation picture, and might 
just turn the tide of battle in Dad's favor when he holds out 
for Kelowna as the place to go. As John Fisher said, these are 
the gimmicks to stop the family, once they have decided the 
Okanagan Valley is the place to go—they are also the gim- 
icks to get them to come to the city-itself.
Added to the natural tourist-attributes of lake, weather, 
mountains, and the artificial lures of Regatta, Lions’ training 
camp, et al, this makes a number of good reasons why tourist 
operators and food outlets .should be nothing but happy with 
sports in the city.
And with sports support.
AS A FURTHER GIMMICK TO STOP THOSE TOURISTS 
the idea advanced by us to trade board members last year 
should be considered seriously—a large sign with changeable 
lettering at either end of town, telling what is going on that 
evening.
The “sports and entertainment menu” would undoubtedly 
benefit the amateur sports concerned, but at the same time a 
great number ■ of commercial entities would also benefit. 
Consider a family who have come at random to the valley to 
spend their .holidays, sweeping in over the lovely bridge ap­
proach and viewing a large sign by the tourist bureau, telling 
Jiinior there’s a ball game, Sister there’s a dance and Mom 
that there's a show she’s been wanting to see for a long time.
; Consider how many times a travelling salesman may be 
approaching Kelowna, with a couple of hours to make his calls 
and the-ODtion-of-staying overnight or pushing on to the next 
place for the evening. Confront him with a large sign suggest­
ing some sports attraction or recreational outlet, and-he’s liable 
to call it a day right here.
• . In the case of the tourist, it could frequently mean a 
longer stav than just overnight, apd here is where the whole 
city benefits, in some measure.
• Egad, this is sport?
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, FRIDAY, MAT « .  1159 FACE »
Yankees Depend On "Ifs" 
To Rise From Cellar Spot
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS j of the four-game set against the the season against the champs*
Tlie New York Yankees could 
^escape the American League cel­
la r  in 24 hours, beginning tonight 
jin Baltimore.
V A L L E Y  TR AC K M E E T  ENTRIES
Orioles, the Yankees could jump will have their surprise ace, 
from the bottom to sixth place— right-hander Hoyt Wilhelm 15-0 > 
If seventh-place Detroit does no*on the mound, 
better than split two games at T iim n-v ta  c t id t  
t, . .. . . Cleveland and Washington can - TO ®TAR*
B\ winning the first two games take two from sixth-pJace Boston' M»n«Ker Casey Stengel has his
in that span. acc, Bob Turley, pegged to face
This is no pitch to resurrect the!!*1"' °trh‘oles' right-hander.
Yankees. But it docs paint out !lke !e u s t  of ' he ch!' mPJ off 
that it's a bit early to start thei °, a b ,m *,aiV 34 1 ‘1»* won 
requiem for the champions. !fl. 'c ,̂ra>Pbt (ram Baltimore
I The task of pulling out of the 
I cellar doesn’t figure to be easy.
The Yanks have lost four in a 
row to the Orioles, who are third, 
just 2Vt games behind first-place 
Cleveland. And the Birds, 4-2 for
W hat's Wrong? 
You Tell Us, 
Say Yankees
The Golden Owls track team, 
Kelowna’s high school repre­
sentatives, will be journeying 
to Vernon tomorrow to take 
part in the Okanagan Valley 
high school meet. Above, part
of the track contingent are seen 
with their "loot” following the 
recent Kinsmen meet in Pen­
ticton. won by Kelowna. Rear 
row, left to right, Doug Perry, 
Grant Mitchell, Garry Robert­
son, Jerry Jnntz, Don Warren, 
coach Peter Bulntovitch and 
Gerry Day. Front row, left to 
right. Gill Watson, Kaaren 
Redekop, Elsie Busch, Judith 
Godfrey and Lucy Culos.
Early To Bed Good Stuff, 
Find The Slumping Bucs
By Associated Press ; place Pirates got the idea. of the alternating Ted Kluszcwski 
Pittsburgh manager Danny; They heard the skipper loud and Dick Stuart.
Murtaugh might be wondering;and clear Thursday night, putting Nelson, drafted from the Inter- 
why he didn’t speak up sooner.1 aside a slump, that had draoed national League Toronto Leafs at 
His lecture on curfew and all them with four defeats • in five the cnd ef last season, went hit- 
didn’t sink in until he shuffled games with a 12-hit, errorless 7-2 'css *n four official trips in the 
the lineup, but then his sixth-victory at St. Louis. cleanup position, but scored one
run.
Ingemar's Back 
Sore, N o t Bad
Murtaugh. who reminded his 
Bucs’ of the club's 2 a.m. curfew PHILS FINALLY WIN 
aftei they lost the Tuesday opener | The worst skid of the year came 
at St. Louis, shook up the lineup, to an end in the only other Na- 
after they were whipped again tional League game scheduled 
Wednesday. Saturday night he re-'when the Philadelphia Phillies, , . t
P*ok Groat with1 who had lost eight in a row, wonj wcie  ln eighth .place. I guess 
NEW YORK (AP> — Aside Dick Schofield and made Rocky 3-0 at Chicago behind Ruben; we’re their because we deserve 
from a brief interruption in his iveison his first baseman in place Gomez’ four-hit pitching. T to be.”
training program, boxer ingemar ~
NEW YORK (API -  If the 
New York Yankees knew what 
was wrong, they’d do some­
thing about it. but thev are as 
baffled as evervone else about 
the prolonged slump which has 
dropped the team into the 
American-League cellar for the 
first time in 19 years.
“ You’ve been asking me,** 
second baseman Gil McDougnld 
said to a reoorter who sought 
his opinion. “Now you tell me. 
Just what’s going on? How do 
we get out of this thing?"
That summed it' uo for the 
rest of- the players. They don't 
know whaYs going on.
"It looks like somebody’s 
stolen a page out of Damn 
Yankees," said relief nitcher 
Pvvne Duien in a wry attempt 
at humor.
Rough, tough Hank Bauer, 
the right f i e l d e r ,  said he 
wanted to know when the Yan­
kees were in last nlace before. 
Infermed.it was May 25. 19-0, 
and that th" team ended the 
season in th’rd nlace just two 
games from the top, Bauer 
said:
"We ran st'll win it. This is 
evnrybodv’s slump. The whole 
club is to blame.
"We're not used to losing like 
this. But don’t ask me whv
Only, one gaipe was scheduled 
in the American League Thurs­
day and Boston won it with Tom 
Brewer and Leo Kiely blanking 
Kansas City 5-0.




Taste the refreshing difference 
« in this sparkling smooth 
extra light beer—bright beer l
0
'■■i by  i
V1S73.I
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
, Control Eoard or by the Government of British Columbia. ,
Johansson doesn’t think his ach-l 
ing back is serious.
"I had this happen to me be­
fore, training for a fight, and I 
feel a few days rest will cure 
it,” said the Swedish heavyweight 
who will meet champion Floyd 
Patterson in a world title bout at 
Yankee Stadium June 25.
Johansson said he strained a 
seldom-used back muscle in train­
ing at Grossinger. N.Y., Tuesday. 
He visited a New York chiroprac­
tor Thursday and had a right sac­
roiliac joint put back in place. 
Later he'trotted up and down a 
hotel corridor to show his trainer 
he was able to navigate without 
trouble.
SIMPSONS-SEARS 5 ,h A N N U A L
DEPT. M 2 BEATING EQUIPMENT
REMEMBER WHEN . .  .
Sammy Mandell successfully 
defended his world lightweight 
boxing title against Jimmy Mc- 
Larnin at New York 31 years 
ago tonight. McLarnin never did 
win the lightweight crown, but 
five years later the Vancouver 
Irishman first won the world 
welter title from Young Corbett, 
and lost, won and lost again in 
his great fights against Barney 
Ross.
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A YEAR’S GAS SUPPLY FREE! That's the 
wonderful prize going to 10 Interior families in a 
lucky draw contest to bo hold by your gas equip* 
ment dealer.
Theso 10 prizes — one for each sales territory — 
are tho Surpriao Bonuses offered in tho Spring 
Package Price Deal your local gas appliance dealer 
is now making on natural gas furnaces and water 
heaters. ’
The Package Prico deal — which includes all 
installation'costs — offers you a big saving in price. 
The budget terms — which include arrangements 
for deferring monthly payments till Fall if desired — 
are tho heat yet, In addition,, anyone buying the 
two units (or a lurnace alone) is eligible* to cnteF 
tho FREE gos draw ,
... ........ .
Act now/ Set your deafer about 
-a-naturtil-ga*-/urnaM-and-u>at<r- 
hrater.You may win a year't 
’ VREtit
H E A T  W I T H
O I L
OIL-FIRED W .A .C . FU RNACE
•  Electric Wiring to Approved Open Circuit 
from Panel to Furnace
•  5 Warm Air Runs
•  1 Return Air Run
•  250 Gallon Oil Tank complete with all neces­
sary fittings.
•  80,000 B.T.U. Bonnet Rating.
•  Finished In grey i\ammertonc color.
•  One-piece solid base,
•  Complete with Ilomart Gun-type burner, 
thermostat, Stack relay, Fan and Limit Con­
trol, Oil Filter and draft regulator.










Complete Heating System 
As Low As $688.00.
Installation Labour and 5% Tax Also Included
Saves Space! Tokos 
The P>a«c Of The
Ordinary Baseboard .
-  Handy Socflons Are 
Easily Insta lled - 
Harmonise With Walls!
S o l I n c o n s p i c u o u s




H E A T  W I T H
G A S
GAS-FIRED  HI: B 0 Y  W .A .C . FU RN AC E
•  AO,000 II.T.I!. Input. V ' \
•  Finished in Grey I Inmmcrtonc color.
•  Complete with Ilomart standurd Thermostat, Gas valve with 100% safely \
shut-off, combination fan and limit control. ' \
•  5-Ycar Guarantee on Heat Exchanger.
•  Basic Monthly Rate will lie paid for by Slmpsons-Scars for June - 
July - August.
IN L A N D  N A T U R A L  G A S
MA TUflAL OAS. . ,  doo» to much. . .  coatt to littltl
NATURAL(AS
MAIL THIS COUPON
I am interested In: *” ■ " I-1
Regular 234.98




» m i T . ..........; ......> honi................;..•••• |
i CIIT. .................................. •>•>. >••••*'’•* I




} As l.ow as $488.00
I’O 2-3805 Bernard at Bertram
SATISFACTION (IUARANTHHD 
4 OR MONEY REFUNDED
O C T O B ER
I
HITHER AND YON
FROM NEW YORK . . .  is Mrs. 
John Pfusche, who is visiting her 
sisters, Mrs. James Grant and 
Mrs. Ernest Stoker, for about 
three weeks.
RECENT HOSTS . . .  at their 
Poplar Point home were Mr. and 
Mrs. John Woodworth, who en­
tertained the Interior Chapter of 
the Architectural Institute of B.C. 
Guests included Mr. and Mrs. 
Roy Meiklejohn of Penticton, Mr. 
and Mrs. Terry Gower, Mr. and 
Mrs. Douglas Huggins, Mr.-and< 
Mrs. Andrew Allen, Vernon; Mr 
and Mrs. Roland Aubrey, Mr. and 
Mrs. Grant McKinnon, Angus 
Lamont of Kamloops, and Mich­
ael Utley of Kelowna.
ENROUTE . . .  to Smithers, 
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Wittig 
and son Dean, of Vancouver were 
recent visitors for several days 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J  
M. McHarg.
GUESTS . . . at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Winsby are 
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Holmes of 
Vancouver, who are spending a 
few days here.
AN EXTENDED . . .  visit in 
Watson, Sask., is planned by Mrs 
Fred Bieller and daughter Karen,
Corner, who left for the prairie 
point this week.
MEETING . . .  his mother, Mrs. 
Elizabeth Lucas, and sister-in- 
law. Mrs. Co Pekamp, who flew 
from their home in Haarlen in 
Holland, is William Lucas who 
motored to. Vancouver today. The 
visitors Will spend two months 
with Mr. and Mrs. Lucas.
A DELIGHTFUL . . . spring 
tea was held by the Dr. Knox 
Chapter, IODE in the United 
Church Hall yesterday afternoon. 
Entertainment was supplied by' 
young people who pleased with a 
string ensemble and Highland 
dancing. Mrs. Percy Pettypiece 
accompanied the dancers. Dr. W. 
J. Knox, for whom the Chapter 
is named, and Mrs. Knox were 
in attendance. Ws H. Cowie wai 
the fortunate winner of a beau 
tiful cake. Regent Mrs. Howard 
Williams welcomed the large 
number presfent.
DRESS . . . ’Will be semi-formal 
tomorrow evening for the annual 
Commodore’s Ball and - banquet 
of the Kelowna Yacht Club. The 
affair is being held in the Aauatic 
for members and guests. Doors 
will open at 7 p.m., with dinner 
at 8. Music for dancing will be 
supplied by the Commodore’s for
Civic Employees 
Planning To Wed 
Gift Showered
A double bridal shower was 
given by members of the City 
Hall staff this week for bride- 
elect Miss Judith Snowsell and 
Miss Peggy Drinkwater at the 
home of Mrs. Reno Culos, assist­
ed by Mrs. Ervin Werger.
Miss Snowsell will be married 
to Bill Horkoff on June 6 and 
Miss Drinkwater will marry Nor­
man McEvoy in July.
Each guest of honor received a 
corsage of spring flowers upon 
her arrival. Miss Snowsell and 
Miss, Drinkwater were presented 
with a basket of lovely gifts. After 
the gifst were opened, a bride’s 
scrapbook was made and refresh­
ments were served.




WINFIELD -  A wedding of in­
terest to Winfield and Okanagan 
Centre residents took place in 
Vancouver when Jean, only 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry 
Still of Clapham, London, Eng., 
became the bride of Derek 
Adrian, youngest son of Mr. and 
Mrs. A. Rivers of Winfield.
Red and white carnations dec­
orated the chapel of St. Mark’s 
Anglican church, where Rev. C.
O K A N A G A N  MISSION
David Rivers w as his brother’s 
groomsman.
The reception was held at the 
home of Mr, and Mrs. David 
Rivers, 1829 S.W. Marine Drive.
The bride’s table was under 
a bower of pink streamers and 
white bells, centred' with pink 
marguerites. The wedding cake 
decorated with pink rosebuds was 
placed in the centre of the table. 
The groom’s father proposed
WINFIELD -  Miss Marlon 
Gibbons has returned home front 
Brandon, Man., and was accomp­
anied by her aunt, Mrs, R. J , 
Riehl of Dauphin, Man., who will 
visit with her sister Mrs. I„ 
Gibbons for a couple of months.
Freddie Stoll and Malcolm 
Mitchell motored to Quesnel for 
the recent holiday, where they 
visited the former’s brother Mr. 
and Mrs. H. Stoll.
A. Smith officated at the cere- Lj,e champagne bridal toast, the
, »i . . I groom responded.The bride was given In mar- -
and Mrs. Marie Wittig, of Reids I the cabaret-style evening.
4
J




Basket bouquets of mixed 
spring blooms formed a floral 
background for the early May 
rites conducted at the Church of 
the Immaculate Conception unit­
ing Carol Anne Giroux and Walter 
Scott Chapman.
The elder daughter of Mr. and- 
Mrs. Paul A. Giroux and the only 
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chap­
man of Port Elgin, N.B., ex­
changed vows and rings before 
Rev. Father R. D. Anderson.
Delicate lace and filmy net over 
satin were combined in the full- 
skirted gown worn by the bride 
who was given in marriage by her 
father. The molded lace bodice 
was styled with slightly scooped 
sequin-edged neckline and lily- 
point sleeves. Matching lace in­
serts highlighted the billowing 
skirt of net.
A dainty, cap headdress caught 
her exquisite embroidered edged 
bridal veil of three quarter length 
and she wore a double strand 
pearl necklace with matching 
earrings. Cream toned gladioli 
centred with an orchid of match­
ing hue formed the cascading 
bridal bouquet.
Ballerina length gowns were 
worn by matron of honor Mrs. 
Victor Lock, and bridesmaid Miss 
Judy Giroux, the bride’s sister. 
Pale blue chiffon was worn by 
the matron of honor, and the 
bridesmaid wore yellow net over 
satin. Feather bandeau hats were 
entone with their gowns, as were 
their bouquets of tinted carnat­
ions.
Victor Lock was best man, with
Tom Strachan and Michael That- 
chuk serving as ushers. During 
the signing of the register Mrs. 
James Kennelly of Cranbrook 
sang “On This Day - 0  Beautiful 
Mother,” and "Ave Maria” dur­
ing the exchange of rings. Mrs. 
A. E. Lansdowne was organist
At the hotel reception following 
the ceremony, approximately 55 
guests watched the bride and 
groom cut a three-tiered cake 
topped with a miniature bride and 
groom. Spring flower bouquets 
and white tapers added to the 
decoration of the bride’s table 
Bridal toast was proposed by the 
bride’s uncle. Michael Thatchuk 
with the groom giving suitable 
response.
Mrs. Giroux chose a beige and 
brown paisley patterened en 
semble accessorized with beige 
for her daughter’s wedding. Her 
corsage was of Talisman roses.
For the honeymoon by motor 
to the U.S.A. for two weeks, the 
bride donned a matching silk 
dress and coat in floral gold and 
green, with which she wore yellow 
and beige accessories. Her cor­
sage was the orchid centering her 
bouquet. The young will take up 
residence at 400 West Ave., Ste. 
4, upon their return.
Attending from out of town 
were Dr. and Mrs. L. L. Giroux 
of Edmonton, Mr. and Mrs. 
Michael Thatchuk, North Surrey; 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wutski, Squam-
ALICE WINSBY, Women’* Editor
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Winfield W .l. Accepting Donations 
For Proposed Lake.shore Float
WINFIELD ’— The Women’s I delegate Mrs. D. Reiswig, to-the 
Institute met for the regular District Rally held recently in 
meeting this month in the club Summerland, Mrs. M. Teel gave 
room of the Memorial Hall, with
OKANAGAN MISSION — The 
Sunday School picnic will be held 
on Saturday, May 23, at the lake- 
shore home of Mrs. H. R. Hobson 
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Sunday 
School at St. Andrew’s Church 
will continue until the end of 
June.
The May meeting of St. And­
rew’s Afternoon Guild was at the 
home of Mrs. H. C. Dunlop. The 
riant sale brought in over $48. 
The Guild wishes to thank those 
who so generously donated and 
bought plants.
After some discussion it \fras 
decided that a home cooking and 
sewing sale would be held to­
wards the end of June. The next 
meeting will be held at the home 
of Mrs. A. M. Farris, Collett 
Road on June 10.
The monthly meeting of the 
Evening Guild of St. Andrew’s 
Church was held at the home of 
Mrs. M. Favali, Parct Road, with 
15 members present. Reports 
were presented about the recent 
successful children’s fashion 
show. The next regular meeting 
will be held on Sept. 15 at the 
home of Mrs. M. G. Turner.
It was decided by the members 
that a tea would be held at the 
home of Mrs. T. B. Upton on 
June 17 instead of the regular 
meeting. The public is cordially 
invited to attend this tea.
rlago by Reginald Kline. Her bal­
lerina length dress of white nylon 
organza, springled with rose­
buds had a wide stiffened skirt 
worn over crinoline. The strap­
less bodice was topped with a 
fishu of the same material, and 
she wore a  matching headdress. 
Her jewelry consisted of a neck­
lace of cultured pearls, the gift 
of the bridegroom. Pink rose­
buds and stephonitis with white
For her son's wedding Mrs. 
Rivers chose a full 'skirted dress | 
of coral silk with beige acces­
sories.
Many cables of congratulation 
were read from England, and 
telegrams conveying best wishes 
from the Okanagan.
For the honeymoon journey to 
B.C. points the bride changed in­
to a biscuit tone two-piece en- 
, semble with a bronze orchid at 
the throat. She wore a matching
satin streamers formed the bridal bronze striped top coat. Die bride
’ , , ' . and groom will take up residenceMatron of honor Mrs. Claire !jn Winfield.
tkn  rtf/vMVi'c e ictnv.ln . — . . .Rivers, the groom’s sister-in- 
law wore a dress of lime green 
nylon, full skirted and shirt 
waist styled, and a white flower­
ed helmet. She carried a boucuiet 
of yellow rosebuds and white 
stock with yellow streamers.
The bride arrived in Vancouver 





Till 9  p.m.
Friday
15 members attending. President 
Mrs. J. Shaw was in the chair.
A card from the Unitarian Serv­
ice was read thanking the Insti­
tute for a donation of 12 boxes of 
new and used clothing and babies 
layettes.
A donation of $10 was made to 
the Queen Alexandra Solarium 
Junior League’s Shower of Dimes.
Mrs. J. Robinson of Victoria 
was recently appointed to. the 
secretary-treasurer position on 
the provincial board this meeting 
was told.
Two members were asked to at 
tend a community meeting called 
by the Farmer’s Institute for 
May 28, to discuss the possibili­
ties of a community park. Mrs. 
A. C. Hillaby and Mrs. L. Mc­
Carthy volunteered to attend.
Discussion followed on the de­
velopment of the float being built 
at lakeshore for. the use of the 
Red Cross swimming classes and 
other swimmers. Anyone wishing 
to help with the cost of this float, 
is asked to please give contribu­
tions to any member of the In­
stitute and an official receipt will 
be forwarded from the Institute.
It was decided to hold the next 
meeting on June 16 in the form
the report assisted by Mrs. J. S. 
Shaw and Mrs. John McCoubrey 
who also attended.
Next year’s District Rally is to 
be held at Winfield with Oyama 
and Okanagan Centre Institutes 
assisting.
At the close of the meeting re­
freshments were served by host­
ess Mrs. E. Westerberger, Mrs. 
T. Duggan, Mrs. J . Hein and Mrs. 
Bealby.
P EAC H LAN D
PEACHLAND — Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Sidebotham have left for 
Langley to be with the latter’s 
sister, Mrs. C. Sheridan, who is 
seriously ill in the Langley Hos­
pital.
Mrs. M. Ferguson, Trepanier, 
is holidaying this week in the 
Kamloops district.
Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Thomson 
and children recently enjoyed a 
short holiday at Blind Bay, Shus- 
wap Lake.
Mrs. H. C. Dunlop and Miss 
Heather Dunlop motored to Spo­
kane and Wenatchee for the re­
cent holiday. Mr. and Mrs. M. L. 
Kuipers also spent the weekend 
there.
Douglas Gordon, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. David A. Gordon, Pa ret 
Road, spent the holiday weekend 
in Salmon Arm.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Davis have re­
turned home after a holiday of 
some ten days spent in California.
Bridal Showers 
For Reba Gagnon
Prior to her recent marriage 
to Ronald Hawthorne, Miss Reba 
Gagnon was honored at a number 
of showers.
Dental assistant friends sur­
prised the bride-elect at the home 
of Mrs. R. Matcri, when kitchen 
gifts were presented to her.
Hostesses at a china shower 
were Mrs. E. H. Sperling, Mrs. A. 
Cornbcrger, and Mrs. G. F. 
Davis, at the latter’s home. 
Eighteen guests attended the 
surprise affair.
An old dental chair, suitably 
decorated, was the seat of honor 
when Mrs. D. A. Shaw was host­
ess to 25 of the honoree’s friends 
at a kitchen shower.
BABY FOOTPRINTS
PORTAGE la PRAIRIE, Man 
(CP) — There will be no mixup 
in identification of babies born 
at Portage General Hospital. The 
babies’ f o o t p r i n t s  are being 
registered at birth.
THINKING AHEAD
LONDON (CP) — The vaca 
tion-minded typist in a West End 
office here marked an envelope 
“Private and Continental,”
Offering YOU the Finest 
Attentive SERVICE 
Any Family Druggist 
Can Give
1. Complete 24-hour Prescription Service
2. Charge Accounts Welcome.
3. Delivery Service.
4. Skin Care and Cosmetic Consultants
Ready to Fill Your
PRESCRIPTION R EQ U IR EM EN TS
24 Hours Daily
Just Phone P 0  2-3333
DYCK’S DRUGS
Open for Daily — 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Your Friday — 8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Convenience Sunday • Holidays—-2:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
ish; Mr. and Mrs. J. Watchuk, L f a po(. pjcnic t0 be held in 
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hopton, Van- ^  Kelowna City Park. All mem- 
couver; Mr. and Mrs. J. Kennel- jjers are asfce(j to meet at the 
ly, Cranbrook, and Mr. and Mrs. Mem0rial Hall a t 5 p.m
T. Malr, Lumby. In the absence of the official
R U TLAN D
RUTLAND — Word was re­
ceived Inst week of the passing of 
two former residents of the Rut­
land district, Mrs. Earl (Mona) 
Mlnter, of Chilliwack, daughter 
of Mrs. W; F. Schell of Rutland, 
died, nfter a lingering illness leav­
ing her. husband and a young 
son. Mrs. Schell and Clifford 
Schell attended the funeral serv­
ices. The sympathy of the com­
munity is extended to the be­
reaved family.
The death of Mrs. Joseph Rad­
ford, the former Peggy Price, 
daughter of the late Wynne Price, 
occurred in Winnipeg May 6. Her 
husband, two daughters and a sOn 
were left and she is also sur­
vived by her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Hudson, and 
young son Rocky, of Charlotte 
Lake, in the Chilcotln have been 
visitors lit the home of Mrs, 
Hudson's parents, Mr, and Mrs 
E. P. Bateman.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Rclth nnd 
, their two daughters were visitors 
nt the homo of Mr. Keith's 
parents, Mr, and Mrs. George 
Rcith, for the long weekend.
Mr. nnd Mrs, Cyril Glllnrd loft 
last week for Vancouver' for a 
visit, and will go from thcro 
later to Prince George to visit 
relatives.
Rev. J. A, Bernard Adams left 
on Monday for Vancouver where 
he w|U nttend the annual mooting 
of the United Church conference
A, W, Gray returned on Sunday 
from Vancouver where he nt 
tended the Provincial Liberal con 
vention nt the UBO auditorium.
Mr, and Mrs, J, Pottlnger nnc 
their son Kyle Pottinger, all oi 
New Wostmlster, were recent 
Visitors nt the home 6< Mr, nnd 
Mrs, PoUlngers’ son-in-law and 
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. W. Drink 
water,
OYAMA — Plans were made I KEN(^ Mont°[cp)EE Younu 
at the well-attended May meeting . KEN,0 ? ? ’ 0nt/t, lCPi “  J ° unf  
of the Kalamnlka Women’s In -H ers of this northwestern Ontario 
stitute for a garden party to be areB were treated to a Saturday 
held July 23 at the home of M rs.lmorning show here, the only ad-




WATERLOO, Ont. (CP) — Po 
I lice here politely declined a re­
quest from a woman who wanted 
a constable to baby-sit at her 
home while she went to the police 
station to pay a parking fine.
V. E. Ellison, when paintings by mission fee being a pair of obso-
Mrs. Grigsby will be featured. e.yeg w. ' c^u E ,0I?S
Another order has been placed *s c°lluctlng for shipment to 
for the Women’s Institute cook|*n“ *a 
book which has proved to be so 
popular locally. These will be I 
offered for sale at the garden | 
party.
Plans were made for at least 101 
members to attend the Border |
Picnic at the Summerland Ex­
perimental Farm on June 9. This |
,s an annual event at which Am­
erican and Canadian rural club | 
women meet.
Arrangements for the prepara­
tion and serving of the nfternoon | 
tea for May Day were made,
The nfternoon was highlighted I 
by a report by Mrs, G. Pothecnry, |
Sr., delegate to the South Okn- 
nngnn nnd Slmllknmeen district I 
rally nt Summerland earlier this | 
month.
Feature of the June meeting I 
will bo a demonstration of floral | 
arrangements,
Refreshments were served by I 
Mrs, M. Shuster and Mrs. G. Pat-1 
tulp,
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Wyatt 
and son Michapl motored from 
Trail to spend a few days recent­
ly with the former’s parents Mr. 
and Mrs. Gordon Wyatt.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hansen and 
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Clements 
came from Vancouver to attend 
the Masonic banquet in the Legion 
Hall. Mrs. Clements is remain­
ing for a short time and is with 
her son-in-law and daughter, Mr. 
and Mrs. Bud Sismey.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Stach are 
holidaying on Mamitoulin Island, 
Ontario.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Living­
stone with their children, motored 
from Vancouver recently to visit 
their cousin Mrs. Frank Bradley.
Mr. and Mrs. Chcsel Baker left 
this week for the coast where Mr. 
Haker will attend the Municipal 
Administration Institute at the 
University of British Columbia 
for several days, prior to going 
to Victoria for the Municipal 




den wedding gift to Mr. and Mrs. 
Edwin Spiller, tenants of a muni­
cipal house in this Devon com­
munity for 20 years, was a fort­
night’s free rent donated in a col­
lection among the town council­
lors.
S A LLY 'S  SALLIES
lUviN f t
"It was a rough ride, dear. 
He's on the wrestling team."
S U P R E M E
M O T O R  O I L
H A L T S
ENGINE
WEAR!
New! RPM SUPREME M otor Oil
with exclusive Detergent-Action com­
pound keeps car and truck engines 
so clean, guards them so well, they'll 
last years longer.
RPM SUPREME Motor Oil cuts en­
gine drag, gives you improved engine 
performance in all seasons, all cli­
mates, under all conditions!
For any Standard Oil product, call
A. BRUCE PAIGE 
862 Clement Ave. 
Kelowna — Telephone PO 2-3017
T*
MUST DIG
ROMFORD, England <CP>- 
Councll of this Essex town has 
warned tenants", of municipal 
houses who neglect their gardens: 
"We'll move them into'flats lf I 
they don’t start digging,"
OPEN DOORS
LEAMINGTON, Eng. <CP>- 
Thc Conservative Club In 'this I 
Midlands town is to udmtt women 
for the first timo liv Its 76 years, |




1 3  Cu. F t.
9 5 9 -9 5
353 BERNARD AVE.
It’s great weather for siestas ami 
CP Weatherproof Howe Paint
You can count on CP Wenthcr-i 
proof house paint to resist the 
sun’s burning rays without 
checking or blisters, Gives years 
of protection from rain, sleet 
nnd snow, tool You'll want CP 
Weatherproof paint to beautify 
your house — in your choice of 




MAI. • TO.ONTO * WINNiraO • CAUIAar • VANCmiVta • iiaiivax..... . ,i II ■ Ml., __
B  &  B P A IN T  S P O T  L T D .
"Your Color Harmony Headquarters for Kelowna it District”
PO 2-3636 ,1477 ELLIS ST.
t ' ". ■-■■■■-----------  ■ ...... r"............. 1111
iLn.
DECIDED TO CARPET 
YOUR HOME?
Choose from these fine broadlooms 
Loom Creations
by
C A R V E C R A F T
As illustrated here, an all-wool pile, Wilton weave hroad- 
loom providing the ultimate in warmth and character. 
Rich, two-tone, sculptured design —  loomed with 
selected yarns for lasting beauty, long wear and ensy care. 
Leaf grepn, mushroom beige, mulberry rose, 1 C  ,O C  
pewter grey. Per square yard ...................... I
REGENCY—Four subtle tones In a sculptured, two level em­
bossed design — at homo with traditional or modern, welcom­
ing yoara of active use with a mlnlmurii of care, Available in 
wood beige, Plncfrost green, Birch grey, 10  35 
Per square ynrd ..A .... — ......... . — . . . . . . . . .  I
CLAYMORE — Tho only Vlscosc-Twoed woven on a curpet 
backing, This 1b an Ideal carpet for wall-to-wall installation. 
4 colors to choose from. ' A  OK
Per Square Yard ..... ........................
DORVAL Tho Axmlnstcr carpet with the luxury look, 
Floral patterns, Grey tone-ondonc, grey on green ground, 
green textured leaf, grey on wine ground, 8,80
SERVICES LTD.
Your Harding Dealer 
62f BERNARD AVE. 
Phoo« PO 2-3354
beige textured. Per square ynrd
BRANTWI8T — 80 per cent wool, 20 per cent, nylon', , . tho hardest wonring plain 
frleT.0 In, thlh price range, tho texture makes )t resistant to crushing and shading, 
A practical brpadloom where a single color is desirable. 1 4  9 0
_In.clght-fthndos. Per square yard .............................................................. 1 • in ,A U
Bring your room measurements with you and let our skllleddn-decorntlon staff help 
vou choose just the right! color and design , , . If vou are unable to. call In; a phone 
Call will nrnlg a salesman to your homo with samples for your approval,
See,Many Other Maiding Creations s\l Our \Spaciou» Showroom
! All Curpet in a SDe Range o! 27” — 9* — 12*
Y;
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Successful Conference Over 
For Kootenay A Y P A  Group
Written for The Dally Courier 
By Linda Thompson
St. Michael and All Angels’ 
Church was the scene of the 
Diocesan AYPA conference, held 
here last week.
Hosted by the Kelowna grouo, 
the parley had Rev. J. E. Both- 
well from Oakville, Ont., as 
"theme speaker."
More than 70 delegates attend­
ed the conference from out-of- 
town, and' about 25 local repre­
sentatives. They were all present 
at the opening Holy Communion 
and banquet Saturday evening.
The first eventful day of the 
meeting ended with a dance and 
preparation from Eucharist.
"Work, fellowship and edifi­
cation," the aims of AYPA took
COMMUNITY BENEFITS
EDMONTON (CP>-A cabinet 
sub-committee has been set up 
to work out details of the 1900- 
phase of Alberta’s .five-year de­
velopment. The committee will 
make recommendations on the 
expenditure of $10,000,000 in local 
community Improvements across 
Alberta. j
CHEMISTRY STUDENTS 
FREDERICTON (CP> -  The 
newly - formed New Brunswick 
science teachers’ associationwill 
make a survey of chemistrv 
courses, facilities and teacher 
qualifications in provincial high 
schools. Results will be reported 
to the Chemical Institute of Can* 
uda.
ud the remaining two days for the 
young people.
One of the highlights of the 
free time activities was a weiner 
roast at Rotary Beach.
Following this, all returned to 
the. Anglican Parish Hall for an 
address by Rt. Rev. P. R. Beat- 
tie, Bishop of the Kootenay 
Diocese.
i During the business sessions at 
j the conference, the group fulfilled 
the purpose of the meeting, that 
was to elect a Diocesan Council 
to replace the co-ordinating com­
mittee, then in effect.
Tentative plans were also 
made to hold the next conference 
of this type. It is hoped to have 
Nelson as the host city for that 
meeting, the date of which will 
be announced later.
FIRST CLASS I HISTORIC BRIDGE
Canada’s f i r s t  engineering I The Victoria Bridge at Mont* 
course was offered in 1854 by j real, among the earliest largo 
King’s College, later the Univer-jiron bridges In Canada, was com* 
sity of New Brunswick. 'pleted in 1880.
Righteousness Exul* 
teth a Nation 
But sin is a reproach 
to any people.
Showers — Birthdays — Weddlnri 
etc.
Choose a suitable gift from our 
display of fine jewelry . . . silver­
ware . . . china and glass.
its
329 Bernard Ave. W. E. Krumm Phone PO 2-3141
LA R G E ATTEN D AN C E FOR A Y P A  CONFERENCE
More than 100 members of 
Anglican Young People's As­
sociations from all points in 
the Kootenay Diocese, who 
gathered in Kelowna last week
for the annual Diocesan con­
ference. The AYPA of St. Mi­
chael and All Angels’ Church 
hosted the three-day parley, 
called for the purpose of elect­
ing an executive council. Chief [ pie’s organization convened 
speaker at the meeting was j here, and sat in on some of the 
Rev. C. A. Bothwell of Oakville, i meeting. — iPope’s Studio 
Ont. Coincidentally, the provin- j Photo) 
cial council of the young peo- I
Eastern Orthodox Church Growing; 
6,000,000 Members In N . America
By GEORGE VV. CORNELL Archbishop Iakovos* conversation D>\ W. A. Visser ‘t Hooft. cx-
NEW YORK fAP)—Sure of it­
self, the Eastern Orthodox Church
today is exerting a widening in-1 smj[e 
flucncc in the ranks of Christian
I is sprinkled with scholarly refer­
ences and homey anecdotes. He 
is genial, informal, with an easy
He likes to fish, read
Bible Institute 
Team From A ta . 
To Appear Here
A gospel team from the Prairie 
Bible Institute, Three Hills, Alta., 
will be at People’s Mission Sun­
day at 11 a.m.
Rev. Dan Smith heads this 
maintained a sense of the objec-iteam as speaker, and team mem
ecutivo of the World Council of 
Churches:
“The Eastern churches have
B.C. Newspaper 
Wins RC Award
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
Catholic Weekly, a publication of 
the Roman Catholic Church in - 
British Columbia, has won an 
award from the American Cath­
olic Press Association. \
An article by Kay Cronin on 
an Oblate Father who has work- j 
ed for 60 years among B.C. 
Indians was chosen the best 
human interest article to appear 
in any Roman Catholic publica­
tion in North America last year.
It is believed to be the first 
time a Canadian Roman Catholic 
publication has won such an 
award. Miss Cronin won Cana­
dian Women’s Press Club award 
in 1957.
CHURCH SERVICES
I poetry, writes a bit of it himself, jtive , reality and cosmic dimen- ibers, Lonny Koukal, Carl Mc-
in nimo n™ in-i In .his new post he holds the sions of the drqma of salvationiMindes, Ed Brainerd, and RonTHe east in the name now in- > hi, which Western churches need to -  ‘
eludes the “ west," as the church r ?  , (»Bnesi oiuce_ in nlbi „
_vn„nriina rvrocticre. j„ : church, next to Patriarch Athena-iltL0',er- 
A m lrin d P *g j o( lstanbuli senior soe 0{J Archbishop Iakovos recently
Orthodoxy and dominant centre of a v‘s't with- Pope John—the
Archbishop Iakovos, recently anCient Christendom. I first such contact in 350 vears.
Bergstrom provide a variety of 
sacred music.
The Prairie Bible Institute, be­
ginning in 1922 with an enrollment 
of eight students now has a Bible
Installed as Primate of the Greek; n t L - | He also recently disclosed Ortho-j School and high school atttend-
Orthodox Church in North and1, , w . J ,v A \  idoxy’s decision to take part, in ance of over 1,000. The founding
>! ’ * in the ecumenical council called!of an interdenominational Bible
Institute is said to be unique 
among Christian schools.
The Institute is a missionary 
training school; over 1,000 former 
students are serving Christ on 
foreign mission fields, and hund
A South America, personifies some., . . tliv; w cmv i tu m-u i-ciu u
distinctive qualities of his church. ^  f ' 0fPconfecieration iby 1he Popc only if protestantism
He is urbane, cheerful, learned.P ’f u broadly represented.
cosmopolitan, warm-hearted,, tol'  tional br \  n c h e s in North i " If and when we reach the 
crant and immensely confident. ^ m‘,rica ‘ n I point of church reunion,” he said,
"Christians must learn fromi ( * ; . , - "every church must be allowed
one another," he says. "Let us all 1 The time is ripe for this now,’ j to continue along traditional lines, 
have the courage and mutual re- 0 "A11 n w w w  .... '
spect to speak together as free 
men, and with a sense of respon­
sibility.”
Like Roman Catholicism, Or-
t  thodoxv considers itself the one; life in this country.
true church, founded by Christ1 Altogether, in its various na- 
and his Apostles. j tional groups, Orthodoxy has
he says.- il Orthodox groups.but with some kind of inter-com- reds are engaged in pastoral and 
are faced with this transition per- rnunion. If we receive from the 
iod. We need to get rid of the same cup, and the same bread, 
old nationalistic ties in order towe commune in Christ. The mys- 
grow and contribute the most to tical unity is accomplished.’'
However, while Roman Cathol­
icism so far has held aloof from 
the ecumenical movement for
more than 6,000,000 United States 
and Canadian members in about 
1,000 congregations. The largest,
Christian unity involving Protes- Greek Orthodoxy, has a b o u t  
tants and Anglicans, Orthodoxy 1,150,000 members in 375 parishes.




MADRAS, India (CP'—A Cana­
dian cobalt “bomb,” the first in 
Southeast Asia, today has a key 
| role in the growth of India's larg- 
. jest cancer centre.
“Believing we have the one! U^was often considered remote*,j A gift of Atomic Energy' of Can- 
truth does not keep us apart, but fo'vign, absorbed in ceremonial-jada Limited, the cobalt beam
ism. therapy unit was installed in Aug-
But (he uninformed picture'ust, 1957, at the cancer institute 
has changed. Protestant leaders, j0f the Women’s Indian Associa- 
meeting the church's keen schol-jtion at Adyar, a southern suburb 
ars in direct discussions, have of Madras, 
gained a new, positive view. Says
has taken an active role.
“The Orthodox Church is not 
afraid of contacts and relations 
with other Christian churches,” 
the archbishop says. “We must 
meet together in real humility 
and try to see each other straight 
In the eyes.
RECENTLY VISITED POPE
Until Orthodox leaders in re­
cent years became vigorous par­
ticipants in A m e r i c a n  and 
world interdenominational coun­
cils, their church was little known 
ito many Western Christians.
brings us closer. If one stands on 
firm ground, he can stretch forth 
his arms to embrace others too.”
SECOND IN COMMAND 
A tall, handsome man of 48,
other Christian service in Can­
ada and the United States.
The principal of the Institute, 
L. E. Maxwell, is wpll known as 
a bible teacher, editor of The 
Prairie Overcomer, and author 
of three inspiring books, Born 
Crucified, Crowded to Christ, and 
Abandoned to Christ.
Mr. Smith completed his Bible 
training at Cliff College, England, 
in 1932, and after two years on 
the staff of the college as an 
evangelist, sailed for China in 
1935 in fellowship with the China 
Inland Mission. Since his evacua­
tion in 1950, he has worked in 
Australia, Ceylon, and India with 
some of the foremost national 
preachers,
Carl McMindes, of New York, 
is a 1959 Bible School graduate; 
Ed Brainerd of Illinois, a junior 
and Lonny Koukal, of Washington, 
a freshman. Ron Bergstrom, 





Archie Glen of Kelowna has 
been named a district vice- 
president of the B.C. Lay Associa­
tion of The United Church of 
Canada.
George Mussallem of Haney 
was elected president of the B.C. 
group. ,
The annual meeting of the lay 
group was the opening function 
of a week-long conference for 
more than 220 B.C. United 
Churches. About 400 ministers 
and lay members are participat­
ing in a series of study groups on 
church affairs.
Other officers elected by the 
lay association include Ed Carr, 
North Vancouver, first vice-presi­
dent; Doug Little, Vancouver, 
second vice-president; William H. 
Whiteley, Vancouver, secretary- 
treasurer.
Other district vice-presidents 
include Klaus Scheer, Grand 
Forks; and Art Mann, Duncan.
SAIN T M IC H AEL 
and A LL  A N G ELS ' 
CHURCH
(ANGLICAN)
Corner Richter St. and 
Sutherland Ave.
Clergy:
VEN. D. S. CATCHPOLE 
REV. CYRIL CLARKE
Services Broadcast at 11 a.m. 
on 2nd and 5th Sundays
SUNDAY, MAY 24, 1939
Sunday School 
9:30 or 11:00 a.m.




11:00 a.m.—(1st and 3rd Sun­
days) Holy Communion 
(2nd, 4th and 5th Sundays) 
Morning Prayers
7:30 p.m.—Each Sunday — 
Evensong
“ For the first time in India we 
were able to treat patients with 
radiation where other conven­
tional methods had proved inef­
fective,” said Dr. Shanta Vis- 
wanathan, attractive woman phy­
sician in charge of radio-therapy. 
“The cobalt bomb put the insti­
tute on its feet,”
The bomb is in constant use 17 
hours a day, and in its first year 
of operation the number of ther­
apy treatments doubled from 15,- 
000 to 30,000. An estimated one- 
third of the treatments were suc­
cessful,
Last month Canadian Colombo 
plan aid provided a new stronger 
source for the unit, expected to 
enable more than twice as many 
patients to be treated each day.
Under the Colombo plan three 
other cobalt bombs are being in­
stalled in Indian hospitals nt 
Bombay, Calcutta and Ludhiana. 
Atomic Energy of Canada’ also 
sold a unit to a hospital at Ahmc- 
dabad.
The Madras institute, only 
specialized centre for research 
and treatment of malignant dis- 
jease in south India, was opened 
The annual Rundnv School.and The gospel team from ’th'oi(>PLy ■ four years ago; It owes its
Prairie Bible Institute will also existence largely to 74-year-old 
appear at (lie Bethel Baptist Dl\  R,’clfl*v Miithulnksnil, pioneer 
Church, Mav 24, at 7:30 p.m. *■*, Indian,woman social worker and






Sabbath School___ 9:30 a.m.







Pastor: C. S. Cooper 
Phone PO 2-8992
W O R L D  N E W S
CHURCH ROUNDS
congregational picnic .for St, 
I’aul’s ,1'Mtcd Chitreh will bo held 
Wednesday, May 27, in Gyro 
.Park, The picnic commences at 
3:30 p.m. and will continue.until 
7, weather permitting,
Former Rutland Man 
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of the Women's Indian j ^  J m n "  » n  are 
i , .- who helped raise ’ 1, 1 [
 the first buildings, ! ” . ‘ .Vu L
began with
A lta . Hoping 
Alaska Will 
Lure Tourists
EDMONTON (CP) — Alberta 
expects an exceptionally good 
tourist season this year, thanks 
partially to Alaska’s newly - 
acquired statehood.
The Alberta Travel' Bureau’s 
promotion of the province ns the 
“paved corridor to the Alaska 
Highway” Is bearing fruit.
The bureau decided early this 
year to cash in on the upsurge 
of trace! to the new state with 
heavy advertising campaigns in 
United States and Eastern Cana­
dian magazines and' newspapers, 
A bureau spokesman says that 
to Into April, inquiries received 
from potential visitors requesting 
literature mid maps totalled al­
most 17,000, soiVie 2,000 more thnn 
at the same period a yenr ngo, 
.The boast of a “paved corri­
dor,” however, Isn't quite true 
Just yet, There are close to 50 
:ut - off from the 
ou to the Peace 
’ of northeast A1 
,,, bortn still to bo blncktopped,
But the highways' department 
promises this worke will bo,com­
pleted, this summer, ' .
SWEPT OVER FALLS
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. (AP)— 
An unidentified man was swept 
over the American falls Wednes­
day. Police said the man appar­
ently was drowned before fall­
ing over the brink.
FAIR PROFIT
BRUSSELS (AP) — The eco­
nomic affairs ministry reports 
the 1958 Brussels World Fair 
netted Belgium $15,000,000. Ex­
penses were put at $61,400,000 and 
revenue at $76,400,000.
RUSSIAN JETLINERS
MOSCOW (AP) -  The Soviet 
Union is putting 100 - passenger 
jetliners, in service on the Mos- 
cow-Krusnodovsk route. It will 
cut flying time on the 1,300-mile 
Journey to the Caspian Sea to just 
under three .hours, front nine.
USEFUL GIFT
STOCKHOLM (AP)-Swedcn’s 
gift to visiting President Sukarno 
of Indonesia is an artificial heart. 
The medical apparatus used dur­
ing certain heart operations will 
be installed at Jakarta Univer­
sity,
The Church o f  Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day 
Saints
Priesthood Meeting 9:00 a.m. 
Sunday School . . . . .  10:30 a.m. 
Sacrament Service 7:00 p.m. 
VISITORS WELCOME 
Meetings Held in 
Kelowna Little Theatre 
Corner of Doyle Ave. and 
Bertram St. , Phone PO 2-8963





I b e d s ,  t h r e e  n u r s e s  a n d  t w o  d o e -
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M b  \ V k  R  ’ V m i t l l  V s ' E v a n g e l i s t s  n o w  t o t a l  A  . r e s e a r c h  b l o c k  o p e n e d  l a s ta i t i n o i u u .  a n s ,  w ,  i t ,  n m n n  q »  , u | s  n u m i ) ( , | .  3175 y e a r ,  h a d  t o d a y  i s  I n d i a  s  o n l y
C 0 1 ' 0 r , ' “ C l '  m  ’n i i c t t n l  o f  I t s  m e d i c a l  ’  * s c h o p l  j  I s o t o p e  * c e n t r e ,  S t u d i e s  a r e  b e i n g  
a  i n j  ( K u g . u i ,  , . '  . W h i c h  e n r o l l e d  I t s  f i r s t  c l a s s  i n , i n « d n  I n  t i s s u e  c u l t u r e ,  p h y s i c s ,
O K A N A G A N  M I S S I O N  A  j l W H L  1 d  , j b i o c h e m i s t r y  n p d  r a d l n t l o n  c o u n t -
c o n v e n t i o n  o f  l a v m e n  i i s  t i e l n g ’ T l i e  e o l l e g e  I s  o p e r a t e d ,  by the (d'S ; , , ,  , ,
h e l d  l u * r e  S a l n t d a v  a n d '  S u n d t i v ,  S e v e n l h - d i i y  A d v e n t i s t  C l l u i c h 1 a s  A n , ,  a n  m i } l  r e k o n r e l i  . . b l o c k  I C  
M a y  2 , ' l u n i i  ; ! t ,  a t  1 1  a . i n .  ' A  f o p t i i -  a  p a r t  u f  i t s  m t e r n a t i o n a l  l i b s p i t a l  n l . - t i  u n d e r  e o i i M r u c l i o i i  a ' n d :  a  
e i  l e c t o r ,  R e v ,  K i v d e l l b k ,  W v i i i l  " a d  m e d i c a l  p r o g r a m ,  M a p v  o f . p c b a ' i i c  r e s o i t r o h  . b i d l d i n g  Y l n n -  
" W i l l  h o l d  a '  s e r v i c e  a t  1 1 - a  i n ' ;  a t  t h e  c h u r c h ’ s  n e a r l y 1 2 ( K )  h o s j d t a l s  r . e d ,  W o r k 1 I s  b e l n r f  c o m i n e t e p ' o n  
s t ,  A i m I i c w ' s  A n g l l r : » i |  i ' h i i r e h .  i u  a n d  c l i n i c s  a r o u n d  H i e  w o r l d 1 l i r e  n e w  w a r d : , 1 ,  a  > *  e o p d  • i t i V  •  * e  u i -  
. a d d i t i o n ' t o  t h y  s e r v i c e ' a t  i )  a  m  " T t a f i f i s l  \ \ i t l Y " C ' \ l F , " g n i ' l u ' . i t c d , .' . . " ( i i l l i i i s A T ' o ' i c r . ' i i i f i g  i p e m f V 1 l U H l  ‘ I . !
1 , ( • *, . .'For Kuhn, this gruduutldn'cere-blood biaik , ■ ; '
A  t e a m  ( r u i p .  t i p ;  V a n c o u v e r  ; i n o n , v  w i l l  m e a n  a  c o m p l e t i o n  o f ! T h e  ' i i i s l i t u t u  h a d  t o  o v e r c o m e  
l l i t i l e  I n s t i t u t e  w i l l  r i i l i U s t e r  n t  t i n *  u p  t o  ' 3 d  y e a r s  o f  ■ s c h o o l i n g ,  I n .  |  e o n , ; l d f ; i ' a b h *  e a r l y  n o i x i s l t l o n '  I n  
e v e n i n g  s e r v i c e  a t  T h e  P e o p l e ’ s  c l p d l i i R  f o u r  y e a r s  o f  p r o f e s i  l o n u l ! I n t r o d u c i n g  n e w  t e c h n i q u e s  f o r  
M U t l n n ,  R e v ,  8,  I I ,  A l l e n  a n d  a ; o d u e n t i o n  a t  t h e  ( ’ M E  s c h o o l  o f , t r e a t i n g  e a n e i h " ,  b u t  n o w ' t h e r e  
m a l e . q u a r t e t  w i l l  t i e  h e t i r d .  R e v ,  , M e d i c i n e ,  F o i l o w j p  .’  g r a . l u a t l i i p  e i o  t p ' d r ' y  a l l v a v s 1 i p o m *  p a ' i c t v l s  
D a b l e l  . S m i t h , . • f u l i p  t h e  I ' v A i r i e  h e  p h m - »  I "  i q t e l n  ( o r  o a . *  y f > . | . r  I h i t f i -  I h h I w ,  i ’ s o ' a l l v  i * ' i o u r  2a  * : | .
B i b l e  I n M i t u t e  w i l l  s p e a k  a t ' ' t h y  < | t  W l i i t e  M ' > m o n a l  H o s p i t a l  l i i .  V ' i i s  l * e  < u i ,  i p ' / i t -  l a  " o *  u o n - i d t  i s  
i i u a n l n g  s e r v i c e .  , , ' L o . v  A i i s e l e s i ,  ,  , , * | o r  i n  t e m p o r a r y  i i i i i U ' i v ,
Utilly Insured
— m O N E —
Kelowna P O  2-4444 
R U D Y'S  T A X I
Opposite (be Post Office 
1485 Ellis Si,
A MERE piqmy boitdo tho 
giant linori It hauli and ihovai 
about,the tugboat can be de­
pended on to do Ita job In a 
thorough workmanlike manner. 
Nq job ii too tough for the 
plucky little tug to tgcklal
Our organization can ba dn« 
pendod on to conduct a cere­
mony aopropriato ap- 
pointmonti, Day or night, 
wo'rn ready to iorva you.
HOW CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
HEALS




[Understanding ana unpundiibillty 
ARTHUR H, CLARKE 
I DONALD A, .RENNETT '





(Next to High School)
REV. E. MARTIN. Minister
SUNDAY, MAY 21, 1959
9:45 a.m.—










Rev. J. P. Vogt, Chairman 
Rev. J. A. Janzen, Elder 




10:45 a.m.—Worship Service 
(English and German)




Corner Stockwell and 
Ethel Street
Pastor: Rev. A. J. Sawatsky 
Phone PO 2-4063




Speaker: Rev. J. Reimer 
Field Director W.C.C.M.
Evening Servicg (English) 
Report and Slides by:
Rev. J. Reimer 
On W.C.C.M.
ALL WELCOME
S T . P A U L'S  
U N IT ED  CHURCH
MISSION ROAD
Rev. D. M. Ferley, B.A., B.D., 
Minister
Mrs. A. P. Pettypiece, 
Organist





Subject: “Thai Strange Man 
on the Cross”
ST. A N D R EW 'S  
A N G LIC A N  CHURCH
OKANAGAN MISSION 







Branch of The Mother Church, 
Tho First Church of Christ, 
Scientist, in Boston, Mass.
Bernard Avenue at Bertram 
SUNDAY. MAY 24, 1959 
Church Service 11 a.m. 
Lesson Sermon Subject: 
“SOUL AND BODY”
Wednesday Meeting 8:00 p.m. 
Rending Room open 3 to ,5 
Wednesdays and Saturdays
Highway Gospel Hall
5th Avenue South, Westbank
LORD'S DAY
10:30—Morning Meeting
2:30 p.m.—Sunday School and 
Bible Class
7:30 p.m.—Gospel Meeting
Tuesday 8;00 p.m.— 1
Prayer Meeting
Friday—
7:00 p.m.—Children and 
Young People's Meeting 
8:00 p.m. Ministry Meeting.
All are Welcome 1
FAMILY BIBLE HOUR
Sundays 11:00 p.m, 
CKOK 800 kc
FIRST U N ITED  
CHURCH
Rev. R. S. Leitch, B.A., B.D. 
Minister
Dr. Ivan Beadle, Mus.D. 
Organist and Choir Director 
Broadcast 1st, 3rd and 4th 
Sundays of the month 









I M S  WIW CHRIST
Thore'i ponortal p*ac«, 
contained living, afarnal 
lacurlty whan Chrlil anlari 
your Ilia.
FOR A  HAPPY FAMILYI IIMWMf - - . ’“ I
SUNDAY, MAY 24, 1959 
9:55 n.m.-—Sunday School 





S A LV A T IO N  A R M Y








Home League Meeting 
(for women)
Tuesday •— 2:00 p.m.




“The Church Without Steps”
SUNDAY, MAY 24, 1959
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Minister:
T. Stoddart Cowan, DA (Glas.) 
Choirmaster:








James S, J. Gibb
"Come, Worship With Ur,”






ELf.18 at QUEENSWAY 
Rev. K. Imayoahl, IU).
Minister
SUNDAY, MAY 24, 195?
9:45 a,in,— '
Welcome to,Sunday School 






"M ip WEEK AT' FIRST” 
8:30 p.m,—Sunday school 
Teiu'iium iinrl ChiTti|lnn 
, Education Meeting,
P EO PLE'S  M ISSION
1 Block South of P.O, 
Rev. R. M. Bourke 
Phone P6 2-4300




\ Rev. Daniel Smith
And Trumpet Trio from 
Prairie Bible Institute
7:15p.m. ■ >
Rev. S. H . Allen
Aird RRntrQmTrcimrr
Vancouver Bible Intdltiitn
•  Enjoy Thf»c , 1 '
Special Bnrvleea
•  Everypne Welcome
GOOD NEWS OF TIIE AIR 




Lots of Experience Behinc
Family Stationers
After 37 years in (he automotive! lem Motors’ two stations, in Mis-this spare time, thus receiving an hictorv h» ut Mr ih<- Now \w L 
service industry, Alfred Withers. sion City and Haney—both large i "education” in two places.
‘■by coast standards. He and his wife, Evelyn, have
PAGE 8 KELOWNA DULY C O ir . l^ .  TT.DAT. M \Y  ? \
If Yoa W a n t T o S t e w A n y i h i K g  . 
About Arm  ; ,  Visit N .Y . Library
OTTAWA *CP' — If you want Tuseh did a great deal of literary 
to learn about Canadian military jdetective work to locate copies,’’
j  OLD FOLKS’ HOME 
VANCOUVER (C P '-A  Si31,000
public l.brarv.
It has one of the finest collec-i
°* A.: Harvey and Gregory also fol- ]>wo children, Linda, 4, and Diane, ‘tjon ot kooks on the subject vOU I experimental 'ow-rental housingrvnnrn- • < • ,■ < . • • » . '9 * 'ann tKnw n il lilrn  it Viapa * * ‘ w * * » i  i  i  _ .. . . ,  * -
anywhere, the
is still going strong,
The pround president __  __ ____
Withers and Sons Limited, opera- ]owcd ja ^ i r  father’s footsteps I 2> “and they all like it here, 
tors of the brand new Bluebird j from tbe beginning, working in ! YOUNGEST OF FIRM 
Standard Service S.ation, says,tbe service department of large) p .  „ .
there is no other business like it. ■ „nrai,„c in Mission Citv Gregory, the youngest of the _"You get used to i t"  he savs Sarages ln Mission U t . . ! mechanical family, serves as longs to C.E, Dornbusch. a mein-,
"and vou can’t do anything ehc ” Alfred, in his "spare time, I secretary-treasurer of the firm. ber of the library's staff, who has 
M”.*Withers first started in his ^ e s  to hunt and fish. He mid his i He, too, got his grounding in ,madv n hobby of Canadian Army)
jean find 
j says.
| The main credit,
arvmv’project almost exclusively for 
'old-age iH'hsioners has been ai>-
it savs be- k‘rovvd by city council, It will a o  ' ’ "  commodate 84 persons.
particular 
Regina.
trade in 1922 in
LIBRARY EXPANDS
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Union 
Theological College has beenwife. Fern, are also well-known [Mission City service stations, and history. , „aa WV1.
throughout Western Canada for this temoered with experience in i bus just published a book, granted Ŝ O 000 from the It R 
T,he> n0̂ !th,e clerical’department of Can-«cajlcdpThe Canadian Army, 18A5-;LcMillan' F u S . to
r«fvearsh i ^ ian , f ac>bc (Airlinos. makes i 1958: .Regimental Histories and a tX[,and its Ubrnry into one ol ^  
ral y.cars. ,his a "natural for the admin-, Guide to the Regiments. The h„.t in Western r»nnilu
PROUD OWNERS of spank­
ing new Bluebird Service Sta­
tion arc (left to right1 Alfred 
Withers and his sons. Harvey 
and Gregory, who will operate
the Standard outlet, at inter­
section of Radant and the Lake- 
shore roads. AH experienced 
mechanics and operators, the 
trio will run what is considered
to be one of the most modern 
stations in the district. Situated 
in one of fastest-growing areas 
in Okanagan, the station will 
also carry complete gas and oil 
supplies for boating enthusiasts.
"It was a lot different in those 'belt prize chinchillas, 
days,” ho states, "but it’s always . era„\e^ *be Alfern cbmchilla
changing—you have to keep up ,a* Hatzic, B.C., for seve . ,
with things ” FOUND SPOT 'istrative post, ! sn ry  calls it a unique refer-
The Bluebird Service, at Radant in this arei since! Gregor-v’ bis wife. Marjorie,!ence work
and the Lakeshore roads, is con- . JLe  ̂ suitable and their one->’ear-°ld daughter,' * The book lists all known Cnna> n ,i„ Wu u
sidered one of the most modern . *’# m . k -• iKaren, live only a few doors away dian regimental histories and show-stopper
in the district. , spot for his business.
New Service Station 
Located In Rapidly 
Growing Community
The new Standard Service along the roadway between Mis- 
Station is located in the centre of sion Creek bridge and the Blue 
a rapidly-growing residential Bird Bay Auto Court, 
area. ! Today, practically every avail-
Less than a year ago, it was a able lot in the new subdivision 
common sight to see "building near Apsey’s Store, has been 
lots for sale" signs posted all snapped up. And the new home
m ore
e n j o y m e n t . ..
naturally
from the station. They will keep
Alfred, father of seven, has run: “ 1 think we have found it,” he, a “weather eye” out for an op-
service stations irt Burnaby and sa>’s happily. “We have a good j portunity to uphold the family’s 
ithe Fraser Valley fox' several sP°t for business, and a good;motto, "Service at it’s Best."
place to live in.”
Harvey Withers, vice-president, 
is also no newcomer to his trade.
He proudly claims more than 10 
vears in the field of automotive
best in estern Canada.
SPACE-AGE PUNSTERS % | 
ARGENTIA, Nfld. (CP> — The 
at a space - age
similar books," the army says, j party at the United States naval 
"No fewer than 402 books are in-base here was a timely ditty by 
eluded. Some of the books aredhree officers, entitled: "Mars 
extremely rare, and Mr. Dorn- fell on Alabama.”
: builders have not pulled in their -vcars’ sincc his arrival in BC’ 
purse strings, when it comes to BURNABY STATION 
constructing untra-modern houses, i He and his sons, Harvey and 
i Some of the nicest homes in Gregory,, previously operated the 
the Kelowna.area are located in WiView Service in Burnaby, also service, in Mission City and Van 
this district. a Standard station. ; couver.
There are probably four major i A resident of the Mission City ; He learned his job from the 
reasons for so many prospective area for several years, Alfred was , ground up. Even while still in 
; home owners arc building in the in charge of service at Mussal- 1 school, he worked in garages in 
I area. ( 1 1 1 “  ~
) 1. Shortage of suitable building‘
i lots inside the city limits.
) 2. Availability of natural gas. !
3. Availability o f domestic I 
water supplies. !
i 4. Less than ten minutes drive 
jto the city-centrc over hard­
surfaced road.
There have probably been more 
homes constructed in the Oka­
nagan Mission district over the 
past year, than any other section 
of the community.
And anyone who has once lived 
at the Mission, claims he would 
not live anywhere else. The whole
district comes under the regu-, experts believe is a prote­
cted building area, w h . c h ^  of fhe train o{ the fut£rc.
means that anyone who plans!
building a home must submit! The vehicle is the first, full- 
plans that come up to proper j scale Levacar, a wheel-less, air- 
standards. This not only protects propelled car which slides on air 
the adjacent home-owner, but]about 1-32nd of an inch above a 
prevents anv possibility of "shack > metal strip, 
town" development. I The Lcvacar is a development
Residents of the Blue Bird Bay i of the Ford Motor Company,
's try'#***
area are within a stone’s throw 
of the lake: youngsters can
dangle a fishing line over the 
Mission Creek bridge, while for 
those who are interested in di­
versified sports, the Okanagan 
Mission Community Club takes 





TR A IN  OF FUTURE
Test Vehicle Travels 
On Thin Film O f A ir
By BEN PHLEGAR t Dr. Kucher said the Levacar 
DETROIT (AP) — I rode 15 has no application as a free road 
miles an hour on a film of a ir! vehicle. Neither would it be prac-
in a sleek white and red vehicle | ‘ical for short commuter trips
'because it would need 15 to 20 
miles to gain full acceleration 
and a similar distance to slow 
down.
The model which Ford has in­
stalled at its "rotunda in suburban 
Dearborn weighs 450 pounds, is 
94 inches long, 48 inches high and 
54 inches wide.
STRAPPED IN
When you ride in it you are 
enclosed in a transparent canopy. 
You are strapped in with a car- 
style safely belt. The air is turned 
on and the car moves slowly
New  African 
States
pioneered by Dr. Andrew A.
Kucher, vice-president of engi­
neering and research.
The model is built for one pas­
senger and is slightly smaller 
than a Volkswagen. It has a l 1/?.- 
horsepower blower , to propel it. aroflnda circular platfoVni.'' 
Compressed air is forced through 
three metal pads on the under­
side of the car. These look some­
what like the bottom of a house­
hold steam iron.
INTER-CITY TRANSPORT
Dr. Kucher envisions the Leva-, 
car as highspeed ground trans­
portation between cities "such as 
Detroit and Chicago.
“It would skim over flat rails, 
like the present railroads,” he 
said,, “at speeds of 200 to 500 
miles an hour.” .
Power would come from gas
C.W . (Bill) KNOWLES
as General Contractors for this fine new station wish to congratulate
A L , H A R V E Y  and GREG W ITHERS
on the opening of their new
CHEVRON SERVICE STATION
C. W. (Bill) Knowles specializes in remodeling kitchens and renovating homes . . ,  
and feels that this building is one of the finest of its kind, and was constructed 
with the efficiency and dispatch characteristic of
C. W . (Bill) KNOWLES
2641 NORTH ST. PHONE PO 2-4468
By GEORGE McARTHUR
, ^ rencb Congo tnrbines. The rails would provide 
(AP) The emerging new states j-a n e v e n  surfacefor the compres- 
of Africa are turning away from sed air and would be used in
At Home
in any com pany. . .
Vpu can always feel right about 
serving Old Style. Just about 
everyone knows, and likes the 
boor that’s brewed naturally . . . 
' aged, Slowly,,, the Old Stylo way. 
This classic, mellow beer has 
been a B.C. favorite for moro 
than twenty years , . . noW even 
moro popular.
democracy as a means of gov­
ernment.
The reasons are many, but the 
results usually are the same—a 
one-party political regime that 
brooks no opposition.
In most of the 12 states of the 
French community ’ a one-party 
system already is in force. The 
same applies in other areas.
MARXIST-STYLE STATE
Attention has been turned re­
cently on a newly independent 
Guinea, where Premier Sekou 
Toure runs a marxist-style state 
and openly admits that the rub­
ber-stamp parliament exists only 
to ratify decisions of his Demo­
cratic Guinea party,
Toure says his party is more 
democratic than most. There is 
plenty of discussion among the 
more than 4,000 village commit­
tees. This may be true, but 
Toure still dictates decisions and 
anyone raising an opposing voice 
risks exile or jail.
Some 50 political prisoners arc 
hold in jail in the Camoroons— 
which will become independent 
Jan. 1.
Opposition Loader Jacques Op- 
angault is in jail in the Middle 
Congo — ’ technically for, Inciting 
the riots that shook Brazzaville 
earlier this year,
In the Ivory Coast, strongman 
Felix Houphouet-Bolgny, backer 
of the French community, ad­
mits ho would not tolerate an 
opposition that asked for Inde­
pendence from the community.
DEMOCRACY A LUXURY
The reasons given for this state 
of affairs arc many, The Afri­
cans say tluit underdeveloped 
states need strong government 
and cannot afford the luxury of 
democracy, And more than 90 
per cent of all Africans arc. II 
literate, They are used to a sys 
tern of strong tribal chiefs,
The opposition often is simply 
a group of. "outs" who want (0 
be in. '
In Dahomey, where two rival 
pnrtles are fighting to decide who 
finally gi>ts on top, the only Issue 
dividing the' lenders is personal 
rule. ; , 1 1
Whoro opposition parties are 
strong, i( sometimes is because 
of geographic or tribal necessity 
—not any riemoci'ntlc leanings,
“ OUST' SWALLOWS 
CHILLIWACK, n,q, iC P i-T lic  
swallows which have been re­
turning to the
braking.
H e re ’s why m ore  C anadians choose
0 ^ 0 0  SEA-HORSES
over all o ther outboard m otors
In N .Z .  -  But 
I t V
By J.C. GRAHAM 
Canadian Press Correspondent
AUCKLAND, N.Z. (C P)-In the 
best restaurants in Auckland, 
diners are served on request with 
choice French wines to accom­
pany their meals. But it's all 
strictly, illegal.
Under the country!s liquor laws, 
only licensed hotels are permitted 
to serve drinks with meals—and 
then only until 8 p.m. to people 
not resident in the hotel.
But the highest-quality meals in 
Aucklnnd and many other New 
Zealand cities are served at res­
taurants not attached to hotels. 
Some of them in recent yenrs 
have reached excellent interna­
tional standards. Impeccably con­
ducted, they are patronized by 
loading citizens and the most 
prominent visitors from abrond 
And they serve liquor in direct 
defiance of the law.
Periodically the police rnid 
these restaurants, examine the 
contents of pntrons’ glasses, and 
seize liquor found on the prem 
iscs.
The names of patrons consum­
ing liquor are taken, and they are 
liable to prosecution. But In fact 
few such prosecutions linv,c been 
pursued in  recent yenrs.
However, the proprietors and 
staffs of offending restaurants 
are prosecuted frequently, and 
usually they are heavily fined,
POLITICAL ASPECT
Objections tq this chnoUc sltun 
tlon, which throws the law into 
disrepute, are stendily mounting, 
When, a loading Auckland res 
tnurnnt was prosecuted recently 
counsel for' the' proprietor was 
able to point out thnt both main 
political parlies and ministers of 
the1 Crown, had cloclnred them 
selves la favor of chnnglng the 
liquor laws. j 
He said the attorney-general 
himself ihad favornlily received 
a 'petition forwarded with' the 
government fish 1 .names of 3,000 patrons of the res
review of the
F ish e rm e n
want dependable power, a 
motor that slows right down 
from a fast run to a whisper- 
quiet crawl for miles of eco­
nomical, trouble-free trolling 
and casting. Most fishermen 
choose one of the " T a k e - 
along”  3 ,51/? or 10 h.p. models 
or the 18 h.p. Johnson, the 
m ost H e p e n d a b je jis h in g  
motors ever m ade!
W a te r-S k ie rs
need a s w ift lift  to the 
surface and dependable, 
smooth power to keep them 
up there. Most skiers de­
pend on an 18,35 or 50 h.p. 
Jo hnso n. . .  the outboards 
w ith  pulling power that 
never letawater-skierdown.
T h e  W h o le  F am ily
.is confident in an easy-to-operate Sea-horse. They 
can rely on world famous Johnson dependability and 
service foran hour’stripora month-long 
cruise. For cruising, Canadians choose 
an 18, 35 or 50 h.p. Johnson . .  .  the 
ultim ate in quiet, 
d e p e n d a b le  o u t­
board power.
. 1
18 H .P . S EA -H O R S E 33 H .P . SUPER S EA -H O R S E V -S O  H .P . SUPER S EA -H O R S E
J o i n  th e  “ F ly in g  W h ite  F l e e t ”  f o r  ’ 5 9
and enjoy the fineit fun features in outboarding
You’ll enjoy more Ashing fun, more skiing 
thrills, more cruising pleasure with all the 
care-free features of the “Flying White Fleet’’ 
for ’59. New flip-olf, clip-on Fjbcrglas hobds 
are lighter, more durable, will not dent , . . 
exclusive tlicrmo-coolingcliminatcs condensa­
tion to increase engine life and provide 
smoother performance—exciting new Dynnu- 
tical Design complements every craft from 
the smallest pram to the proudest cruiser, 
Revolutionary, proven V-enginc l̂ Super , 
Write for colourful free literature and free
Sea-horse V-50, to rugged little Sea-horse 3, 
every Johnson is designed with more carc-frca 
fun for you ip mind and backed by Johnson's 
superior service and warranty.
See what's new and best for you in out­
boards at your Johnson dealer’s today, (lie’s 
listed in your telephone book yellow pages,) 
Convenient terms available on each of eight 
superb new Scn-horscs . , , the smoothest, 
quietest, most dependable outboards on any 
water, anywhere! 1
copy of "Handbook for Weekend Skippers".
Ml»
liatcluM'.v here fur yours have tnurnhl, soaking 
but'ti «vii'tcd 'from tin'll- old iieM- proont situation, 
mg loft's, Whan tha'y arrived this' Nri, counsel said, did Ilia pn- 
year they ' found the, bVilldliiRN Ilea gal any satisfaction from On- 
painted, eleaiied and renovated, .forcing this bad law,
' ‘ IIAIM’Y MESSENGER P i !« instance the rhhqlHtrnfn
aJ o h n s o n  m o t o r s  cS a rouo>1'
@ 1. Uiv.M.i’n ol OUTUOAOD MAIOOK COKI’OfMTlQH OP.CANADA I.TO,' , MiOUUAciurpn, ol HwH-ripy Ami pownr' rnow»f«,
,uy I' oni,,,, lin« n Lin., PiitnroorousiH, Camilla
CANADA'S  L, A R Q E 8 T M A N U F A C T U R E R  OF O U T B O A R D  M O T O R S
CONVENIENT TERMS ON "* j 
ALL 8 NEW SEA-HORSES } 
3 TO 50 H.P. $  |
♦SUPER SEA-HORSE V-50 lip ' A '  
Kck-swltch electric starting, > s 
4 cylinder V-englnc . $1033.00 j j 
SEA-IIORSE .......... V-50 ILP. $■ ' j;
. Easy manual starting, 4 cylln- .* ' 
g dcr V-engino .............. $912.00 y,
♦SUPER SEA-HORSE 35 ILP. ./J f
si Key-switch electric starting,
;; super-quiet .............  $750.00
SEA-IIORSE ...............  35 ILP. (
i  Easy manual starting, super- I 
i quiet ________   $01(1.00
•  SEA-HORSE . . . . .  18 H,P. i j
Veisatllo, nll-purposo, family y\ 
m otor............... ........, r $470.00 /j
t SEA-HORSE _ ______  10 H.P. '
' Light, vorsntlle, powcr-imcked, 
u a true bonus motor for fisher- *
* men .......     $388,00 1
SEAHORSE . . . . .  . 5',VII,P.
The first small motor to offer ,
' every big tiiotor ndvnnlage— ''
$288.00
* SEA-HORSE . . .  3 ILP* ,?
, For, fishing, for the kids or
' for mixlllnry |»wer — the [A 
i lightweight champ . $197,00 ̂ 1 y;\
♦Heavy diity generator avail* if j
nblo as accessory ___ $80,00 'M
\ ' fj’;l •
•  Electric startnlg conversion
kit available . . . ) .......... $88,50 r ?
’ ’ 1 3All Horsepower Q,I3,C, IlnteU ii
MADE IN CANADA ' [n
fe ' ■’ ■ 1 ' jifj
,)j Sales A Service Everywhere
"BUY CANADIAN”
» i i i; m i v i i r m m  m i m Y  p h o n *
PO 2 -2 2 2 4
y,; , ; . ,
) i g i m » * JO A r ik A N O  B R B W B ftV  LIM ITED
1 * i. f i 1 ,)
‘ 'i'i’l/H' It (iol ptibliilnd or <i:*pL»,ed by
r  ' , , ,  ' Cealiol Boon! or by th# Covcinmtot ot (inlnh c
(he liquor
Columbia , mpo
EDMONTON iCP) -  Willlnm
T H C d l t y 'l .....L M 1 B .....h T i T Y d f t V T '? ! ......f m w r
29 years as a prnvlnelal govern­
ment messenger; Now), he says, 
he'will huVe more time for his 
real work—visiting hospitals, and 
doing welfare work mi l>vlu>lf'of 
war v«terar»8, ,
snick he had no choice but to ad 
jiiinikUir-tho-iawr-buWolHhat-llie- 
(iffenees arose largely from pub­
lic demand,'.. Accordingly* ho felt 
Justified. In imposing a lighter 
penalty than would ' otherwise 
have been Inflicted,
The deadlock” m um face of so, 
many ludhiiiluris in favor of re­
viewing the law arises largely
*t V , ,, ,l\ -V, , • ,
^TlTodiHdhhiXh ^ ilg  Wheel 
at Vienna's qimisepvenl path ,1 the fiom tlie detenplncjl ami rontimi 
Wnr5|telprabM', hns, been npeiat- jlag np|ios(Uon 5f tonipcrnnce in 
lug since 1898, , jleicals to a chhligo.
\ 1
See All the '59 Models on Display at
V
T R EA D G 0 LD  S P O R T IN G  G O O D S
16 15  P A N D O S Y  ST. i J a h n & a n P H O N E P 0  2 -2 8 71
K E L O W N A  
E L E C T R IC  L T D .
wish to 
congratulate
A . Withers &  Sons
on the •<





Always Have the “Man 
Who Knows” Do It
What ever the electrical job
— residential o r commercial
— no job is too small . . .  so 
call us today.
K E LO W N A  
ELECTRIC LT D .
E. J. CRAWFORD 
Phone PO 2-2093 
993 HARVEY AVE.
IM PORTS S H A R P LY REDUCED expense in press and Parliament. But about five years ago a gov- AMSTERDAM EXPANDSAMSTERDAM <AP) — A
Matches Disappear In Khartoum
By WILTON WYNN serves of consumer goods, Prices, Soviet loan offers because pur-
KHARTOUM, SUDAN f AP>_lare “hooting upward daily. jchases with the money had to be
With imports sharply reduced, PAYMENTS SOON jmade in the Communist bloc,
matches have almost disappeared The government soon must be-'American aid so far has run 
from Khartoum shops. |gin making payments on loans, j  to approximately $30,000,000, of
On the terrace of the Grand i a loan equal to $9,000,000 from'which some $15,000,000 went to 
Hotel, you see a customer with! Barclays Bank of London will'finance imports, 
unlighted cigaret in hand whisp* come due at the end of June. 1 Ask the Sudan foreign minis* 
ering to a waiter and slipping, West Germany has loaned the j ter about his country’s foreign 
him a tip. Next time he brings,Sudan $25,000,000 and Britain policies, and he observes: 
a drink, the waiter slips a box of $14,000,000. These will come due ""Before we can think about 
m a t c h e s  into the customer’s within four years. i foreign policy, we have to solve
pocket. I The Sudanese have rejected I the problem of matches."
The only other solution Is to
Fortune In A rt Treasures 
Spread Through G o v't House
VICTORIA (CP)—A fortune in 
art treasures from throughout 
! the world is spread through Brit-
$1,500,000
become a chain smoker.
The problem of matches dram­
atizes Sudan’s economic plight.
Many experts predict economic 
collspe in 1960 unless the Nile 
country gets extensive foreign 
aid,
COTTON UNSOLD ,
The economic difficulties arise
from failure to sell the 1956-57__
cotton crop. Hie S u d a n e s e ; C o l u m b i a ' s  new 
I thought the break in relations be-j Government House, 
tween Egypt and Britain would i Most of the items...........
; mean Britain would have to buy J from rare paintings to pottery, jnors :nd lieutenant-governors of 
cotton here, and they priced: were donated. Many more items [British Columbia und the colony 
themselves out of the marxet. are personal property and'of Vancouver Island.
A new bumper crop came In, |------- -------- — ---------------------------------—----------------
and the old one was unsold. Thej 
country earned almost no foreign j 
exchange. U.S. aid helped stave j 
off disaster, and the army took! 
over the government to avert | 
possible bloodshed. \
A new minister of finance,;
;Abdel Magid Ahmed, was able to! 
announce this month that all the
pride of Lieutenant-Governor and 
Mrs. Ross.
Many of the prints and paint­
ings are exact duplicates of pic­
tures lost in the 1957 fire, includ 
ranging ing those of all previous gover-
Man Who Helped Find Jobs 
For Ex-Prisoners, Retires
TRY A COURIER 
WANT AD.
, VANCOUVER (CP) — Hugh M. ful for co-operation received from 
old crop had been sold, and the MacKay, g7 has retired from'employers over the years. "But 
,r.ew one was moving fast. He;the 0f finding employment for I there is still a lot of prejudice 
; had to take prices far below: ex-prisoners and persons released land it is much more noticeable 
|normal. ifrom mental hospitals, among;among white-collar workers. Peo-
The country Is living off its re- others with special handicaps in'ple in other work are much more 150 000 miles in every ocean of
_____ ___ . _ _ _ _ sur-
ernment committee investigated] v ^  projegted new port areas 
allegations of wasteful expend!- Amsterdam expects to in- 
ture on the yacht and found no . . .  \  ...
justification for them........... " * aseJ ts “«*gomg traffic more |
Naval experts have said that ^ a,n P®r **>’ X975. Plans j 
the Britannia has no more refits “ cl“*ec development along he 
than other ships, and that their North Sea « u a  l to  the dunes be- 
cost is not unduly high. * Sea en*
The idea of the Britannia being, rance *° P°rt 
used as a hospital ship in war­
time came from King George VI.
|He ordered the yacht shortly be- 
ifore Ws death in 1952, and con- 
Istruction was carried out in such 
| a way tha t, conversion would be j 
as easy as possible.
Turning the Britannia into a 
hosoital ship would cost between 
£150,000 and £200,000. It then 
would have an operating theatre, 
an cpthalmic room, a physio­
therapy department, a patholog­
ical laboratory, an x-ray room, a 
dental centre and wards—all cre­
ated out of the royal apartments 
and suites.
TRAVELLED 150,000 MILES
The yacht, which is air-con­
ditioned throughout, could accom­
modate 200 bed cases.
The Britannia, now commanded 
by Rear-Admiral Peter Dawney, 
a former deputy controller of the 
navy, is capable of a continuous 
cruising speed of 21 knots.
It is the first royal yacht to be 
built in more than half a century.
The previous one, the Victoria 
and Albert, was declared unsea- 
worthy during the reign of King 
George VI.
Built by the Clydeside crafts­
men who built the liners Queen 
Mary and Queen Elizabeth, the 
Britannia is fitted with radar and 
a distilling plant to make it in­
dependent of shore water sup­
plies. It carries the latest life­
saving equipment.
So far it has steamed about
I KEL0WXA COURIER, FRIDAY, MAY 22. 1959 PAGE I
{ RUSSIAN DEVICE ! TB MAIN TOPIC
j LONDON <AP) — Moscow Ra-, TAIPLl. F o r m o s a  (API— 
|dio reports the Russians an. Means of wiping out tuberculosis 
j mass-producing a new-type Ufe-:foru\s the main subject for dis- 
'jacket that holds the wearerIcusslon at the 10th convention ol 
j head-up no matter how he hits'the World Health Organization in 
jthe water, and supports him a< B'ihe western Pacific area, open- 






of the fine new
Bluebird Chevron Service
wishes a great future for
A . Withers and Sons
For all Brick . . . Concrete and 





A . W ITH ER S and SONS
on the opening of your Service Station






455 Smith St. Phone PO 2-2816
A . W ITHERS and SONS
on the opening of your fine new




B UILD ING  M A T E R IA L S  LT D .
VVe can supply Red-E-mix for all purposes
"Ba s e m e n t s  -  p a t i o ? -  s i d e w a l k s
G A R A G E FLOORS
1095 IXI.IS ST.
Imply Phone PO 2-2422 or PO 2-3206
seeking a new and useful life. tolerant of their fellow men 
"1 have found more happiness! Mr. MacKay said "we know
the world.
. .  .......... . ......  ___  India's 1958-59 cotton
and more r e a l l y  worthwhile [there will be some failures, butiestimated at 4,400,000 
things in my job than in anything [there are also failures among 
else I can think of," he said. [people who have never been in- 
Since 1948 when he became side a penitentiarv. 
h,ad of .he special placemen., # , JESTI0N 0F  REr0RM
division in the Vancouver office 
of the N a t i o n a l  Employment 
Service, he and his staff have 
found jobs for more than 3,000 
ex-convicts.
"We call them ex-inmates,” he 
said. "They ranged from univer­
sity men to bums, and there were; 
many wonderful people among 
them. Some of them are still my 
best friends."
LEARNED SYMPATHY
"The main thing I learned 
from dealing with thousands of 
them is that they ere the same 
as we are. Many of them are 
accidental criminals. Yet in the 
eyes of many they are tagged as 
ex-convicts.
"We went knocking on employ­
ers’ doors like so many brush 
salesmen trying to break down 
the barriers.”
Mr. MacKay said he was grate-
crop is 
b a l e s ,
slightly below the previous sea­
son’s record.
"It is no truer to say that a 
man with several convictions can­
not reform, than it is to say that 
a first offender is a good reform 
bet.
"If we catch an old hand at 
the stage where he has really 
decided to go straight and can. 
get him a job. we have a fine 
chance of rehabilitation."
But. he said, too often when a 
man is really trying to straighten 
himself out he winds up in trouble 
again just because he can’t get 
a suitable job.
Mr. MacKay’s staff also found 
jobs for people released from 
mental hospitals.
"This is another group coming 
into its own. With new drugs and 
techniques, many of them are be- [ 
ing brought back to the stage 
where they are employable.” I
M ER R Y M EN A G ER IE
"I understand they’re just fig­




















STANDARD O IL A G E N T
862 CLEMENT AVE. PHONE PO 2-3017
Royal Yacht, Brittania 
Called "Floating Palace"
By HAIG NICHOLSON
LONDON (Reuters) — Back 
from taking Prince Philip on his 
100-day trip around the world, the 
Royal Family’s "floating pal­
ace,” the yacht Britannia, now is 
being made ready to carry the 
Queen and her husband to Can­
ada in June for the opening of 
the St. Lawrence Seaway.
In no ship of its size are ele­
gance and comfort combined with 
such effect.
The royal and state depart­
ments contain some of the furni­
ture from the Victoria and Al­
bert, the yacht Britannia suc­
ceeded, and some was used in 
the liner Gothic for the Common­
wealth tour made by the royal 
couple in 1953-54. '
The Queen and Prince Philip 
took a personal interest in the in­
terior decorations and the choice 
of new furniture and soft furnish­
ings.
The showpiece of the yacht is 
its magniflcc’.t drawing room.
Its walls, in pale duck-egg blue, 
harmonize with a fitted carpet of 
pale hyacinth blue. It is furnished 
with chintz-covered settees and 
armchnlrs, and a painting of the 
launching of the Britannia hangs 
over the fireplace.
QUIET SHIP
The dining room, hung with 
pale gold brocade curtains, has a 
table which can be extended to 
accommodate 32 people sitting on 
Hepplcwhlte chairs,
The , verandah 'gunroom with 
wicker furnishings and brightly- 
colored cushions enn be used for 
deck games and dancing,
The Queen’s privnte (irnwlng 
room has a built-in desk and 
glazed chintz curtnlns with a 
rosebud design.
Nearby Is the prince’s private 
room, with a red leather-topped 
desk. Inset Into one of the light 
teak walls Is a model of the 
Royal Navy frigate Magpie 
which he fomcrly commanded, in 
the Mediterranean,
The Britannia Is h quiet ship,
It was constructed to cut noise 
and vibration to a minimum. Or­
ders never are shouted, as in 
other ships, but passed by signal, 
verbally or even in writing.
Painted blue and white, the 
yacht has a spacious deck large 
enough for a helicopter to land.
It was launched in 1953 and has 
taken members of the Royal 
Family on many voyages. In 
August, 1956, the Britannia set 
out on a cruise of circumnaviga­
tion of the globe, which took it 
39,500 miles around the Cape of 
Good Hope and Cape Horn.
CANADIANS PART OF CREW
First it took Princess Mar­
garet on a tour of the islands of 
Mauritius and Zanzibar and on to 
Tanganyika.
The Britannia then picked up 
Prince Philip at Mombasa and 
took him to Australia for the 
opening of the Olympic Games at 
Melbourne.
Early in 1957 the Britannia 
visited bases in the Falkland Is­
lands , dependencies in Antarc­
tica, crossed the Antarctic Circle, 
and worked its way up the South 
Atlantic. On the way, back the 
Queen embarked at Sctabul, Por­
tugal, and then palled up the 
Tagus to Lisbon on a state visit,
Fq̂  th<) trip to Canada, en­
gineers have hinged two of the 
yacht's three masts so that they 
can be1 lowered to enable it to 
pass under the bridges of the sea- 
wny, pome of them only 120 feet 
high.
Seventeen Canadian navy men 
will pall In the Britannin up the 
2,000 - milo seaway which, by 
means of a chain of locks and 
canals, now links the Atlantic 
with the Great Lnkos,
CONTROVERSIAL VESSEL
The Britannia, 4,715 tons and 
with an ovei’-nll length of 412 feet, 
Is n controversial ship:
It cost £2,139,000—about £300,- 
000 more than the original esti­
mate, Its r e f i t  bills have 
amounted to nbout £500,000 and 
It costs £4,000 a week to run.
' There has been criticism of this'
Com
A L , H A R V EY  and GREG W ITHERS ; 
on the opening of your new Service Station
y  All Gravel Fill 
Supplied by
“J r W r B E D F O R D
LTD.
i "We Move the Earth"
2021 STIRLING PLACE 
PHONE PO 21183
Bluebird Chevron Service
A . Withers and Sons L td ., Props.
A n n o u n c e
Their
A l, Harvey and Greg 
Withers invite you to 
drop out to their Service 
Station during the gala 
G R A N D  O P EN IN G
.These three fellows will then 
show you . . . what is meant, 
when they say . . , “Wc. lake 
better care . . , of your car.”
Pictured to the right ere (left to 
right) Al, Harvey and Greg Withers, 
Tl|c Proprietors of (lie . .  .
T '"  ■,, I ' , t ' '  ,*•' •n { \ )
: v , . *. v!w «, V  .7. A /!■’ :y, /,
i n s ' " \
J
l" ■
C H EV R O N  SERVICE
I , 1 . '
located on the ■
Radant and Mission Roads
|ual south of the <’KOV transmitter
!, ut „..
i
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Your Words W ork Wonders in Courier Classifieds - Dial PO 2 -4 4 4 5
BUSINESS A N D  
P R O FES S IO N A L
D IR EC T O R Y
AIR CONDITIONING
ARCTIC REFRIGERATION 
MS Paadoay St. PSo m  PO)
ALUMINUM AWNINGS
Kooivcat awnlivgi. No dowa paymtal.
Jl'MBO ENTERPRISES 
Mil Pandoty St. Pboo* POI-SMl
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
TURNER BROS.
Major Appliance Repair* At 
Kelowna Service Clinic 
Phone POIX£Sl IK* Wati
JIM 'S AUTOMATIC 
Appliance Service
Recommended Wtattnghouac Service 
Phone POI-2S01 At Benacti
AUCTIONEERS
Births | Help Wanted (Female) |
MULLINS — Mr. and Mrs. Nor­
man D. Mullins announce the 
birth of a baby boy. 8 pounds 
10 ounces. May 18 at Kelowna 
General Hospital. A brother for
LADY TO TAKE CARE OFi 
invalid woman. Sleep in and cook J 
for 2 other old age pensioners. 
Phone PO 2-3500 for appointment.
244
j Douglas and Stephen. 243 TO WORK IN FISHING RESORT 
for summer. Must be capable 
cook. Phone POrter 7-2296 or 
write Box 490, Peachland. 243Weddings
CHAPMAN-GIROUX -  On Sat­
urday, May 9, at the Church of 
t h e  Immaculate Conception, 
Walter Scott Chaoman, only son 
of Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Chapman 
of Port Elgin, N.B., to Carol 
Anne, elder daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs, Paul A. Giroux of Kelowna, 
Iwith Rev. Father R. D. Anderson 
! officiating. 243
WOMAN, 30 TO 45 YEARS. FOR 
position with name company to 
work in Kelowna and district. 
Business preferred, but not neces­
sary. Comprehensive training 
program and fringe benefits. 
Permanence and good. earnings 
offered. Please submit qualifi­




j ENGELHART -  Joseph Peter, 
laged 37.' of Winfield, died sud- 
j dcnlv near Princeton on Wed-
Help Wanted 
(Male and Female)
W A N T ED
Property For Sale
V IEW  P R O P ER TY
This neat, clean home is situated on a landscaped view lot 
in Bankhead. It contains livingroom with large picture win­
dow, dinette, cabinet electric kitchen, 2 bedrooms, Pembroke 
bath, utility room and is heated with an automatic oil fur­
nace. There is also a matching garage and the back yard is 
completely fenced for the children to play in.
FULL PRICE $11,500.00.
Charles D . Gaddes Real Estate
288 BERNARD AVE. DIAL POplar 2-3227
Property For Sale
»«uon . Po j - 1921 : n*L»«n"  Avt. nesday, May 20. Requiem Mass 
CROWES AUCTION rooms i will be said at the Church of
) Immaculate Conception on Sat­
urday, May 23 at 11:00 a.ni. withCAR DEALER8
filEG MOTORS j n r\ Anderson the ccle*Borswird and Renault Sales A Servlet F a t n e r  K . U. A n a c re o n , m e
su Bernard Ave.. Phon# P02-34JI, brant. Interment Kelowna ceme-
Ni*hi: P02-34U __ _, tery. Rosary and prayers for the
CLEANING SERVICES departed will be recited at the
__________________________ :— i Chapel of Kelowna Funeral Di-
DURACLEAN CLEANS lurnttnre. rygt j /T Frida V Mav 22 at
and walU the aclentlllc way. No „ tu r - ! reciors on rriaay , ma “  , /
ation. Reaaonable rate*. Free., estim ate.: 8:00 p.m. He IS survived b y  hlS
RITE WAY CLEANERS 
P02-2S7I
DECORATING
KELOWNA PAINT A WALLPAPER LTD, 




Sausages A Delicatessen 
Phone PO2-2130 623 Harvey Ave.
All sausages made on the premises.
DELIVERY SERVICE




mother, Mrs. Theresa Engelhart 
of Kelowna, and a sister, Mrs. 
Wilhemina Derring of Vancouver.
243
SMITH — Margaret Currie “Mag­
gie.” aged 8-1, of 690 Central 
Ave., passed away in Kelowna 
General Hospital on Thursday, 
May 21. Funeral services will be 
held at the Chapel of Kelowna 
Funeral Directors on Monday, 
May 25 at 2:00 D .m . with Rev. 
R. S. Leitch officiating. Inter­
ment Kelowna cemetery. . 244
Someone who is now 
commuting between 
Kelowna and Vernon 
by car
to deliver newspapers 
to Vernon daily.
Able to leave Kelowna 
at 2:30 p.m.




Choice Lots Now Available on 
CHERRY HILL SUBDIVISION
Knox Mountain Road, Glenmorc. Gas, Power and Domestic 
water available. Good residential area close to school, store 
and golf course.
For full information Phone
Harold Marshall R0 6-2580 or P0 2-2995
248
- M i i w M w  — in s u r a n c e
REAL ESTATE — INSURANCE
270 BERNARD AVE.
BUSINESS BLOCK ON 
BERNARD AVENUE
Frontage 42 feet, frame, ap­
proximately 40 x 50 with 
two stores on main floor and 
living quarters up. Includes 
quantity of restaurant equip­







Fully equipped shop, tools 
for all types of motor over­
haul. Modern 3 bedroom 
home 1120, square feet, con­
crete garage ileased*. Ma­
chine shop 720 sq. ft. Machine 
storage 720 sq. ft. This is a 
sound business and can be 
recommended. Ill health 
forces sale. $65,000.00. Terms 




Very seldom will such an offer­
ing be made in this exclusive 
area of fine homes. Comprising 
1.600 sq. ft. of gracious living area 
looking over spacious lawn to 
Okanagan Lake. Living room and 
dining room front on lake. 2 largo 
bedrooms and 1 smaller which 
could be converted to ensuite 
master bedroom. Drive-in Rarage. 
Secluded treed lot, beautiful 
| landscaped. All this, and this fine 
; home can be yours for only $12.- 
• 500 down and $125 per month at 
| erv. This will sell fast. Contact 
Mr. Hill at Reekie Insurance 
Agencies, 253 Lawrence Ave., Kel­
owna. B.C.' Telephone PO 2-2346 
or PO 2-4960. A Multiple Listing.
244
Cars And Trucks
FOR QUICK^ALE ~ 1956 FORD 
Fairlane, fully equipped, ‘excel­
lent condition. Phone PO 2-6173.
tf
1951 BUICK SEDAN. NEW RUB­
BER, excellent motor. $600 or 
best offer. Apply 572 Elliott Ave.
244
1947 MERCURY 2-DOOR SEDAN 
Good condition. Phone PO 2-8239
'53 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE — 
Call PO 2-7277 after 6 p.m. or 
2202 Aberdeen St. 245
1956 PLYMOUTH SPORTS SUB­
URBAN station wagon—V-8. Red 
and white, automatic, 4 door. 
Best cash offer. Phone PO 2-8565.
244
SPEEDY DELIVERY SERVICE 
Delivery and Tranifer Service 
H. E. (Herman) Hanson 
1427 Ellis St.
Phones Day PO 2-4023 
Eve PO 3-3422
EQUIPMENT RENTALS
Floor Sanders • Paint Sprayers 
Koto-Tillers • Ladders • Hsnd Ssndsre 
B. It B. PAINT SPOT LTD.




Day PO 2-3040 
. Eva PO 2-3040 
PO 2-3004
GAS EQUIPMENT
. RAMSDEN-WOOD -  Ethel Mil- 
5*low" ^ _ j d r e d ,  aged 68, of 1987 Pandosy 
St., passed away at her residence 
on Wednesday, May 20. Funeral 
services at St. Michael and All 
Angels* Church on Saturday, May 
23 at 3:00 p.m. with Rev. Cyril 
Clarke officiating. Interment in 
Lakeview Memorial Park. She is 
survived by her husband, Kenneth 
Leslie, three daughters, Joan 
(Mrs. H. D. Hepburn' and Mrs. 
Carol Winters, both of Calgary; 
Jean (Mrs. W. E. Docksteader) of 
Grand Forks: one son, Hugo of 
Castlegar, nine grandchildren, 
one sister and four brothers. Kel­
owna Funeral Directors have 





140 wpm, typing 
Phone PO 5-5492.





position, typing, shorthand and 
bookkeeping. Phone PO 2-7959.
243
THIRD CLASS ENGINEER EX­
PERIENCED in maintenance re­
quires any kind of work in this 
area. Box 3443 Kelow’na Courier.
' 243
WILSON AVE.
Immaculate 2 bedroom stuc­
co Bungalow on deep lot, 
large electric kitchep, utility 
room, 4 pc. Pembroke bath. 
ABOUT $5,000 CASH 
WILL HANDLE
CLOSE TO GOLF CLUB
Gracious living for you in 
this 3 year old N.H.A. bun­
galow with large living 
room, broadloom rug, open 
fireplace, full basement with 
extra bedroom, automatic 
oil heating. Owner leaving 
Kelowna. $14,500. Multiple 
Listing.
C. E. M ET C A LFE R E A L T Y 'L T D .
253 BERNARD AVE. PHONE PO 2-4919
Evenings Mr. Poelzer PO 2-8867
A SACRIFICE SALE 
$2,750 Down—$10,250 Full Price
Eight-room semi-bungalow with 
double plumbing, making this a 
good revenue potential. Some 
fruit trees and garage; also com-; 
bination gas and coal range in­
cluded in price. Close to all serv­
ices, only 3 blocks to Safeway 
on Richter. A Multiple Listing. 
Contact Mr. Hill, Reekie Insur­
ance Agencies, 253 Lawrence 
Ave., Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
PO 2-2346 or PO 2-4960. 244
Legion Still 
Refuses Pay 
Ta x On Bingo
VANCOUVER <CP'-Bingo was 
played at a Canadian Legion
branch here Thursday night with­
out collection of a 10-per-cent 
provincial amusement tax re­
quired by a cabinet order-in*
council announced Wednesday.
Officials of Mount Pleasant
branch of the legion said \hey
were acting on legal advice that 
the British Columbia cabinets 
order-in-council is invalid.
A statement said the B.C. Su­
preme Court “has found that the 
branch is not liable to coU.eet 
amusement tax from its dub 
members.”
AMUSEMENT PLACES
“The premier ha.? sought to 
nullify the court decision and to 
impose taxation by executive de­
cree. retroactive to 1957. and \v« 
say .that only the legislature, not 
the premier, can c h a n g e  the 
law."
The order-in-council declared 
three legion branches in Vancou­
ver area to be places of amuse­
ment in order to collect special 




"Your Rockgas Specialists For Central 
Okanagan'*
Phone P02-2244 free estimatea 526 Bernard 
GREENHOUSES*^ NURSERIES
Evergreens, Flowering Shrubs, Perennial*.
Potted Plants and Cut Flowers.
E. BURNETT Greenhouses It Nursery „ „ „
163 Gienwood Ave. phone boi-3312 ■ Q u r  aim is t,o be worthy of your; matic washer and dryer, wall to
| confidence.
The Interior’s Finest Mortuary 
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
16 YEAR OLD, GRADE 10 BOY 
wants summer job. Phone PO 5- 
5081. 243
For Rent
APARTMENT FOR RENT—Ful 
ly modern. Consisting of bed­
room, livingroom, dinette, kitch­
en with refrigerator and electric 
range, bathroom, large closets 
land storage room. Use of Auto
P IN E G R O V E ESTATES
HOBSON ROAD
3 B ED R O O M  H O M E
1,535 sq. ft., ultra modern 
throughout. Hardwood floors, 
panelled walls, ceiling-to- 
floor brick fireplace, gas 
furnace, full basement. In 
new subdivision with access 
to beach.
OKANAGAN MISSION
LOTS A V A ILA B LE
In this fine new suD-division, 
with access to beach, only 4 
miles from Kelowna. Natural 
gas and approved water sys­
tem available, good soil con­
ditions. School and commu­
nity hall nearby, park and 
shopping centre planned.
View these lots today. ,
6 ROOMS
Here is the attractive 6 room 
family home you have been look­
ing for, situated on the shore of 
Okanagan Lake. A beautiful view 
of the lake and a home to match. 
Just a few minutes drive from 
Kelowna. Close to school and 
shopping centre. Arrangements 
can be made to moor the family 
boat. Full price $10,700. Terms 
can be arranged. M.L. Contact 
Mr. Flintoff at Reekie Insurance 
Agencies, 253 Lawrence Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C- Telephone PO 2- 
2346 or POrter 7-2362. 244
niO N E J. w . SWAISLAND AT PO 4-4452
HARDWARE STORES
CIL PAINTS
Beatty. Washer*. Frigs, Deep Freeter*.' 




wall carpeting. Apply Bennetts 




and N.H.A. Loans, c o n s u l t _________________
CARRUTHERS Ic MEJKLE LTD. J  AQUATIC OPENING — HAWAI-
l«4 B' rn»ld__Avf: _ __ !IAN Fashion Shows 10 a.m. and
MOTORCYCLES AND BICYCLES:g p .m . Wed., May 27/Tickets at
door or from auxiliary members
KELOWNA REBEKAH LODGE 
No. 36 Bazaar, Nov. 11, 2 to 5.
245 j phone PO 2-2807 or call at 1441
tf
NICELY FURNISHED BACHE­
LOR suite in modern apartment. 
All electric kitchen. Suitable for 
1 or 2 adults. $80 per month.
Richter St.




D. CHAPMAN Ic Co.
Allied Van Lines. Agents Local. Lon* 
Dlatanc* Moving. Commercial and House' 
hold Storage Phon* P02-2926
NOVELTIES AND GIFTS
“ FRANK’S NOVELTY *  GIFT SHOP 
Harold Johnaton, Prop.
Hobby Supplies. Jokes. Tricks. Toy*.
Games. Fine China. Souveoira.
241 Bernard Ave. Phone rO2 3502
245
PHOTO SUPPLIES
KELOWNA ART . EXHIBIT SO­
CIETY members and friends 
please take note. Special show­
ing of paintings of Howard 
Totenhofer of Vernon, in the 
Library Board Room. This exhi­
bition will be opened officially at 
8 p.m. Monday, May 25. by the 
Rt. Rev. Philio Beattie, Bishop of 
Kootenay, and will be displayed 
until June 8. 243
4 ROOM FURNISHED SUITE — 
Electric stove, refrigerator and 
washer, 1052 Bernard Ave.
244
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT- 
Kitchen privileges. Phone PO 2- 
7633. 244
REGISTERED NURSES AN­
NUAL Cabaret. Friday. June 5, 
at Aquatic. Charles Pettman’sRIBELIN'S CAMERA SHOP 
Photo Finishing. Color Film* »nd sw ic**j orchestra. Tickets available from 
274 Bernard Ave. K*lown* n u r s e s  ■
Phon. PO2-2103 “ g f  „  ^  241, 243, 247, JUfl
LARGE COMFORTABLE FUR­
NISHED light housekeeping room. 
Suitable for two. Two blocks 
north of hospital. Reasonable. 
Non smokers, non drinkers, 
Phone PO 2-2559, 482 Gienwood 
Ave. 246
PLUMBING AND HEATING
T. J . FAnLMAN
136* Whter St. Phon* POt-IOJI
Plumbing and Holing
AQUATIC DINING ROOM NOW 
open for the season. tf
PREFAB HOM ES____
A* low** 13.000. 10'* down, low paymant* 
JUMBO ENTERPRISES 
1032 P«ndo*y St FROM YO2 304I
PRINTING
RUMMAGE SALE — CANADIAN 
Legion Hall. 2 pfht., Saturday, 




232 Barnard Ave/ Phon* PO13U0
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER
YVONNE r. IRISH
Latur*.’ report*, circular*, bulletin*, 
mlneographtng etc,
Room 2 311 Bernard Phona P01 334T
Personal
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 
Write P.O. Box 587, Kelowna.
FURNISHED BED - SITTING 
Room for ladies, kitchen facili­
ties. Apply Mrs. Craze, 542 Buck- 
land Ave. tf
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping 911 Bernard Ave., 
phone PO 2-2215, tf
IM M ED IA TE
POSSESSION
Immaculate 5 room, 3 year 
old bungalow in Glenmore, 
features mahogany panel­
ling, wall-to-wall carpet, 
large kitchen with table 
space, 2 good bedrooms, full 
basement. Auto. heat.
Price only $14,500, 
Good Terms
A U T O  C O U R T
Close to lake, 6 modern units 
and living quarters. Large 
lot, landscaped with shade 
trees and lawns. An excel­
lent opportunity to get start­
ed in , a business of your own 
for only $34,000, $15,000 Down
M ER V Y N  M O TO R S 
LTD.
1951 OLDSMOBILE — Super 
88. Custom radio, signal lights, 
good tires and body. * / q p  
Full price . . . . ___  3 > 0 7 J
1951 MONARCH Sport 4-door, 
signal lights, overdrive. See 
and drive $ 5 9 5
only ............ .1___
1953 AUSTIN A30 4-door, new
paint. A dandy runa- <J>q  a q  
bout. Full p rice .......  f w T 7
1950 CIIEV PICKUP deluxe 
Cab, body, tires and motor in 
top condition. r  r /v
o n ly ....... .................  f J J U
PORCHE and VOLKSWAGEN 
SALES and SERVICE 
1610 Pandosy St..
Phone PO 2-2307
2 ACRES AND NEW 2 BED­
ROOM house, unfinished, with 
basement. 5 miles from Kelowna. 
Only $1,000 down. Apply 845 
Burne Ave. Phone PO 2-8179.
244
6 ROOM MODERN HOUSE with 
5 acres. Five miles out. Phone 
PO 5-5278. 248
C A R R U TH ER S  &  M EIK LE LT D .
364 BERNARD AVE. -  PHONE PO 2-2127 
Geo. Gibbs PO 2-8900 — Evenings — Louise Borden PO 2-4715
ONE OF THE LAST BUILDING 
lots, on beatiful Mission Creek, 
Truswell Rd. Safe boat mooring, 
gas and water. Bargain at $2,500 j 





FINANCING A CAR? BEFORE 
you buy, ask us about our low 
cost Financing Service with com­
plete insurance coverage. Car- 
ruthers & Meikle Ltd., 364 Ber­
nard Ave., Kelowna.
229. 230, 231, 241, 242, 243
Trailers
LAKESHORE HOME ON .HOB­
SON Rd. Phone 4-4234. Terms.
244
HOUSE — 2 BEDROOMS, SIT­
TING room, kitchen with cup­
boards bathroom, pantry, clothes 
closet, outhouse for fuel and 
workshop, artesian well, all 
fenced, low taxes. Price $4,800. 
Apply R. S. Greaves, RR 1, Win­
field (near Woodsdale store). No 
business on Saturday. 244
18 FOOT HOLIDAY 
trailer, fully furnished.' TV, re­
frigerator, etc. Sacrifice $900 
cash. Apply Shady Acre Trailer 
Court, opposite Benvoulin Service 
Station. 243
Accessories
2 BRIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
rooms. A private entrance. 
Ladles preferred. Phone PO 2-2177 
or call at 1810 Ethel St. 243
3 ROOM GROUND FLOOR
apartment, 1753 Richter St. 
Available June 1. Phono ROger 
6-2631, tf
LACK ENERGY AT MIDDLE 
age? Rcvitnlizc with Ostrex Tonic 
Tablets. Feel ljvcltcr, stronger, 




1442 Fill* St. Phon* PO1-20M
SalUlaftlon and Speed on Your 
Rubber Stamp Naada
SAND AND GRAVEL ___
mtlver*<1~»tr» l*hr'irom  our pit. 
Cruihtd Ro«d««y Gravel lor your drive- 
way . . . Phone 1*0 2-4I23 or PO 4 4173. 
J, W. BEDFORD LTD.
Business Personal
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
in new house construction, also 
alterations and repairs, free cst 
(mates. Phone PO 2-4831.




Brake* • Car Wa«h • Tuna-Upa 
Spring Chang* Ovar
■ SEWING SUPPLIES_____
SEWINQ SUPPLY CENTRE 
Phon* POl lOW 473 B«m*rd Ava. 
(linger Roll-A.Magto Vacuum Cleantr US,(3 
Bru»h Vacuum Cleaner 1109.91 
Sewing Service * Speciality,
ISHARPENING AND BEPAW?
t o m m y  c n A r r
Sharpening fc Repair*
241) Kill* SL \ Phona POl-MOO
Poe Pick-Up and Delivery
SUMMER COTT^ja^PREFAB
"fin down ""payment — iv e a r  Dm *.
JUMBO ENTERPRISES 
1*31 Pandoay 81, Phon* P4M-V41
TVAND RADIO
FURNISHED NEW 2 BEDROOM 
home available June 29 - Aug. 15. 
Phono PO 2-6119, 243
SLEEPING ROOM. 453 LAWR­
ENCE Ave. Phono PO 2-2414.
tf
AUTO COURT on 
OKANAGAN LAKE
Beautiful sandy beach. 10 
fully furnished cabins. Prac­
tically all booked for the 
coming season. Modern fam­
ily home, pleasant surround­





Three bedroom bungalow. 
Two bedrooms on main floor, 
one nicely finished bedroom 
in basement, Livingroom 
with fireplace, diningroom, 
thru hall. All hardwood 
floors. Full basement with 
oil furnace, carport and 
patio. Price with Terms
$i6,ooo;
PLANNING TO BUILD IN THE COUNTRY! We have some 
nice lots in Okanagan Mission at reasonable prices.
INTERIO R AGENCIES LTD. ■
266 BERNARD AVE,, KELOWNA PHONE PO 2-2675
EVENINGS PHONE PO 2-6086,
OWNER SELLING! 3 BEDROOM 
stucco home, large living room 
with fireplace. Hardware floors 
throughout. Large bright kitchen 
with 220 wiring. Full basement 
with oil furnace. Price $13,200. 
Apply 369 Burne Ave. Phone 
PO 2-7569. tf
BATTERIES FOR EVERY Type 
transistor, portable radio. Barr 
and Anderson. 594 Bernard. tf
Gardening and Nursery
LARGE FAMILY HOME. 220 
wiring. Close to beach ancl school. 
OK. Boulevard. $1,000 down. 
Phone PO 2-4017. tf
FOR VELVET LAWNS! THE 
inimitable Atco power mowers 
from $179,00. English made. Also 
Sisis Aereators from $12.00. For 
free demonstration OR your lawn 
write Mitchell Home and Garden 
Supply Ltd,, 202 Main St. Pentic­





" b e d r o o m  h o m e , g l e n -
i MORE on 1 acre, $3,000 down, 
Phone PO 2-4977. 244
BOARD AND ROOM FOR Busi­
nessmen In , comfortable , home. 
1086 Martin Ave. Phono PO 2- 
4457. tf
3 ROOM LAKESHORE COT­
TAGE furnished or unfurnished.; 
Please, no children or dogs. Apply 
at 564 Bernard Ave or phone 
PO 2-2080, " 'If
STROIIM’S BARBER A N D 
Beauty Shop, 2974 South Pandosy, 
Open all day Wednesday, closed 
Monday, Hours 9 a.m,-7 p.m,
tf
SEWING -  CUSTOM MADE 
drapes, guaranteed work, Com­
petitive price. Jonn Dcgenhardt, 
Phone PO 2-3620. tf
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
trap# cleaned, vacuum equipped, 
Interior Septic Tank Sendee, 
Phone PO 2-2674,________ _____ tf
CEMETERY BRONZE TABLETS 
and memorial granites. II,, 
Schuman, 465 Morrison Ave. 
Phone PO 2-2317. tf
Articles For Sale
i n , *  A, T.V. CLINIC
_T*itv)guui_ADd..m .n  nsma..im ttM i
Than* POMIH 171* Rlckt*f 81.
UPHOLSTERERS
, Rutland upnounrr.nY 
r 03.3*18 Rutland *aad
10 ***** *1 butMlaa aalDllad cu«tom*T» 
Fra# H(M>* R*4tmat*a
''G rN iaiiA i1''! w jw iN o , *  r e p a ir * 
' O n u M * l» l Ira* ,
FOR ANY TYPE CEMENT work, 
sidewalks, putlog fences, fire­
places, chimneys. For free esti­
mate phonoPO 2-8157, tf,
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE ~  
Free estimates, Doris Guost.
rjum c-EQ.2:2461- _ J 1
Mortgages and 
Loans
12’ FIBREGLASS FISHING Boat 
— New condition. Reasonable 
Phone PO 2-8083. 246
Building Materials
Royal Canadian Mounted foli'-" 
at Princeton Thursday released 
the name of the second man ia i/d 
in a highway accident 11 miles 
west of Princeton on the highway 
to Hope.
He was Identified as Gcorga 
Reade Mallory, 30, also of Win­
field. The driver of the truck that 
smashed into a concrete retaining 
wall also was from Winfield — 
Joseph Peter Englehart, 38.
The pair were believed to have 
been bringing a load of building 
materials to Winfield when the 
accident occurred.
The heavy load moved forward 
and tore off the cab of the diesel 
truck. The bodies had to be cut 
from the ruins with acetylene 
torches.
Reports from Winfield were to 
the effect the men were intend­
ing to go into a business together 
upon their return from the coast.
FUNERAL SATURDAY
Little is known locally about 
Mallory, except that he came to 
Winfield about three weeks ago 
after a short stay in Oyama. Ho 
was believed to have been born in 
HOUSE | Penticton and it is reported that 
his funeral will take place there.
Funeral service for Mr. Engle­
hart will take place tomorrow 
morning at 11 o’clock at Im­
maculate Conception Church, with 
Very Rev. R. D. Anderson say­
ing the mass of Requiem. Burial 
will be at the Kelowna cemetery.
German-born, Mr. Englehart 
came to Kelowna with his mother 
and sister in 1936. For some 
years they operated a second 
hand store where the Paramount 
theatre building now stands. He 
served with the merchant mar­
ines for seven years and last fall 
took over a farm at Winfield.
Surviving is his mother, Mrs. 
Theresa Englehart, Kelowna, and 
his sister, Wilhclmina in Van­
couver.
AFRICAN VIOLETS, HOUSE- 
PLANTS and flower stands. 
Phone PO 2-8239, tf
BLACK MOUNTAIN TOP SOIL, 
gravel, light lpam. shale. Ernie 
Rojcm. Phone PO !V8153. tf
BASEBALL SCORES
Legal
G O IN G  O U T  O F BUSINESS S A LE
’ « , / :1 _ '
All stock in the store must be sold before. ' * \ \ , 1
month's end at Clearance Prices
Rifles Shotguns - Shells 
Nets ■—
Fishing Rods — Reels
etc.
3 - 5 h.p. Industrial Motors Chain SnW 
12* Outboard Runabout Reduced from $60,00
Sleeping Rags — Knives — Axes ^
M A X S O N 'S  SPORT &  SERVICE CENTRE
- — |-----;— —̂I— ;— Paramount—Block— i--------- ^  
HAVE A FEW EXCELLENT 
first mortgage opportunities for 
low amounts, such ns $2,500 on 
securities worth $7,000 to $10,000. 
If interested in n good Investment 
nt IVi'/i to 8'/f, please contact us 
shortly. Rookie Insurance Agenc­
ies, 253 Lrtwrencc Ave., Kelowna, 
B.C. Phono PO 2-2346. 247
money""TO LOAN, TO BUY, 
Liulld, renovnto or refinance, 
Reekie Agencies, 253 Lawrence 
Ave. Phone PO 2-2340. tf
CEDAR FENCES
Pre-cut. ready preserved, gal­
vanized nails supplied, Three 
styles to choose from — Picket 
• 'Basket - Louvrcd. Your choice: 
One price $21,95 plus tax 40 feet, 
4' high. See them at Valley Build­
ing Materials Ltd., 1095 Kills St„ 
Phono PO 2-2422 for Immediate 
delivery. Tueg.,' Frl„ tf
Business Opportunities
B U S f ¥ ^ l ^ P R E S ^ f l i D E  
Line — Gbod\ possibilities for 
right person nsUull time operat­
ion. Phone PO 5-5365. , 244
Pets &  Supplies
Boat Dealership Open
for the fastest and most wanted 
Fibrcglnss Boat In the Pnclflc 
Northwest, We will demonstrate 
In youiJ district soon,
SHELLY'S PET SUPPLIES
Puppies, budgies, gold and tropi­
cal flslii tamo white mice and 
rats, novelties, pot books'. Coni1- 
pletc lino dog foods and supplies, 
bird foods and supplies, aquar­




Tlio Maple Ridge Eqhltalion Cen­
tro Is putting on courses In riding 
for nil ages nnd standards of rid 
Ing coin mending Juno 20tli — go­
ing right through'to September; 
You can take one, two or more 
weeks or stay on for tha two 
months, Accommodation f o r 
boarding students in comfortable 
l/klgc near the 'stables. Chief In­
structress is Mrs. April Mdrvedt 
(ffrcneh-Mulleni, B.li.S, Write
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
KATHLEEN MAY GROGAN, 
Deceased
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
Kathleen May Grogan, Deceased, 
late of Kelowna, B.C,, are re­
quired to send them to the under­
signed Executors, c/o Fillmore 
& Co., 1470 Wntcr Street, Kelow­
na, B.C,, on or before the 22nd 
dny of June, 1959, after which 
date the Executors will distri­
bute the said Estate among the 
parties entitled thereto, having 
regard only to the claims of 
which they then have notice, , 
DATED this 28th dny 
of April, 1959.,
It. E. ARCllER-IIOUBLON, 
P ,C , FILLMORE;
Executors,
Fillmore, Mullins, Gllhooly 
& Benlrsto, Solicitors.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
National League
Philadelphia 3 Chicago 0 
Pittsburgh 7 St. Louis 2 
American League 
Kansas City 0 Boston 5 
, International keague 
Miami 6 Columbus 7 
Itytvnnn 5 Richmond 3
American Association 
Houston 1 Fort Worth 2 
Indianapolis 1-5 Minneapolis 4-1 
Charleston 0 St, Pnul 7 
Louisville at Denver, ppd., rain 
Dallas 4 Omnhn 3 .
Pacific Const League 
Spokane 1 Vancouver 0 
Sacramento 2 Phoenix 6 




; , No white spnee, 
Minimum IQ words;
1 Insertion . . . . . .  per wor<l
3 consecutive
insertions . . . .  (per word 2Mi* 
0 consecutive insertions 
or moro per word 2*
YOU CAN ORDER




Tukcn by our photographer, 
It is easy to get souvenir
Bhotos of tho timo you were in io news Send them to your friends or put them In your 
album.
Large Glossy 6*̂ , x S'A 
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Please
Order pt tho Businoai Office
The Daily Courier
‘ / u
LETTER CARRIERS,: »2,830-$3,. 
600, at Kelowna, B.C. Full par­
ticular* on poster* at office of the 
National Employment Bcrv'cc and 
Post Office. Apply, before Juno 
3, 1950. to Civil Service Commis­
sion. 6th floor, 1110 \V, Georgia 
5t., Vancouver #, B.C. 243
BABY BUGGY — GOOD CON­
DITION, Cheap for cash, Phone 
PO 2-6076. ; 243
VERY GOOD DELL 
1475 Qrahom,




Wa n t e d : ox~C A R T sr^!ox-
SI JOES, horse drawn Buggies, 
quirts, single o r , double oxeh 





-h  h i .-Q.WIS or.-p rr>>;rnw rpr—find—in ton—to?-!
____32nd Rd,. Walnut Place, Mancy
Phone iNg, 3-9711 or INg, 3*0717,1Equipment Rentals
FLOOR SANDING MACHINER 
nnd polishers now nvnllablo fojr 
rent In Kelowna; also spray gun*, 
skill saw. electric disc, vibrator 
........ . B A  B
conditi  $15, M»o Bernard. or Ininas, Contact R. G. Ritchie,iPaint Spot Ltd. For details,phone
247 >1441 Ellli 8t. Kelowna. -----------  * '
snndcrs and roto-tlllcr
lo ; .....
PO 2 3036. M, W, F, tf
Small Appliances
VANCOUVER PRICES -  GE 
Sunbeam kettles, Irons, tonstern; 
example GE Fry Pans $14,95, 
Barr and Anderson, 594 Bernard.
, T ■ tf
H O USE T R A ILER S
New, nnd Used'Units Open for
______  Inspection Daily_________
Corner oi Vernon and Rutland Roads
Hee them Now 15H models to cliooae from 
CLEARANCE 8AI.E OF ALL UHED TRAILERS 
NOW IN STOCK
5 Year Fln|nclng — Anything Accepted In Trade 
George Baxter
IN TER IO R  M O B ILE HOM ES LT D .
Box 664 — PHONE PO 5-5819
Y O U R  H O R O S C O P E
07 ESTRELUTA
FOR TOMORROW .most of the coming year, with
This day's aspects call for ex-'emphasis on romance and/or 
tremc tact in dealings with! marriage in June, October and 
others. Personal relationships'December; on travel in early 
may be un,W some strain. Don'tiJune and late August. The latter
H E A LT H  C O LU M N
consider plans made now as 
final. Unforseen situations may 
necessitate some revisions.
month should also prove ex­
ceptionally happy where family 
interests are concerned.
A child born on this day will be 
Intelligent, imaginative and ex-FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday. ^ m X *  ver^aUle* 
your horoscope indicates that j o b j y . 1
and financial matters should be 
on the upgrade now and that, 
with the exception of brief per*
AID REFUGEES 
TEZPUR, India (AP) Ref
Diseases O f  The Nails 
Often Go Unrecognized
change is coming slowly. (strictly segregated, but there Is KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, FRIDAY. JWAY » .  lH i  PAGE II
Salisbury park benches still a new multi-racial university with “ i: : ~  r™* r~’~ T ~ ’■"'
bear the tag Europeans Only, but a fair proiwrtion of Negro stu-i own ®r *ease land eration ^’hlch links Soutatra
the order largely is ignored. Idents other than in areas designated tojthodesiu with Northern Rhodesia
Many of the city’s big depart- Mixed marriages are not for- 0Wn race ErouP> !nnt  ̂ Nyasaland into Dominion
ment stores serve Negroes “ if.bidden by law. but none ever has* The act now Is being studied;status—me average yearly waga 
they are decently dressed and taken place here. by a parliamentary committee on.°‘ w“*'e ^ c k c r  is £1,138 com*
well-behaved.” Others still have BIG GAP IN WAGES resettlement, and changes may paced with £73 for the Negro,
special hatches through which the a race law cornerstone is the 1x5 recommended. There also is| Many Negroes, however, get 
natives get service.
By Herman N. Bundesen, M.D.
If I asked you to name as many 
diseases as you could think of, 
you undoubtedly would be able 
to rattle off quite a long list.
But I’ll bet not a single per­
son would mention any disease of 
the nails.
This wouldn’t surprise me a bit 
people seldom think
Land Apportionment Act that al- provision for municipalities to|J»e food and accommodation and 
Railroad passengers now are locates about half this British zone ureas as multi-racial. Noneiomer otnem*._________
iods in mid-September and in'ugees from Communist rule in 
November, >‘ou should have^Tibet walking down into Indiajbecause
smoother sailing-during the next.are being supplied with food andjabout their nails exceot to trim 
twelve months than you’ve had in [medicines by Indian Air Forcelor polish them. Yet diseases of 
several years. Many pressures [drops when they can't be reached [the nails are surprisingly wide-
road or trail.will be lifted and there are i by 
wonderful prospects for advance- j— 
ment during June, October and 
in December; also during the 




The most common infection is 
It accounts for about..... .........._  WARSAW (APi — Communist! ringworm
lation, however! Don’t seek tojparty chief Wladyslaw Gomulkaj 20 per cent of all nail infections, 
bolster income in this manner—Isays Polish steel workers must!Ringworm may be caused by 
especially in October, when you boost their annual production toi various organisms, but generally
......................  9,000.000 tons by 1965. Poland's is °ne °f three types.
present steel output is about 
5,500,000 tons a year.
could offset gains considerably.
Personal matters will also be 
under good virbrations during
TH E O LD  H O M E  TO W N By Stanley
I JUST CANT SHE* 
TO FIND A PLACE 
FOP THESE PARTS, 
IN YOU*? MOWE(?-
--Y E S , I  KNOW '.!* —  
.THEYRE TH'SAME COLOR, 
AS TH'PARTS YOU COULD AIT 
‘PLACE WHEN YOU F IX E D  






.THAT DO-IT-YOUR5ELF ADDICT At EXT DOOR
5-22C '•** bum  nuneu i w. woma tin t i
Probably the first sign that 
something is wrong will be a 
scaling at the edge of the nail. 
Uusuaily only one nail is affected 
at first. Then the disease spreads 
to others. Anywhere from one to 
all ten may be affected.
fection. You probably will call it 
athlete's foot, whether it is the 
finger or toenails that are in­
volved.
The disease's progression Is 
generally painless. And that is 
unfortunate. For, If there were 
pain, more victims would seek 
orompt medical treatment. As 
it is, far too many of them just 
let it go.
If the disease is severe, It 
might mean complete loss of a 
nail, or nails. Maybe the nail will 
simply disintegrate, maybe it will 
become separated from the nail 
bed.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE
As you might suspect, persons 
handling and packing fruit and 
vegetables are especially vulner­
able to certain types of nail 
diseases.
There are several things your 
doctor can do to help you and 
your nails, should they become 
infected. If the infection is deep 
he might have to remove the 
nails. It it isn't, roentgen rays
segregated only by the class of colony's real estate to its 2,282,000 has -vt‘t done so. I Salts made from the mineral
ticket they buy. natives. Some 175,000 whites get There is u vast difference in ccbalt give a special blue tint to
Schools In this country are the other half. wage scales. Throughout the fed-'glassware, enamel and pottery.
BECOMES OBVIOUS j jsj0  ̂ iong ag0 a new penetrating
Once it gets underway, the in- j nan base was developed to carry 
fection usually becomes pretty j iodine or other preparations 
obvious. The nail is likely to be- throughout the nail plate, 
come “heaped up” and you won't
be able to see through it any 
more.
The edges of the nail will be­
come powdery. Now there might 
or might not be accompanying 
skin infection. But, as the disease 
progresses, fungi will be noticed 
at the nail. And these fungi are 
apt to infect the skin.
INCREASING AMOUNT 
The result is usually an in­
creasing amount of ringworm bring it daily.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
F. D.: How often should one 
wash one's hair? Is there any 
general information available as 
to how to keep the hair healthy?
Answer: Often enough to keep 
it clean but not too often t? 
cause drying of natural oils. Gen­
eral care of the hair would in­
clude a normal diet with suffi­
cient vitamins and minerals, 
keeping the hair clean and brush-
Special Government Permit 
Needed For Whiskey Shots
DAILY CROSSWORD
ACROSS 4. Biological 
1. Male deer factor
5. Pecks 5. Cheer-
9. Portion lessly
10. Angry 6. Melody
12. Eucharistic 7. Musician
date 8. Cubic
13. Tendon . meter
14. Choice group 9. Says
15. Mother iSp.>11. Pitcher
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SALISBURY, Southern Rho-j citizen in his own land, unable 
desia (AP) — Clement Chiwozajeven to enter, for example, cine- 
can order a beer in his own j may, and unable even to become
a fireman on the government- 
owned railways.”
NEWSPAPER GIVES VIEW 
That is one side of the picture 
The Negro newspaper African 
Daily News recently painted the 
other.
"In the shops and other bus­
iness houses, the African with 
more money is beginning to get 
preference over the poor and bad 
European customer. That is yet 
another blow against the color 
bar. '
“In the trades, too, indications 
are that slowly but surely* the 
African is helping laws of eco­
nomics to shatter the color bar 
in employment.”
There is less Tace discrimina­
tion than there was here 10 years 
ago. But there still is a lot, and
m
country, but if he wants a shot of 
hard liquor he must get a special 
government permit.
If he comes into town at night, 
he must carry a. pass and iden­
tification papers.
Chiwoza never has been in a 
swimming pool, Only a couple of 
hotels in the entire territory 
would give him a bed for the 
night.
Chiwoza is an African Negro. 
And Southern Rhodesia has some 
of the world’s toughest race laws.
Former premier Garfield Todd 
says:
“After five years of so-called 
partnership in Rhodesia an Afri­
can citizen, educated, clean, well- 
dressed and ambitious for the 
progress of his family and his 
country, remains a second-class
CONTRACT BRIDGE
5-32
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE -  Here’s how to work It:
A X T D L B A A X R
Is L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O's, etc. Single letters, npostrophies, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints, Each dny the 
code letters are different .
C Y VV n H J P Q K P B A D M W J V 
, .T V W B K K D K O , U B C W M W A A
n a k c x k  m w j .v  q w b k - i p d o p b ,
Yesterday’s (Yypto'quqte: HE IS ONLY FANTASTICAL, THAT 





By B. JAY BECKER
(Top Record-Holder in Mnsters1 
Individual Cbanu>ionj>tuo Play)
QUIZ
The bidding has been One No- 
trump on your right, Two No- 
trump on your left, Three No- 
trump on your right. Which card 
do you choose as your opening 
lead in each of the following four 
hands?
1. 410 VAQJ95 4852 49872
2. 4984 472 4Q65 4J8643
3. 4QJ965 Pf7 4J533 4 A8I
4. 484 VKJ643 4A9752 4 6
1, Queen of hearts. When the
bidding goes ono-two-threc no- 
trump, there is frequently a rea­
sonable chance to defeat the con­
tract. If the opponents have bid 
properly, they will have 25 , 26, 
or 27 points between them. Gen­
erally, therefore, the declarer will 
have some kind of scrap on his; 
hands, j
Since the goal of the defenders i 
Is to cash five tricks before the j 
declarer can cash nine, there 
should be a wiHlngess In this hnnd 
for the opening lender to con­
cede n heart trick to the de­
clarer's (presumable), king, so 
that the lender will be in position 
to cash four heart tricks ns soon 
ns his partner obtains the lead,
It is quite likely: that .the de­
clarer cannot run with nine tricks 
even though he gains a heart 
trick on the opening lead, Partner 
is marked with six, seven, or 
eight points from the bidding, To 
attack Is the best defense.
2, Nine of spades, It is not al­
ways best for tho opening loader 
to start with his own long suit, 
Defense Is a partnership effort, 
and there Is more chance in this 
hand to btiild tip partner’s hoped- 
for long spnro suit than there is 
to build tip the clubs, which de­
clarer is apt to have triply stop­
ped, . •
Even if declarer has only two 
chib stoppers, there Is no rapid 
I entry card to permit the, clubs 
[to be cashed, Since partner has 
1 most of the /defensive strength, 
the effort should be to'develop 
partner's hand rather t\han our 
owp, The spade lend, judging 
from the bidding, has a greater 
chalice to strike'home than either 
!a heart or diamond lend. I &
3, Queen of spades, If partner 
has either the nee or king of 
spades, and In some cases the 
ten, there'Is a reasonable chance 
'of bringing In the spade suit in
time to defeat the contract, The 
fourth best spade is not opened.
The Q-J-9 combination, is (rented 
ns though it were Q-J-10.
Four
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ars THE LIFE' Of THE FR1PAT NIGHT 
SQUADRON 
PARTY...
LAS? CM EARTH 
GENERAL?
THIS CHIP IS DESIGNED 
STRICTLY for space 
operation between
\  STATONS IN SPACE.
A pew minutes late*, the spaceship^




HIS PET DUCK' 
OVER FOR US ^
* ^
I  WANT YOU TO' 
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...WHY ARE YOU STANDIN 
HERE ON THE CORNER?¥
TH
it
O H .I THOUGHT BEFORE 
I  LEFT,I’D GIVE SOME ONE 
A CHANCE TO DO A GOOD 
DEED,GRANDMA
'■‘Hi**.sCl'i?
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PROMPT PICKUP and 
DELIVERY at GEM
4 - H O U R
Cleaning Service
GEM
Cleaners, Tailors, Furriers 
Ltd.




Tonitc and Silt., 
May 22 and 23
Super Special. War 
Drama In Color
"Young Lions"
with Mnrlon Brando, 
Hope Lange and 
Montgomery Clift 
Show Time — Dusk













V P O N T  JU S T  
S T A N D  THERE..., 
C A L L  YOUR. 
SCOUTMASTER 1





^AJAX BAKERY? HOW LONG 
AAUST I WAIT FOR THAT P,B 
X' ORDERED A HALF HOUR 
AGO? GET MOVING, OR I'LL 
8LA...BLA...BLA... J
■ 7 ON THE >







m titi 'J '': ,  / v ' w
gOV.VOU'KB ATFfUP 
FRIEND/ YOU LBP 
CROOKED 3MCOMB5 TO P0UEVEI 
. J GOLD MINE THEY SOLD ME CONTAINED 
V A U m E  QUICKSILVER , 6 0 1  SUFFERED 
MO FINANCIAL LOSS !
SWINDLERS ARC W 




WELL BACK TO MY LONELYrV 
HEARTS BUSINESS/ NEVER ^  
AGAIN WILL J, LUCIAN PANGBR 













I Ins iidwTiiscmcni is not published or iluplhycd by the.Li(|iior 
to u u o l ^Jtf.ird or by the Ciovernmcnt of British Columbia. |»would be
4,  of fW'ftnn, , wnrr~twn- 
flve-oard miltn to choose from,; 
the, more promising one to estab­
lish is tho one that Includes the 
K-.1, If partner has .either the 
'are or queen of hearts, the suit is 
1 quite, likely to be quickly do- 
jVelupvd, Hut the diamond lead 
; will iiot usually 'work out mt well,
Since in nearly all esses partner ® iUil ,,,Uj }
required to havo two 1
A d s ' . . . ,
You Are!
J QRAMPS, IS THCRC, 
, SUCH A Mid AS 
•THC ABOMINABLE 
- 1  SNOWMAN’?
a '
I REALLY A 
D0NT KNOW,
1 SAMMY jr*
' f - W '
T ' t h e  only s n o w m e n 'T vP " '
FAMILIAR W ITH ARC- T HE NIC E
V




/  WELL,I DON'T V  
.KNOW ANYliilNQ ■ 
ABOUT SNOWMEN,,,
~Us-n.:1C t ’
ll 'il ll l '
„BUT I  COULD WRITE 
, A BOOK ABOUT 
( abominable uTae 
v _ . 1 BOYS 11 -
t  YT'i&U' f  t , J
w  v  \  a
C '
,v
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TRADE B O AR D  AIDS SEASON
Spring may be a long time in 
coming, but the Board of Trade 
in Kelowna is doing its bit to 
make it come about, spreading 
joy and color with the beautiful 
show of tulips shown above. The 
lovely old log building, long a
land-mark in Kelowna to incom­
ing ferry passengers, now 
houses the trade board and the 
museum, with its surroundings 
becoming more park-like every 
day. During the summer the old 
coffee shop, an annex of the
above building, houses the busy 
Regatta office, making it the 
hub of the city’s activity. The 
old ferry slip, beside the build­
ing, has been covcrtcd into one 
of the interior’s finest boat­
launching ramps.
(Kent Stevenson photo)
Edmonton Student Starts Serving 
Life Sentence For Rifle-Slaying
letters were .read in the packed' Williamson wept when the let- 
court room. ;ters were read.
The lawyer said he was intro-; Miss Kane admitted she had 
ducing the letters to “ show that .gone “very steady” with William- 
close relationship of deep af-json for about six months before
EDMONTON <CP> — Stanley 
George Williamson, 19, today be­
gan serving a life prison sentence 
after being found guilty on a 
charge of manslaughter In the 
rifle-slaying of a student at an feetion existed between the ac-j breaking up with him five days 
Edmonton high school. jeused and Miss Kane” which, before the shooting.
Williamson was charged with wh™ broken off, could have put| In a statement to Police, Wil- 
murder following the March ig'Williamson in a state of mind hamson admitted the shooting 
chnntirif nf Hnwirri r.nto-; 1K that led him to the shooting: and also said he tried to com-
tndTthlf wounding of six girls’, one episode. _______  : mit suicide on one occasion.
of them his former girl friend.: ■
The shooting took place at Ross. D f  MCMfC RDIEEC 
Sheppard High School in Edmon-; D.V,. liCwW J  DlrvILIJ 
ton’s west end.
The three - day trial ended 
Thursday when an Alberta Su­
preme Court jury returned a ver­
dict of g u i l t y  on the lesser 
charge. The jury deliberated 
more than 2' i  hours.
Mr. Justice Peter Greschuk
heard the verdict and called a PRINCETON, B.C. (CP'RCMP. VICTORIA (CP)— The provin-! 
15 - minute adjournment before here said Thursday night the ris- cial recreation ministry has ac-j 
passing sentence. ing Similkameen river may hide ‘ ccpted 43-acre Smiths Landing!
NO EMOTION the identity for at least a month;Park on Sproat Lake as a gift1
wuiinmcnn ,of two persons who may have from MacMillan and Blocdel!
A t Bottom
last Saturday.
Police said Thursday that the;
I provincial park.diet was announced. Before bc-i
Sin-0 ™Vr« hou.se■ river was running too fast .fori LADNER (CP)-The opening of 
h b ’r ' skintlivcrs to look for the car. i the Dcas Island tunnel under the
tn n  c?;h y 0''--' diver almost drowned and j Fraser river Saturday will be 
*‘Thnnkc” * no ûr^ cr effort will be made I marked oy a weekend of cclc-
** . . 'until the river drops. jbrations in the Delta district, in-
The youth was smiling slightly: a Vancouver man and woman!eluding exhibition sports, a street] 
ns he .returned to the prisoner’s iiVC believed to have been in thejdance, band concert and picnic.; 
box at the, end of the adjourn-; ear when it went off the highway 1
nu-nt. When asked whether he on .„ CUrve and into the river.! OLIVER (CP) — A three-mani 
1 had anything to say before re-1 A piece of windshield glass was i committee will study means of i 
cclving the sentence, Williamson found 000 yards downstream from 'obtaining better domestic water j 
said, “No, s i r . ” He looked,where- the car Hit the river, supplies for Oliver residents.! 
shocked when he heard the sen--j,{,bout 20 miles east of here. : Committee members will also I 
Wncc. ' ; study .the lagoon system of sew-:
In his address, Mr. Justice’- VICTORIA (CP•— General Con-'j,g-c disv>osnl rind a-delegation will1 
Greschuk said the evidence did struction Company was low bid- g0 t0 Grand Forks to examine 
not appear to i n d i c a t e  man-1 dor-at $970,230 for reconstruction imc system used there, 
slaughter or insanity, but lie cm- of 12.88 miles of. the Trans - j
phaslzed to the jury that his Canada Highway between Mnl-j PRINCE GEORGE (CP) —• A 
opinions were not binding, andlokwa and Sicanaous in the Sal-!mass vehicle cheek here resulted; 
they could disregard them if theyjmon Arm-Rovclstoke area. There, in 15 charges being laid against) 
so desired, 'were 10 bids received. ’!drivers and some 150 motorists
Mr. Crockett had asked the m ,P n . «. . .  being ordered to correct defects
Jury to return a verdict of man- . * 0lv 1 ALBLHN1 ,'U  ) — Mt*>; - their vehicles. ■ J
slaughter j Alice Crnknnthorp, DO. borh here! i
n .,'»n m , i v r s n , T m K  ;>"R bpforc »*»’ ‘'u>' existed, re- ; K1TIMAT, B.C.'' (CP)-Fire of j
h m u  s u i u i a  , reived- a, special pi\ir of scissors j undetermined origin destroyed!
During the first day of the trial from Municipal Affairs Minister .the interior of the main workshop! 
he. produced letters written hi Black alter Mr, Blaek used them land living quarters of Berts Bont|
e. 16. to cut n ribbon at the opening of j Yard There was ivWilliamson by Diane Kano, it>, m a nn n
his former girl friend. Seven such Port Alberni's now city hall, 'llhe damage,
ho estimate of
I V  V’ \F v v  .
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THIS M A K ES  SENSE!
64 With 112
By ALAN IL1RVEY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP) — Her Majesty 
will wear 64 with 112 and match­
ing 268.
To fashion faddists it may seem 
sacrilegious, but that’s the code 
that could come crackling over 
the wires during the Royal Tour, 
Unscrambled, it might read like 
this:
The Queen will wear peacock- 
blue hat, matching suede-shoes 
and short-sleeved lace dress with 
taffeta cummerbund.
Royal tour planners — strictly 
male — arc thinking of adopting 
this numerical shorthand to let 
the press corps know what the 
Queen will wear on any given day 
of the six-week tour.
WARDROBE CATALOGUE
Under present plans, Bucking­
ham Palace W’ould prepare a cata­
logue listing all the clothes in the 
Queen’s wardrobe for the Cana­
dian visit. Each item would be 
designated by a number—dresses! 
from one to 50, say, hats from' 
51 to 71 and so on. I
Correspondents covering the 
tour would get copies of the cata­
logue.
Then, each day, one of the 
Queen’s aides on the royal vaeht 
Britannia need only flash a cryp­
tic signal containing three num­
bers. The reporters would “de­
code” tins from the catalogue and 
presto typewriters would start 
clicking a detailed description of
what the Queen was wearing.
The ectak'f’ue would have a sec­
tion containing ink sketches of 
the royal gowns, making it a use­
ful souvenir of a tour that has 
'-been four years in the planning.
PRESS LIMITED
i The press corps accompanying 
;the royal party on the 12,000-mile 
|tour will be limited to 50—15 from 
! Britain 10 from the United States 
;nnd 25 Canadians. Already 65 ap­
plications have been received, 
foreshadowing polite regrets for
i some.
j "Those excluded will likely be 
from organizations tendering mul­
tiple applications.
Meanwhile, credentials for cor­
respondents are starting to go out 
today, and Ottawa's suggestion 
for the wardrobe coding system, 
sent to Buckingham Palace last 
week, is being weighed in London.
M O V IE C OLUM N
Marlon Brando Is Finishing 
Movie Began Six Months Ago
By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD iAPI — Marlon 
Brando is finally finishing the 
movie he began six months ago.
This appears to be something 
of a record for modern Holly­
wood times. In the old days, a 
Chailie Chaplin er an Erich von 
Stroheim might have spent a 
year on an artistic venture, but 
costs were considerably different 
then.
More recently. MGM took 8'i  
month:; to shoot Ben - Hur in 
'Italy, sometimes employing three 
separate companies. B r a n d o ' s  
One-Eyed Jacks may be the 
.modern record-holder in Holly-
iwood. At least it is at Para- 
'.mount, where he has been shoot­
ing.
i That noted long-shooter, George 
Stevens, took 75 days to shoot 
i another western, Shane. C. B. 
IDoMille's recent Ten Command- 
' ments totalled 117 days, includ­
ing the Egyptian location.
;no  sig n  o f  pa n ic
Brando expects to reach about 
1130 days (with a five-day shoot­
ing schedule) and finish his di- 
I rectorial chore next week. If 
there is any panic about his 
; overtime, the Paramount brass 
isn't showing it.
“We’ve got the Brando name
In a class western," a spokes* 
man said. “We feel that is worth 
the 84,450,000 the picture will 
cost. This will be our blockbuster 
of 1960.”
Nor did Brando seem con­
cerned when I visited him during 
the last days of filming. Tired, 
maybe, but not c o n c e r n e d .  
Weight is always a concern of 
j his, and I asked whether he had 
s lost any.
! “I've lost my mind, mostly," 
ihe said. “Some weight, too. I’ve 
!been working from early morn- 
ling until midnight every night."
I Nor will there be any rest for 
him. He’s scheduled to start im- 
i mediately In New’ York with The 
| Fugitive Kind, along with Anna 
iMagnanl and Joanne Woodward,
I When will he direct another 
!picture? His reply: "When I’m 
j old and grey and can’t get a job 
i doing anything else. . . . "
LARGE PLANTING
DUNNV1LLE. Ont. (CP)-Ten 
thousand white spruce trees were 
planted on a farm in this district 
40 miles s o u t h  of Hamilton. 
Bought by the f a r m e r, and 
•Manned by Government workers, 
the trees will serve as a wind­
break and conservation belt.
ROUGH PICKUP
LINDSAY, Ont. (CP) -  Scav­
enger Joe Saunders braked his 
truck to pick up a dead squirrel 
in the road, and garbage collec­
to r Ken Ruttan smashed into the 
rear of his truck. Anyway, they 
! picked up the squirrel.
WORKS PROJECT
MURRAY BAY, Que. (CP)— 
Municipal council of this centre 
90 miles northeast of Quebec City 
has approved a bylaw to borrow 




irs  MAY MADNESS! FANTASTIC VALUE! ONE LOW PRICE!
B E N N E T T S
T O O L - U P
SALE
Values up to 2 .4 9 , each .  .
A N Y  T O O L  O R  G A D G E T  A D V E R T IS ED  O N  T H IS  P A G E  O N L Y  99c
24” CROSSCUT HANDSAW /
24” Crosscut Handsaw with fall hardwood handle —
Bolingen tempered razor steel, wonderful value.
10” HACKSAW.BLADES
2 doz. 10”  Hacksaw Blades — sharp cutting Solingen 
Steel makes metal cutting a breeze. Bonus value.
PATCH-UP SET
A sensational value and so handy — set consists of 5Vi” 
pointing trow el,'3” wall scraper, l ’/i” putty knife and 
a linoleum knife.
“ MADE TO MEASURE KIT”
“Made to measure kit” consisting of 6’ white face pull 
out tap. 6’ folding wood rule and soft lead carpenter’s 
pencil. You’ll want this set at your fingertips for almost 
every job. ,
SCREW DRIVER SET
Screw driver set — a set of 5 of the most popular sized 
screw drivers. Shock resistant, amber handles, Magnetized 
blades help place screws in those hard-to-got-at places.
SOCKET CHISEL SET (
2 pc. socket chisel set — ‘is” x ai” in plastic pouch. High 
quality tool steel that will hold an edge.
PIPE WRENCH
Pipe Wrench — forged steel — ideal for the handyman 
because it’s a pleasure to use.
WRENCH SET :
4 pc. open end wrench sot consisting of the eight most 
popular sizes — opening up to 1” — rust resistant cad­
mium plated.
HOBBY VISE
Hobby Vise — a “third hand” in the work, shop. IV*” 
Jaws. Sturdy construction for longer .service,
TINSNIP
A handy tool for culling sheet,metal. Make sure that this 
Rem is in your workshop.,
COMBINATION SQUARE
Combination squnre a, nicely finished tool you'll be 
proud to owni Has an easy to read blade with clear mark­
ings. With a level and serlher in the .handle, ;
“SQUARE-HI Al>” SCREW DRIVER SET
3, pc, “square-head” screw driver' set. ,No's, 1 - 2 and 3 
(or use with Robertson screws, Vanncliuni blades -and blis­
ter ’proof wooden handles, '
, DIAGONAL PU E R  .
•An exceptional value for this rugged,' heavy duty pair of 
diagonal pliers. , A full 7” for he-mnn cutting.
j UTILITY KNIFE'
Utility Knife --  henvyi dio enst hnndle with 5 razor sharp 
tool Bteel blade*. This knifo lifts 1001 use* around tho 
home, , ( ’
, ’ , '■ DRILL SET
10 pc, chrome vanadium (,lrlll set 1 'HI to U” with mctnL 
drill stand. High grade tempered tool steel for easy cut­
ting through wood, plastic and soft metals,\
R-INCII WRENCH
8” nickel plated Crescent pattern wrench. Easy finger tip 












LONG NOSE PU E R  \
*\'l cutting edges -*•Long nose pllor -- forged stc 
“hiud-to-gct-nj,” places,
--------— -------\ ------- -N  LSIM-H^-SAWS-
for tho*#,
HOUSEHOLD HAMMER
1 lb. sturdy household hammer—polished face and hard­
wood handle.
ALUMINUM TORPEDO LEVEL
9” aluminum torpedo level — three vials — plumb, level 
and 45 degrees.
SCREW DRIVER
5 pc. Interchangeable screw driver set. Square head, 
Phillips, slot head and tack lifter all fit into chuck style 
amber handle. In plastic carrying pouch. ■
SQUEEGEE AND CHAMOIS
Squeegee and chamois — cod oil tanned English chamol* 
and live rubber squeegee with sponge washer. Cut win­
dow cleaning time in half.
POWER BIT SET
Power bit s e t,— tho advance design of this style bit 
assures quick, clean holes when boring in wood. Fits any 
Vi” drill.
PUNCH AND CHISEL SET
5 pc. punch and chisel set made of the finest Solingen 
forged steel. Set contains a handy nail set, three assorted 
punche* and a cold chisel,
LEVEL.
, 12” level — an accurate and so necessary tool for counties! 
Job* around the house. Set with one plumb and one level.
, ' 'HOSE.',
Now your present length of hose can reach to the farthest 
corners of your yard just by adding this extra 25’ length.
. . . OILSTONE ’
Oilsfone — a 7" double grit oilstone — fine and course — 
and a tube of very fine general purpose oil. You can 
sharpen knives, tools, etc,, with this, handy combination.
ANVIL TYPE PRUNING SHEAR
Best quality forged steel with solid brass anvil. Fully , 
polished blades, 1,
■'FILES '
Three of the most useful' flics used in the home, shop, 
garage and fnrfq, These are full size and ,sot Is completed 
with a special file handle that holds them securely,. , '
8" SUP JOINT PUER
82 Chrome plated slip Joint plier —• forged steel and . 
knurled handles, The' most useful and common plier in 
use today. ■ ' , '
"  PAINT ROLLER SET'
■A iiipcr value because you gel an extra refill, Best quality 
standard *lze makes painting a breeze. ,
J.PCE. GARDEN TOOL SET
Varnished wood handles, Sturdy construction, Tho whol* 1 
family will enjoy u;ilng these colorful tools', , ^
' , 1 '■ ' HACKSAW • • !' \
Hacksaw — 'fully ndjusliibla from 8” to 12',' In nickel 
finish and full pistol gr,Jp handle — complete with fast 
/cutting l^lade. , ,
■ ■ . PAINT BRUSH SET," 1 ' ;
Three1 “ Rubbcruot” , paint brushes I”, 1’A”, 2” pur* 
bristle vulcanized In rubber, Handy for, most painting 
Jobs, -
* ■ 6” 'GRASS ,SHEAR ' ”
■ i/ Polished blades, Made in England, )6'' overall, Very 
, handy for trimming hedges,
J___ ;------------------------ S C IS S O IU IA K -____ :___ ........ i.... ......
Nest,Ofmwiil—: tlumt Is lid III r< hnnd> tool than this set 
of wcll-hindo steel blades that interchange to (It the 
comfort-grip hardwood handle.■ ' 1 , , 1
lNTFRCIIANGI A B U  NOCK1TSF.T
7 pc. interchangeable socket set In carrying pouch 
tbol atcel sockets up to 7/16”. The handiest set for repair­
ing all small appliances,
-1 »*,i'
Scissor I’ak — 4 of Hie most jiaeful scissors lined In the 
■ ■ - i1 homo.' ShefUbM- forged 'steMV •mlrrbr’fli|l'»h.”'A T'-writM l' 
i purpose, cimved cuticle, surgical and rhtind tplped child’s 
i , play scissor,) Fantastic, 1
PINKING SHEARS
Pinking Shenra' -- you'll Jove litis smooth working 7”. 
shear*. A "must” In your scwjng basket,
1
